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Joseph William Mellor (1869-1938) was an Otago graduate who became
a ceramicist, a cartoonist, and, more importantly, a famous chemist.
Indeed, his single-handed effort to complete his 16 volume definitive
work A Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry (19221937), which amounted to over 15,000 pages and 16 million words, has
never been equalled. From very humble beginnings and self-initiated
study, Mellor obtained a place at the University of Otago, and then won
a scholarship to study for a research degree at Owens College,
Manchester. He then moved to Stoke-on-Trent, where he became
principal of the Technical College (now part of Staffordshire University).
During the First World War, Mellor’s research was directed towards
refractories, high-temperature ceramics relevant to the steel industry and
thus the war effort. It was for this work that he was offered a peerage,
which he turned down. In 1927 he was elected to the Royal Society for
work related to ceramics, the only other being Josiah Wedgwood in the
eighteenth century. Mellor retained a boyish sense of humour all his life,
and he was dubbed by colleagues the ‘Peter Pan of Ceramics’. He was
also a skilled cartoonist and his Uncle Joe’s Nonsense (1934) contains a
collection of humorous stories illustrated with clever pen sketches. Just
before Mellor died in May 1938, he received a C.B.E.
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Important Dates
1869 – Mellor was born on July 9th in Lindley, Huddersfield in England to Job and Emma
Mellor. Mellor was the eldest of six children and had one brother and four sisters.
1879 – Mellor and his family arrive at Lyttelton on the Hurunui and settled in Kaiapoi in
Canterbury, New Zealand for two years.
1881 – Mellor and his family move to Dunedin in the
South Island of New Zealand and settle in Kaikorai
Valley.
1882 – Mellor leaves school to work first for
H. S. Fish, businessman, mayor and Member of
Parliament; and then he worked for Simon Bros.’s
boot shop, McKinlay’s Footwear Company and finally Sargood, Son and Ewen, a boot
manufacturing company.

H.S. Fish

1885 – Mellor started to play chess. He eventually became ‘Chess editor’ for the Dunedin Evening
Star and he reached the final of the New Zealand Chess Championship twice.
1889 – Mellor begins evening classes with the Dunedin Technical Classes Association and
matriculates three years later.
1892 – Mellor begins part-time classes at the University of Otago under Professor of Chemistry,
James Gow Black (1835-1914).
February, 1894 – Mellor informed he has passed the Matriculation Examination of the
University of New Zealand by Registrar William Miles Maskell (1839-98).
March, 1895 – Mellor qualifies as a ‘teacher’ from the Everett Shorthand Society.
April, 1896 – Mellor informed he has passed his first exam of BSc degree at University of New
Zealand.
May, 1897 – Mellor informed he has passed, with first class honours, the final exam for Bachelor
of Science degree.
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May, 1897 – Mellor awarded the 1851 Exhibition Scholarship by the University of New Zealand.
1898 – Mellor teaches ‘Natural Sciences’ at Lincoln Agricultural College for a short time.
June, 1899 – Mellor marries Emma Cranwell Bakes who was from
Lincolnshire but brought up in Auckland and the organist of the
Mornington Wesleyan Church, Dunedin.
August, 1899 – Mellor. with his wife Emma. leaves New Zealand
from Port Chalmers in Dunedin to study at Owen’s College,
Manchester.
December, 1900 – Mellor elected ‘Research Fellow in Chemistry’
at Owens College, Manchester.
1902 – Mellor completed his doctorate.
1902 – Mellor’s Higher Mathematics for Students of Chemistry and Physics
is published.

Emma Mellor

[1902] – Mellor worked for a short time as a science teacher at Newcastle High School before
being appointed lecturer on pottery in Stoke-on-Trent.
1904 – Mellor’s Chemical Statics and Dynamics published.
[1904-05] – Mellor leaves Manchester for North Staffordshire.
1905 – Mellor became Director of the Research Laboratories of the Federation. The Federation
being six Staffordshire towns associated with the pottery industry.
1905 – Mellor became Honorary Secretary (and editor) of the Ceramic Society (UK).
[April-May, 1905] – Mellor’s Crystallisation of Iron & Steel published.
June, 1907 – Mellor outlined a proposal for a new book with the provisional title Modern Inorganic
Chemistry.
1908 – Mellor is offered the Chair of Chemistry at the University of Sydney.
1909 – Mellor helped to institute the Refractories Committee of the Institute of Gas Engineers
(UK).
April, 1911 – Mellor applied for the position of Chair of Chemistry at the University of Otago.
1912 – Mellor visited Berlin and meets Dr K. Endell, of the German Ceramic Society, who
showed him around the Royal Porcelain Factory in Berlin
1912 – Mellor’s A Treatise on Quantitative Inorganic Analysis first published.
October, 1912 – Mellor’s Modern Inorganic Chemistry published.
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1914 – Mellor’s Clay and Pottery Industries published; North Staffordshire Technical College was
built and Mellor became principal of the school.

Mellor in the laboratory
of North Staffordshire
Technical College.

1914-18 – Mellor was instrumental during WWI in advising the government when ‘supplies of
refractory materials and….many necessary steel alloys were cut off’. As a result Mellor was
offered a peerage which he refused.
1915 – Mellor’s Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry published.
1919 – The British Refractories Research Association was established. Mellor was the first
Director of Research at the Association.
1920 – Mellor’s Higher Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry published.
January, 1921 – Mellor is formally elected to become a
member of the National Liberal Club, London.
1922 – The first volume of Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise on
Theoretical and Inorganic Chemistry published.
January, 1926 – Mellor applies for a New Zealand patent for
his “invention the title of which is ‘Improvements in the
Manufacture of Pottery or the Like’”.
1927 – Mellor and his wife travelled to America with the Ceramic
Society aboard Laconia, a Cunard liner.
February, 1927 – Mellor is elected as a Fellow of the Royal
Society in England.
1929 – Mellor and his wife travelled to America and meet with the American Ceramic Society.
1930 – Mellor’s Elementary Inorganic Chemistry published.
1930 – Mellor’s Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry published.
December, 1930 – Mellor suffered from ‘a very advanced stage of anaemia’.
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May, 1931 – Mellor visited Germany with the British Ceramic Society.
December, 1931 – Mellor’s Nonsense book is rejected by the publishers.
1932 – Mellor elected as an Honorary Member of the American Ceramic Society.
April, 1932 – Mellor finished writing the 15th volume of his Comprehensive Treatise.
June, 1933 – Mellor appointed Examiner of a thesis submitted by Mr L. S. Theobald (University
of London). (Leslie Stuart Theobald (1898-1979) eventually worked at the Imperial College,
London as an Analytical Chemist.)
October, 1933 – Mellor accepted an invitation to become a representative of the New Zealand
Government on the Board of Governors of the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
London.
1934 – Mellor’s Nonsense book is published by the Ceramic Society.
June/July, 1934 – Mellor retired as Head of the Pottery Department of the North Staffordshire
Technical College.
December, 1934 – The Mellor Laboratories of the British Refractories Research Association
opened.
[February/March], 1935 – Mellor holidayed in Algeria, North Africa.
[June/July], 1935 – Mellor travelled to Sweden for a visit.
September, 1935 – Mellor is made an Honorary Member of the German Ceramic Society; also
the Czechoslovakian Ceramic Society.
[February], 1936 – Mellor holidayed in Spain.
1937 – Mellor resigned as Director of Research at the British Refractories Research Association.
January, 1937 – Mellor intended to retire and move permanently to London; Mellor resigned
from the American Chemical Society.
February, 1937 – Mellor and his wife travelled to Buenos Aires for a two month holiday.
[March-April], 1937 – Mellor spent time in a nursing home for an unstated illness.
1937 – Sixteenth and last volume of Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise on Theoretical and Inorganic
Chemistry published.
May, 1937 – Mellor is made an Honorary Member of the Canadian Ceramic Society; Mellor
awarded a King George VI Coronation Medal and receives a CBE; Mrs Mellor receives medal
and certificate in July, 1938.
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18th May, 1937 – Mellor received a letter from Ernest Rutherford.
[October], 1937 – Mellor’s illness returned.
[October/November], 1937 – Mellor retired from the
Refractories Association. At the time he was too ill to attend
the presentation made to him by the Association.
24th May, 1938 – Mellor passes away.
1949 – The New Zealand Institute of Chemistry initiates the
Mellor Lecture.
1950 – Emma Mellor visits Otago, gifts books and makes
bequests to the University of Otago.
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People involved in the education and career of Joseph
William Mellor
George Malcolm Thomson (1848-1933) – Science Master at Otago Boys’ High School and a
Director of the Technical School in Dunedin where Mellor first attended secondary education
classes. Thomson was impressed by Mellor’s ‘self-education’ and not only arranged for Mellor to
attend classes at the Technical College but subsequently arranged for Mellor to study at the
University of Otago.
Thomson was the father of the first New Zealand Rhodes’ Scholar, Dr James Allan Thomson.
Otago Boys’ High School awards the G.M. Thomson Prize for Science every year to one of its
outstanding pupils.
See: http://www.otago.ac.nz/library/pdf/hoc_fr_bulletins/Bull_48_Thomson.pdf
http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/1966/thomson-george-malcolm-fls
http://rsnz.natlib.govt.nz/volume/rsnz_64/rsnz_64_00_005150.html

Professor James Gow Black (1835-1914) – In 1871 Black’s application for the Chair of Natural
Science at Otago was successful and he and his family came to New Zealand at the end of that
year. Black became Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy at Otago University and was Mellor’s
first teacher there.
‘At the University Mellor came under the influence of the veteran Professor Black, who was
delighted when he recognised after a few years that Mellor had outstripped him in his own field.
When the time came for Black to retire, it was suggested by friends in Dunedin that Mellor, then
at Owens College, Manchester, should be brought back to succeed him. 'No, no!' the old man
protested, 'he would be wasted here.' Certainly English industry would have been deprived of
very valuable assistance in a wartime emergency if Mellor had returned to Dunedin.’
(From http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-JenNewZ-t1-body-d10.html#n136 )
See: http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2b24/black-james-gow
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-207444.html
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Dr Sir Harry (Henry) Enfield Roscoe (1833-1915), founder of the Manchester School of
Chemistry at Owen’s College (the precursor of the University of Manchester) and Chair of
Chemistry until 1886. Roscoe was a contemporary and friend of German chemist Robert Bunsen
(1811-99). Roscoe wrote a testimonial letter for Mellor in 1902. Incidentally he was the uncle of
Beatrix Potter.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Enfield_Roscoe
http://www.mosi.org.uk/media/33871511/henryenfieldroscoe.pdf
Professor Harold Baily Dixon (1852-1930) – Dixon initially studied Classics at Oxford until he
realised his passion and aptitude for chemistry. In 1886 Dixon became Chair of Chemistry at
Owen’s College, Manchester, a position he held until his retirement in 1922. Mellor came under
his tutelage when he joined Owen’s College in 1899.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Baily_Dixon
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v126/n3179/pdf/126511a0.pdf
http://www.jstor.org/stable/95888?seq=3

Professor Sir William Ramsay (1852-1916) – Ramsay was impressed by Mellor’s abilities and
asked him to write a volume for his ‘series of volumes on Physical Chemistry’ for which he was
editor. Mellor’s Chemical Statics and Dynamics was his contribution to the Ramsay series.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Ramsay
Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd (publishers) – On the company letterhead it states that Charles
Griffin and Co. were ‘Publishers of Standard Works on Engineering: Civil, Mechanical, Marine,
Electrical, Aeronautical; Naval Architecture; Metallurgy; Mining; Geology; Petroleum ;
Technology; Medicine; Religion’. Established in 1820, the company were responsible for
publishing many of Mellor’s works.
Charles Rae Griffin (Director of Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd from 1907)
For The Centenary Volume of Charles Griffin and Co, Ltd, Publishers, 1820-1920, see:
https://archive.org/details/centenaryvolumeo00grifuoft
Francis James Blight, Chairman and Managing Director at Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd
‘OLD scientific friends of Mr. Francis J. Blight will learn with much regret of his death at the age
of seventy-seven years, on January 27 at his home at Mill Hill. Previously to 1927 he had been
closely associated with Messrs. Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., the well-known publishers of
technical scientific books, and since 1899, when Miss E. E. (Elizabeth Eaves) Griffin died, he
had been chairman and managing director of the firm, only retiring in 1927 in consequence of
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rearrangements following on the death of Miss Helen Griffin.’ From Nature 135, 296 (23
February 1935) (Online)
Blight corresponded with Mellor regarding the publication of his works.
For The Centenary Volume of Charles Griffin and Co, Ltd, Publishers, 1820-1920, see:
https://archive.org/stream/centenaryvolumeo00grifuoft/centenaryvolumeo00grifuoft_djvu.txt
Longmans Green and Co. Publishers
Charles James Longman (1852-1934): Longmans is said to be ‘the oldest publishing firm in the
City’ and ‘claims 204 years of continuous publishing success’.
Longmans Green and Co. published many of Mellor’s works.
See: http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/72356/49330?back=,72356
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longmans,_Green_%26_Co.
J. W. Allen – A former teacher, when he joined the Longmans Green and Co., Allen was ‘keen
to build up the educational lists and to develop markets in India and elsewhere.’
‘A key appointment was that of J. W. Allen in 1884, who arrived at Paternoster Row with
teaching experience with the Liverpool school board. His experience and acumen added to
Longman family profits, but he did not become a partner until 1918 on the death of W. E.
Green, who left him his shares.’ (ODNB)
Allen was in regular correspondence with Mellor regarding the publication of his works.
Kenneth B. Potter – After Allen becomes ill in the early 1930s Potter, a director at Longmans,
takes over from him in correspondence with Mellor.
George David Parkes (1899-1967) – Parkes revised and edited Mellor’s Modern Inorganic
Chemistry and was a Fellow of Keble College, Oxford from 1930 to 1965.
(Sir) William Jackson Pope (1870-1939) – Pope, a chemist, drew up and collected signatures
for Mellor’s nomination to the Royal Society in 1926-27.
See: http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/35575?docPos=2
Marc-Louis-Emmanuel Solon (1835-1913) – ‘Potter and artist Marc-Louis-Emmanuel Solon
(1835 – June 23, 1913), pseudonym Miles, was a French porcelain artist for Sèvres Pottery who
moved to Stoke-on-Trent in 1870 to become a leading artist at Mintons Ltd. He remained
resident in England until his death. His work commanded high prices in the late Victorian period
as a leading exponent of the technique of ceramic decoration called pâte-sur-pâte. One of his vases,
believed to be his largest, is on display at Osborne
House.’ From Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc-Louis_Solon )
Mellor corresponded with Solon who also lived
in Stoke-on-Trent.
See: Memorial Lecture from Box One
by R. L. Hobson
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Bernard Moore (1850-1935) – ‘Joined his father in the business in 1865 (Samuel Moore & Son)
and took over the works in 1867 on his father's death. He was joined by his younger brother
Samuel Vincent Moore and in 1873 they were trading as Moore Bros (1873-1905). In September
1905 the moulds, designs of Moore Bros. were sold and the St. Mary's works were sold to Wild
& Co. Bernard [Moore] took premises at Wolfe Street, Stoke and specialised in glaze effects.’
(See: http://www.thepotteries.org/people/moore_bernard.htm)
Bernard Moore was a friend and colleague of Mellor’s.

Frank Wedgwood (Major Francis Hamilton Wedgwood) (1867-1930) – Son of Clement
Francis Wedgwood (1840-89), great-grandson of Josiah Wedgwood (1730-95). Francis
Wedgwood was a partner in the Wedgwood firm from 1889 and oversaw the celebrations for the
200 year anniversary of the company in 1930.
Wedgwood was a friend and colleague of Mellor’s.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Hamilton_Wedgwood
http://www.wedgwoodmuseum.org.uk/learning/discovery-packs/pack/lives-of-thewedgwoods/chapter/francis-hamilton-wedgwood-frank-1867-1930
http://www.wedgwoodmuseum.org.uk/learning/discovery_packs/pack/working-atwedgwood/chapter/frank-wedgwood-1863-1930
National Liberal Club
Mellor became a member of the National Liberal Club in January, 1921.
(‘The National Liberal Club, known to its members as the NLC, is a London gentlemen's club
(open to both men and women), which was established by William Ewart Gladstone in 1882 for
the purpose of providing club facilities for Liberal Party campaigners among the newly enlarged
electorate after the Third Reform Act. The club's impressive neo-Gothic building over the
Embankment of the river Thames is the second-largest clubhouse ever built. Designed by Alfred
Waterhouse, it was not completed until 1887. Its facilities include a dining room, a bar, function
rooms, a billiards room, a smoking room and reading room, as well as an outdoor riverside
terrace overlooking the London Eye. It is located at Whitehall Place, close to the Houses of
Parliament, the Thames Embankment and Trafalgar Square.’
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Liberal_Club
http://www.nlc.org.uk/win/home.html
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Inventory of Mellor boxes
Box 1 – Pamphlets
Mellor’s Published Papers
The Deterioration of Moulds during Storage
Effect of the Load on the Refractoriness of Firebricks, etc.
The Corrosive Action of Flue Dust on Firebricks
A Note on Thorpe’s Solubility Ratio
On the Plasticity of Clays
The Plasticity of Potter’s Materials
Retrospection
The Minute Structure of Porcelain, Parian, Semi-Porcelain and Earthenware (With a note on the Crystallization
of Glazes)
The Ceramic Industries from Nature January 6th, 1916. Vol. 96, pp. 512-13
Bestimmung von Cyaniden und Cyanaten neben einander
Die Bestandigkeit von keramischen Fritten, Glasuren, Glasern und Emails bei der Verwendung
The Institute of Vitreous Enamellers, Annual Proceedings. Vol. 1, 1935 (Frontispiece image Dr J. W.
Mellor)
The Preparation of Pure Chlorine and its Behaviour towards Hydrogen
Some Properties of Fireclays
Cobalt and Nickel Colours
The Mission of Science in Education
The Chemistry of Chrome-Tin Colours
Education and Trade, Address by Dr Mellor. The Stone Evening Classes (Reprint from the
Staffordshire Sentinel September 12th, 1906)
Unknown Clays in Coal-Mines
The Discoloration of Chrome-Green Colours
The Cultivation of Crystals on Glazes
The Discoloration of Refractories by “Iron”
Rejected Pageant Tableaux and Paper Rejected from the Commemoration Volume (Reprinted from the
Programme of the Wedgwood Bicentenary Proceedings of the Ceramic Society, May 21-23, 1930 Hon. Sec. Dr
J. W. Mellor) Contains lots of cartoons
Crystallization in Pottery
The Ferric Oxide Colours
Notes on the Crystalline Structure of some China Clays examined by the X-ray Powder Method
Some Notes on the Shrinkage of Clays during Drying
The Spontaneous Rupture of Aged Pottery
Notes on the Crimson-Chromium-Tin Glaze
History of the Water Problem (Mrs Fulhame’s Theory of Catalysis)
Note on Bunsen’s Ice Calorimeter
The Crazing of Glazed Wall-Tiles in Service (3 copies)
The Cobalt-Blue Colours (3 copies)
Note on Bunsen’s Ice Calorimeter (2 copies)
Some α-Alkyl Substitution Products of Glutaric, Adipic, and Pimelic Acids (2 copies)
The Union of Hydrogen and Chlorine. V. The Action of Light on Chlorine Gas
The Union of Hydrogen and Chlorine. VI.The Period of Induction
The Union of Hydrogen and Chlorine Part IV. The Draper Effect
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On the Union of Hydrogen and Chlorine Parts I to III (3 copies)
The Manufacture of Porcelain: The Important Experiments at the Pottery School (Mellor and Mr Bernard
Moore)
On the Detection of Lead in Urine and Post-Mortem Specimens (2 copies)
The Chemistry of Chinese Copper-Red Glazes (2 copies)
The Absent-minded Beggar (3 copies)
The Durability of Pottery Frits, Glazes, Glasses and Enamels in Service (3 copies)
“Sherlock Holmes”: Some Reminiscences of Mr Bernard Moore (4 copies)
The Chemistry of the Copper-Red Glazes (2 copies)
A Note on the Molecular Formulae of Clays and Glazes (7 copies)
The Crazing and Peeling of Glazes (3 copies)
Das Rissigwerden und Abrollen von Glasuren (2 copies)
The Chemical Constitution of the Clay Molecule (2 copies)
The Spitting of Glazes in the Enamel-Kiln (2 copies)
Note on Study of Pan-Grinding
Die Kinetik der Zuckerinversion (2 copies)
Other papers
Horace S. Newman, A Method for the Graphic Determination of Quaternary Mixtures
H. V. Thompson, The Dissociation of Salt
Bernard Moore, The Bending of Easy-fired Ware
L. Bradshaw and W. Emery, Some Comparative Tests of Machine-made and Hand-made Silica Bricks
L. Bradshaw and W. Emery, The Specific Heats of Refractory Materials at High Temperatures. Part 1:
Silica, Fireclay and Zirconia(2 copies, 2nd copy highly annotated)
A. Heath and A. Leese, Lime in Earthenware Bodies
H. S. Newman, Contraction of Some Quaternary Mixtures Fired to Different Temperatures
A. Heath and A. Leese, The Effect of Calcination of Flints on Earthenware Bodies
Dr L. Bradshaw and W. Emery, Notes on Jointing Materials for Refractories
Dr L. Bradshaw and W. Emery, The Influence of Oxidizing and Reducing Atmospheres on Refractory
Materials
Bulletin of the British Refractories Research Association, No. 44, October, 1937
Prof. Leonard Hill, The Biological Action of Light
F. G. Donnan, The Mystery of Life by
Stephen Richarz, The Age of the Human Race in the Light of Geology
Fenton Science and Art Classes (Reprint from the Staffordshire Sentinel, Tuesday, March 14th, 1905
Journal de Chimie Physique, Vol. 13, No. 1, 31st March, 1915
W. E. Safford, Narcotic Plants and Stimulants of the Ancient Americans
Paul Becquerel, Latent Life: Its Nature and its Relations to Certain Theories of Contemporary Biology
H. E. Armstrong, The Origin of Life: A Chemist’s Fantasy
Felix Singer, Making Blue Bricks in Czechoslovakia
C. Leonard Woolley, Ur of the Chaldees: More Royal Tombs
L. Solon, Bernard Palissy and his Time
W. L. Bragg,The Structure of Silicates
Wilder D. Bancroft and James E. Magoffin, The Energy Hump in Chemistry
The Annual Banquet of the Ceramic Society, 1935
T. H. Holland, Constitution, Origin and Dehydration of Laterite
R. L Hobson, Memorial Lecture on Mr M. L. E. Solon
R. Legendre, The Physiology of Sleep
W. L. Bragg, The Structure of Silicates
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Communications from the Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XIV, 1914-15, nos. 54-57
Communications from the Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XV, 1915-16, nos. 58-63
Communications from the Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XV, 1915-16, nos. 64-66
Communications from the Clay and Pottery Laboratory, Stoke-on-Trent, Vol. XVI, 1916-17, nos 67-73
Communications from the Clay and Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XVI, 1916-17, nos. 74-76
Communications from the Clay and Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XVII, 1917-18, nos. 77-82
Communications from the Pottery Laboratory, Vol. XVIII, 1918-19, nos. 89-93
British Pottery Manufacturers’ Federation: Technical Bulletin, no. 25, March 1935
British Pottery Manufacturers’ Federation: Technical Bulletin, no. 29, November, 1937 (3 copies)
The British Refractories Research Association (The Mellor Laboratories, Stoke-on-Trent), no. 23, June 1937
The British Refractories Research Association (The Mellor Laboratories, Stoke-on-Trent), no. 24, October
1937
The British Refractories Research Association (The Mellor Laboratories, Stoke-on-Trent), no. 25, January
1938

Box 2 – Papers on Pottery
A note in this box reads ‘Dr Mellor had put them aside and kept them together with the
intention of some day writing a book on pottery (see Mrs Mellor’s letter to Dr Skinner [?] of
24/7/45, para. 6)’.
Also a card states that the papers are ‘Typescript and ms., including some water colour originals
for col. illus., similar to those in Transactions: Cobalt and nickel colours, and the chemistry of
the chrome-tin colours v. 36 Jan. 1937.’
Folder one:
The Crazing of Glazed Wall-Tiles in Service: A Sequel to ‘The Crazing and Peeling of Glazes’ – paper has
cut-out images stuck on
Cobalt Blue Colours – heavily annotated
Theory of Colour – contains colour drawings
Cobalt Colours – contains colour drawings; list of colour formulas (?) hand-written
A manuscript note beginning ‘One of Newton’s discoveries…’
Nickel Colours – with colour drawings and cut-out images
Copper Colours – contains manuscript notes; annotated typescript
Manganese Colours – annotated typescript
Colours from the Platinum Metals – annotated
Uranium Colours – annotated
Antimony Colours – manuscript note with what appears to be a recipe for Antimony Yellow
Titanium Colours
Folder two:
A Study on Pan-Grinding
Some Comments on ‘Note on a Study of Pan Grinding’
Peeling and Crazing
Manuscript with title Continuous Ovens and Kilns
Measuring High Temperatures: Wedgwood’s Pyrometer – contains cut-out images and hand-drawn
images; followed by untitled paper on various Pyrometers with hand drawings.
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Intermittent Muffle Kilns
The Adjustment of the Elutriator – with a manuscript note and annotations
The Texture of Clays – heavily annotated typescript
A selection of manuscript with no particular titles; appear to be working through problems?
A Ticket to the Annual Prize Distribution to Art and Technical School Students of the Session, 1910-11
(County Borough of Stoke-on-Trent Education Committee) with manuscript notes on the back.
A postcard addressed to Dr J. W. Mellor, 19 The Villas, Stoke-on-Trent from A. W. Holdcroft
with a note regarding bricks
The Action of Heat on Binary Mixtures of Felspar, Flint, and China Clay by Arthur Heath and J. W.
Mellor (printed publication)
Chapter _ Physical Properties of Clay – heavily annotated
11th September, 1908 – A hand-written letter to Mellor on paper headed Lister Institute of
Preventive Medicine, Chelsea Gardens, London S.W. The letter seems to be from a W. J. Young
regarding a bacterium Bacillus sulphineus (?)
Manuscript titled Organic Matter in Clays
Bone Ash - typescript
Newspaper cuttings with by-line Blue Flint Pickers of the Sussex Coast
A paper on the processes of printing with a hand drawing of a ‘printing machine’
Booklet titled Determination of the Amount of Soluble Salts in Clays – full of manuscript notes

Box 3 – Page proofs of MIC
Page proofs of Modern Inorganic Chemistry
A card in the box reads ‘[Expanded] Notes related to Modern Inorganic Chemistry,
apparently not printed in such a form. Includes some printed excerpts
from early edition of the work.’
Folders 1 and 2 contain printed (heavily annotated) and manuscript
chapters of work.

Box 4 – Manuscript and typed notes of MIC
Three packages containing notes, proofs, and illustrations, etc of Modern Inorganic

Chemistry

Folder 1 – Hand-drawn images, manuscript chapters, printed proofs and typescript. Proofs of
illustrations.
Folder 2 – Typescript and manuscript chapters and notes.
Folder 3 – Mostly manuscripts with some printed material pasted in.
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Box 5 – Notes on Clays
Card in the box reads ‘Notes on Clays. Typescript, with ms. emendations; illus. In
springback folder.’
Folder 1 – Contains various manuscript notes; including a letter from Allan B. Dick to Mellor
dated July 24, 1909 regarding the use of some photographs ‘for [his] book on Clay.’
Folder 2 – Contains various manuscript notes and printed materials; includes a fold-out titled
China Trials: Expansion and Contraction during firing; also includes a letter from H. Stanley Allen
dated May 1st, 1913 regarding a paper written by Allen.
Folder 3 – Typescript, heavily annotated, with first chapter title reading China Clay and its
Relations
Folder 4 – Annotated typescript and manuscript notes

Box 6 – Notes on glazing, refractories, clay and pottery
Box contains three spring-back folders with packages inside.
Folder 1 – Entitled Notes on clay and pottery includes various typescript and manuscript papers;
some titles include:From Mine to Counter – dated 13th March, 1919
Studies on British Clays
Report on the Stormer Viscometer
M. Le Chatelier’s Expansion Apparatus for Measuring Expansion By Fizeau’s Method
Folder 2 – Entitled Notes on glazing with a note inside the package stating ‘Notes. Incorporated in
Modern Inorganic Chemistry; includes various typescript and manuscript papers; some titles include:Salt Glazing
Peeling and Crazing
Low Solubility Glazes
Settling Test
A copy of a letter to ‘Mr Clive’ dated 1-11-13, unsigned, regarding changes to a proposed paper
(?) and talking of flint and glazes.
Folder 3 – Entitled Newcastle lectures on refractories. Contains notes for five lectures
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Box 7 – Manuscripts; Correspondence; Testimonials;
Examinations; Applications; Requests for Plates
Box contains seven folders.
Folder 1 – Titled London University College of Science and Technology, 1933-37; City

and Guilds of London Institute, Dept. of Technology, 1927; Benares Hindu University,
1934-35
A copy of the City and Guilds of London Institute 1925 Pottery and Porcelain Final
Examination
8th February, 1927 – A letter from C. C. Hawkins (Superintendent, Department of Technology,
City and Guilds of London Institute) to Mellor at the Central School of Science and Technology,
Pottery Laboratory in Stoke-on-Trent. Hawkins asks if Mellor could set the exam for the City
and Guilds students in India in Pottery and Porcelain.
11th February, 1927 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Hawkins stating he would be happy to
oblige and set the exam.
17th December, 1927 - Copy of Mellor’s letter to the City and Guilds Superintendent in the
Department of Technology. Mellor has enclosed the examination paper he has formulated in
accordance with Hawkins’s February 8th request.
2nd June, 1933 – A letter from S. Worsley (?), University of London, to Mellor. Worsley informs
Mellor that he has been appointed Examiner of a thesis submitted by Mr Leslie Stuart Theobald
(1898-1979). (Theobald eventually worked at the Imperial College, London as an Analytical
Chemist.)
25th October, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the
Official Secretary, New Zealand Government Offices,
London in which Mellor accepts the NZ Government’s
invitation to ‘represent New Zealand on the Board of
Governors.’
Booklet titled Imperial College of Science and Technology Year
Card, 1933-34
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25th January, 1934 – A letter from the High
Commissioner for New Zealand in London (Sir Thomas
Mason Wilford, 1870-1939) to Mellor in which the High
Commissioner acknowledges Mellor’s acceptance
of ‘appointment as the New Zealand Government
Representative on the Board of Governors of the
Imperial College of Science and Technology’.

26th January, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the High Commissioner for NZ in London
(Sir Thomas Mason Wilford, 1870-1939) in which Mellor acknowledges his appointment.
12th February, 1934 – A letter from the Secretary of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London to Mellor regarding Mellor’s appointment to the Board of Governors of
the College ‘as a representative of the Dominion of New Zealand’.
12th March 1934 – A letter from the Secretary of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology asking Mellor if he or anyone connected to the Imperial College requires an
invitation to the Ceremony of Presentation day at the Royal Albert Hall on 10th May, 1934.
Mellor (?) has pencilled on the side of the letter ‘say sorry will not be able to come’.
Minutes of the Proceedings at the One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Meeting of the Governing Body of the Imperial
College of Science and Technology. The Meeting was held on 16th March, 1934
26th September, 1934 – A request from Benares Hindu University, India, to Dr Mellor to set the
Diploma in Pottery and Porcelain Examination for 1935.
Diploma in Pottery and Porcelain) Examination, 1934
Benares Hindu University Prospectus of Studies for the Diploma Examinations in Soap Manufacture, Metal
Enamelling and Pottery and Porcelain
30th October, 1935 – Copy of a letter to the Governing Body of the Imperial College of Science
and Technology, London. The letter begins ‘We, the undersigned, are greatly concerned at the
possible termination of the invaluable research work on the problems of combustion and fuel
carried on at the Imperial College during the past twentythree (sic) years by Professor Bone and
his staff’. The letter is unsigned.
8th November, 1935 – A request from Benares Hindu University, India, to Dr Mellor to set the
Diploma in Pottery and Porcelain Examination for 1936.
Diploma (in Pottery and Porcelain) Examination, 1935
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Benares Hindu University Prospectus of Studies for the Diploma Examinations in Soap Manufacture, Metal
Enamelling and Pottery and Porcelain
Pamphlet titled Distinctions Conferred on Present and Past Members of the Staff and Students During the
Year, 1936-37
12th January, 1937 – A letter from the Secretary of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology to Mellor acknowledging Mellor’s absence from the ‘next meeting of the Governing
Body’, Mellor’s current illness and his subsequent trip to South America.
Agenda of the 138th Meeting of the Governing Body of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology. Meeting to be held on the 11th June, 1937
A copy of the Governing Body Agenda: Memorandum on the Expenditure of the Imperial
College.
Folder 2 – Titled Examination Results; Testimonials; Applications
6th February, 1894 – A letter from the University of New Zealand, Wellington to Mellor
informing him that he had passed the Matriculation Examination of the University. The letter is
signed by the Registrar W. M. Maskell (1839-98) and by Mellor, who was required to sign it and
send it back.
28th April, 1896 – A letter from the University of New Zealand, Wellington to Mellor informing
him of his pass in the ‘first Examination for the Degree of B.Sc (Ordinary)’. Signed by the
Registrar William Miles Maskell.
12th May, 1897 – A letter from the University of New Zealand, Wellington to Mellor informing
him that he had been awarded a Senior Scholarship. Signed by the Registrar William Miles
Maskell.
14th May, 1897 – A letter from the University of New Zealand, Wellington to Mellor informing
him that he had passed Mathematics and Chemistry, final exam for the degree of BSc.
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Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851: 1851 Exhibition Science Research Scholarships; Instructions for
Reports of Scholars
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851: Science Research Scholarships; General Regulations
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851: Science Research Scholarships of 1898; Opinion on the Reports
submitted by Dr. Joseph Mellor, D.Sc. (London and New Zealand), nominated by the University of New
Zealand, of his work during his tenure for three years of a Science Research Scholarship which was exceptionally
renewed for a third year (1898-1902).
4th May, 1898 – A testimonial letter on Technical Classes Association, Dunedin letterhead. The
letter is signed by George Malcolm Thomson (1848-1933) Hon. Sec. and Superintendent of the
Technical Classes Association. Thomson states in the letter that Mellor gained first class honours
at the Technical School with ‘90 percent of the attainable marks’; that he took over lecturing in
chemistry when Dr Don resigned; and of Mellor’s ‘modesty’ and ‘thoroughness’
16th July, 1898 – A letter headed University of Otago, Chemistry department to Mellor stating
Mellor’s involvement in the Chemistry department. Signed by James Gow Black (1835-1914)
Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy, University of Otago.
27th September, 1898 – A testimonial letter for Mellor headed ‘University of Otago’, Dunedin.
Signed by James Gow Black. Black states that Mellor was ‘the ablest student of my Chemistry
classes both in the practical and theoretical departments for many years’; ‘a young man of quite
exceptional mental and physical rigour’
4th October, 1898 – A testimonial letter for Mellor written on Waitaki High School, Oamaru
letterhead. Signed by Dr John R. Don, then Rector of Waitaki Boys, formerly of Technical
College Dunedin.
26th October, 1898 – A testimonial letter written on Waitaki High School, Oamaru letterhead.
Signed by Dr John R. Don, then Rector of Waitaki Boys. Don states that despite ‘Working under
many disadvantages’ Mellor had found great success as a student and a lecturer.
17th February, 1899 (?) – A New Zealand Post Office Telegraph to Mellor at School of
Agricultures (sic) at Lincoln informing him he had passed his English exam with honours first
class.
6th December, 1900 – A letter written on The Owens College,
Manchester letterhead to Mellor informing him that had been
elected as a ‘Research Fellow in Chemistry’. Signed by Edward
Fiddes, Secretary to the Council.
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27th May, 1902 – A testimonial letter signed by Harry (Henry) E. Roscoe (1833-1915), chair of
chemistry at Owen’s College until 1886. Roscoe was a contemporary and friend of German
chemist Robert Bunsen (1811-99) and in this letter he recommends Mellor for the ‘vacant Chair
of Chemistry at Christchurch New Zealand’.
6th June, 1902 – A letter written on Owens College, Manchester letterhead outlining Mellor’s
research work in chemistry at the College and recommending him for the ‘vacant Professorship
of Chemistry in Canterbury College, New Zealand’. Signed by W. H. Perkins (1838-1907),
Professor of Organic Chemistry.
A letter written on Owens College, Manchester letterhead (no date) to Mellor encouraging him
‘to write a book explaining the inwardness of mathematical operations as applied to chemical
results’. Signed by H. B. Dixon

8th December, 1904 – A testimonial letter written on Victoria University of Manchester
letterhead ‘in aid of [Mellor’s] application for the post of Lecturer in Ceramic Chemistry under
the Staffordshire County Council’. Signed by Harold B. Dixon (1852-1930)
27th August, 1907 – A testimonial letter written on Staffordshire County Council Education
Committee letterhead. Signed by Graham Balfour (Sir (Thomas) Graham Balfour, 1858-1929;
wrote a biography of his cousin, Robert Louis Stevenson, with whom he lived in Samoa in the
last few years of Stevenson’s life.)
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4th April, 1911 – A draft copy of a letter from Mellor to The Chairman of the Council, University
of Otago asking to be considered as a candidate for the Chair of Chemistry.
17th May, 1911 – A letter from H. E. Armstrong (Henry Edward Armstrong, 1848-1937, English
chemist and ‘founding father of chemical engineering’) to Mellor asking if he is a ‘candidate for
the vacant New Zealand post…’
A printed booklet made by Mellor offering himself to the Otago University ‘as a candidate for
the Chair of Chemistry’. The booklet outlines his research papers and books written and
contains testimonials to support his application.
The post of Chair of Chemistry at the University of Otago finally went to John Kenneth Harold
Inglis (1877-1935). Born in Christchurch, Inglis graduated from Canterbury the year after Mellor
graduated from Otago. Inglis took over from Mellor’s one time teacher Professor James Gow
Black in 1911 and held the post until his death from a heart attack in 1935.

Folder 3 – Titled Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd; Letters Griffin-Mellor, 1934-1947
(See Folder 6 for letters between Griffin and Co. and Mellor which predate the letters in
this folder).
Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd, as it states on their letterhead, were ‘Publishers of Standard Works
on Engineering: Civil, Mechanical, Marine, Electrical, Aeronautical; Naval Architecture;
Metallurgy; Mining; Geology; Petroleum ; Technology; Medicine; Religion’; established in 1820.
This file contains the correspondence between the publishing company and Mellor, listed in date
order.
11th January, 1934 – A letter to Mellor from Arthur Downer in which Mellor’s obvious recent
illness and recovery is referred to; mention of a new edition of Mellor’s Quantitative Inorganic
Analysis currently in the hands of a Mr Thompson which the publisher would like sent to them
that year.
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23rd November, 1935 – A letter from Charles Rae Griffin to H. V. Thompson discussing
Mellor’s Quantitative Inorganic Analysis; (all subsequent letters stated to be from ‘Griffin’ are from
Charles Rae Griffin.)
6th November, 1936 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor discussing a type-face for the new edition,
presumably of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis
7th November, 1936 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Griffin in which he talks of the
differences in the new edition.
30th November, 1936 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin acknowledges the
impending receipt of the new manuscript in January. Charles Griffin speaks of his impending
holiday to South Africa ‘for a last meeting with my dear old mother’.
1st December, 1936 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Charles Griffin and Co. from Mellor in
which he states the manuscript is ready and foreshadows his own holiday to ‘Beunos (sic)
Aires…leaving Southampton on Jan. 22nd, 1937’.
30th January, 1937 – A copy of Mellor’s letter to Charles Griffin and Co. in which he states he
will send the manuscript the following week and some notes on the book’s publication. Mellor
informs Griffin that he has ‘resigned the Directorship of the British Refractories Research
Association and is retiring to live near London. Mellor also informs Griffin that he is going on a
2 month holiday to Buenos Aires departing Southampton on the 13th (presumably of February,
1937).
April 16th, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor addressed to him at The National Liberal Club,
Whitehall Place, a Gentleman’s Club in London. Griffin talks of Mellor’s time recently in a
nursing home and hopes he is much recovered (from what it does not say). Griffin talks of
getting the papers together for the new edition of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and having them
proof-read.
8th July, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin talks of Mellor’s recovery and
Mellor’s interest in chess and the theatre; Griffin speaks of the restorative powers of the sun.
Griffin states that the edition of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis is still at the proof-reading stage as
the company is so busy.
19th October, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor addressed to 132 Highlands Road, S.W. 15;
in which Griffin acknowledges Mellor’s letter advising him of a relapse and talks of the
manuscript.
23rd October, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin congratulates Mellor ‘on
the presentation that has been made to you’; Griffin is envious of Mellor’s retirement as his
business is so hectic, ‘the prices of paper, printing and binding continually on the rise’ and the
rumour of war.
11th November, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin asks Mellor to write a
foreword for an upcoming book, printed by Charles Griffin and Co.
25th November, 1937 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor reminding him of a request to write a
foreword for a new book ‘Engineering Chemistry’. There is a handwritten note in pencil
presumably by Mellor saying he was waiting for the proofs before he wrote the foreword.
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23rd December, 1937 – A telegram from Griffin at his business premises in Drury Lane, London
presumably to Mellor with a short message ‘Rewrite as suggested’; see typewritten letter from
Griffin dated 23rd December, 1937.
23rd December, 1937 – A handwritten note from Charles Rae Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin
wishes Mellor a happy Xmas and New Year; a typewritten letter from Griffin to Mellor stating
Mr Hum’s instructions that Mellor rewrite a paragraph in Mr Hum’s book.
13th January, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin talks of the Hum papers;
Griffin was unable to decipher some of the words Mellor had written.
Undated Letter – A handwritten note which could possibly be Mellor’s foreword to Hum’s
book.
Undated Letter – A typewritten and corrected two page ‘Preface’ which is most likely Mellor’s
draft preface to the new edition of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis, edited by H. V. Thompson of
the North Staffordshire Technical College.
7th February, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin hopes Mellor is feeling
better and enquires what the doctor said about ‘Swedish Massage’ as therapy for recovery.
Griffin thanks Mellor for his foreword to Hum’s book and says that he will send him the proofs.
9th February, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor enclosing the proof of Mellor’s foreword
1st March, 1938 – A letter from H. V. Thompson to Mellor in which Thompson talks of the
proofs he is correcting and what page he is up to.
4th March, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin sends Mellor a copy of
Hum’s book; Griffin talks of his own recent illness and hopes Mellor is feeling better. On the
back of this letter there are handwritten notes, presumably by Mellor, of a draft letter.
13th May, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which he thanks Mellor for his parcel and
talks of the recent illness and death of two of his elderly aunts; Griffin tells Mellor that he is
trying to find the time to come and see him and finishes the letter with a joke.
Undated letter – A letter from Griffin to Mellor in which Griffin encloses an ‘Agreement
signed by us’ and the proofs of Quantitative Inorganic Analysis
20th May, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mrs Mellor asking Mrs Mellor to get Mellor to sign an
agreement and to get the nurse or domestic help to witness it. Griffin says that he is sorry to hear
of Mrs Mellor’s report that morning, presumably of Mellor’s failing health.
(Mellor passed away on 24th May, 1938)
22nd July, 1938 – A letter from Griffin to Mrs Mellor in which Griffin talks of the proof of a
‘suitable note’ which Griffin wishes to put in the ‘revised Edition of Dr Mellor’s book’ and wants
Mrs Mellor’s approval. Griffin hopes Mrs Mellor’s holiday was beneficial and talks of his own
‘summer’ holiday where the weather was ‘so cold, windy and wet’.
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Undated Letter – A handwritten letter from Mrs Emma Mellor to Griffin in which Mrs Mellor
discusses additional remuneration for H. V. Thompson, editor of the new edition of Quantitative
Inorganic Analysis.
16th October, 1939 – A letter from Charles Rae Griffin to Mrs Mellor (at an address in
Grassington, North Yorkshire) in which Griffin says he has been thinking over Mrs Mellor’s
request for more money for Thompson but sales are not good and with the war having recently
started Griffin thinks that is why sales are not what they expected.
9th January, 1940 – A letter from Griffin to Mrs Mellor (still in Grassington) in which Griffin
talks of Thompson’s remuneration and the ‘restriction of sales is entirely due to war conditions’.
22nd January, 1940 – A letter from Griffin to Mrs Mellor (at an address in Guildford, Surrey)
acknowledging receipt of Mrs Mellor’s letter and coming back to the ‘matter’ in 6 months’ time.
Various financial accounts/invoices from Charles Griffin and Co Ltd to Mrs Mellor, dated from
1938-1947.
30th September, 1947 – A letter from Charles Griffin
and Co. to Mrs Mellor (at an address in Putney) signed
by Arthur Downer, Director discussing royalties due for
Quantitative Inorganic Analysis.

Folder 4 – Titled Requests and Replies for Plates, figs, diagrams etc
This folder contains a number of letters which are listed in date order.
7th September, 1926 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to a Mr G. Kalb of the Geologischen
Instituts der Universitat Köln, Germany requesting a photograph for use in his book
Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry
12th January, 1928 – A letter from Frank L. Hess, Chief Engineer, Rare Metals and Non-Metals
Division, United States Department of Commerce Bureau of Mines to Mellor. Hess talks of
photographs requested by Mellor and credits to be given in their use.
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26th January, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Frank L. Hess thanking him for sending
photographs (see above letter).
24th February, 1928 – A letter from A. Short, Director and Works Manager for The Cookson
Lead and Antimony Co. Ltd to Mellor in which Short offers photographs of antimony for
inclusion in Mellor’s ‘treatise on chemistry’.
25th February, 1928 – A letter from an A. A. (Albert Alliss) Hopkins (1869-1939), Associate
Editor at the Scientific American, New York to Mellor in which Hopkins refers to Mellor’s letter
from February 11th and grants permission to use images requested.
9th March, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the Secretary of the Iron and Steel Institute in
London requesting the use of various plates from a Dr Stead’s paper for Mellor’s Comprehensive
Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
14th March, 1928 – A letter from Edward Arnold and Co. Publishers, based in London, to
Mellor granting permission for the use of some diagrams from Mr Ulick R. Evans’s The Corrosion
of Metals in Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, vol. 12 or 13. (Dr
Ulick Richardson Evans (1889-1980) graduated from Cambridge and is described as the ‘Father
of the modern science of corrosion and protection of metals’.)
16th March, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Edward Arnold and Co Publishers stating
that he does not want to copy them but ‘modify the diagrams a little’.
20th March, 1928 – A letter from Edward Arnold and Co Publishers (see above letters) to Mellor
declaring they have no objections to Mellor changing the diagrams as long as there is full
acknowledgement.
23rd April, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Mr G. Mars in Budapest requesting use of
photographs that appear in Mars’s Die Spezialstahl in Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and
Theoretical Chemistry.
4th May, 1928 – Copy of a letter from a Ferdinand Enke regarding the photographs in Mars’s
book and their use.
9th May, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Mars thanking him for his reply through Enke
and permissions granted.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Enke (see letter dated 4th May) thanking him for
permissions granted and informing Enke that his publisher Longmans, Green and Co. will
contact Enke for the blocks.
22nd May, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to P. F. Dujardin and Co in Düsseldorf, Germany
requesting samples and photographs of ‘Austenite, Martensite, Troostite, Sorbite, Pearlite and
Pure iron’.
24th May, 1928 – A letter from P. F. Dujardin and Co (in German) replying to Mellor’s letter of
22nd inst.
29th May, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to a Mr F. (Frank) T. Sisco (Metallurgist) at the
War Department Air Corps Material Division in Dayton, Ohio requesting permission to use
some images.
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Copy of a letter from Mellor to a Professor A. Sauveur, Professor of Metallurgy at
Harvard University asking for permission to use figures from Sauveur’s Metallography in his
Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry. (Emeritus Professor Albert Sauveur (d.
1939) was born in Belgium and based in the States. He is considered to be the ‘founder of the
modern science of metallurgy’.)
Copy of a letter from Mellor to an S. L. Hoyt of the General Electric Company Research
Laboratory in Schenactady, New York asking for permission to use figures in his Comprehensive
Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry. (Dr Samuel Hoyt graduated from Colombia and was
Professor of Metallography at the School of Mines and Metallurgy in Minnesota until 1919).
4th June, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to a J. E. (James Edgar) Hurst, Sheffield asking
permission to use figures from Hurst’s Metallurgy of Cast Iron in his Comprehensive Treatise on
Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry. (Hurst was the President of the British Cast Iron Research
Association).
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Mr F. T. Sisco at the War Department Air Corps
Material Division in Dayton, Ohio asking permission for an additional figure for use (see first
letter to Sisco dated 29th May, 1928).
7th June, 1928 – A letter from J. E. Hurst, Newton Chambers and Co Ltd, Thorncliffe
Ironworks to Mellor, granting permissions (see letter to Hurst from Mellor dated 4th June, 1928)
8th June, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to a Mr R. S. MacPherran at Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Co in ‘Milwankee’ (sic) asking for permission to use a print from MacPherran’s
paper on spherodized cementite in his Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Francis F. (Ferdinand) Lucas at the American Telephone
and Telegraph and Western Electric Co in America requesting the use of prints from one of
Lucas’s papers in Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
12th June, 1928 – A letter from Professor Sauveur, Harvard University informing Mellor that he
is welcome to use the images available.
15th June, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Professor H. C. H. Carpenter at the Royal
School of Mines, Imperial College of Science and Technology in London requesting
photographs for his ‘big book’. (Professor Sir Henry Cort Harold Carpenter, 1875-1940, was an
Oxford graduate and worked with W. H. Perkin at Owen’s College, Manchester at the turn of
the century. In 1914, he became Chair of Metallurgy at Imperial College, London.)
Copy of a letter from Mellor to George C. Lloyd, Engineer and Secretary of the Iron and
Steel Institute, London in which Mellor seeks permission to use images in his Comprehensive
Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
16th June, 1928 – A letter from G. C. Lloyd (see above letter) to Mellor granting permission to
use images.
18th June, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to The Secretary of the International Association
for Testing Materials in Vienna, Austria requesting permission to use images ‘from the paper of
Howe and Levy’ for his Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
A letter from H. C. H. Carpenter (see letter dated 15th June) at the Royal School of
Mines, Imperial College of Science and Technology in London to Mellor granting permission to
use images requested.
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25th June, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Professor Sauveur (see letter dated 12th June,
1928) at Harvard thanking him for permissions granted.
28th June, 1928 – A letter from F. T. Sisco to Mellor informing him that he has forwarded his
letter to a Mr R. T. Bayless, Editor of Transactions of the American Society for Steel Treating who will
be able to fill Mellor’s request for use of images.
30th June, 1928 – A letter from H. A. Schwartz at the National Malleable and Steel Castings
Company in Cleveland, Ohio, to Mellor granting permission for use of ‘reprints’ and sending
papers regarding ‘graphitization phenomena’. (Dr Harry Adolph Schwartz, born 1880, was
Director of Research for the National Malleable and Steel Castings Company.)
2nd July, 1928 – A letter from Francis F. Lucas (see letter dated 8th June) at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New York to Mellor granting permission for use of images and enclosing original
prints.
3rd July, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to R. S. MacPherran (see letter dated 8th June)
thanking him for permissions granted.
5th July, 1928 – A letter from Robert L. Nugent at the Journal of Physical Chemistry, Ithaca, New
York, to Mellor referring to a letter sent by Mellor to a Professor Bancroft. Nugent informs
Mellor that Bancroft is away in Europe for the summer and answers Mellor’s enquiry regarding a
statement made by Professor Sauveur.
10th July, 1928 – Letter to Mellor from Oscar E. Harder, Professor of Metallography at the
University of Minnesota, School of Mines and Metallurgy in which he sends Mellor reprints of
some of his works and asks for any spare reprints of Mellor’s publications. (Professor Oscar
Harder succeeded Dr Samuel Hoyt at the School of Mines, Minnesota in 1919; see letter dated
29th May, 1928.)
12th July, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Francis F. Lucas (see letter dated 2nd July)
thanking him for permissions granted.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to H. A. Schwartz (see letter dated 30th June) thanking him
for his letter and pamphlets.
17th July, 1928 – Letter to Mellor from F. T. Sisco (see letter dated 28th June) in Dayton, Ohio
sending copies of original plates as requested.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Robert L. Nugent (see letter dated 5th July) thanking
Nugent for his letter and advising that ‘there is now no need to bother Prof. Bancroft’.
20th July, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Professor Sauveur (see letter dated 25th June) at
Harvard asking for a reprint of Sauveur’s paper ‘The Widmanstattian Structure of Iron Alloys’
23rd July, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Professor H. Hanemann in Germany talking of
a letter Mellor had sent to a Dr Hoyt (see letter dated 29th May). Mellor requests the use of
images from one of Hanemann’s papers.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Dr Karl Hugel in Germany asking for permission to use
a figure from a paper of Bruch’s.
26th July, 1928 – A letter to Mellor from Professor Hanemann (see letter dated 23rd July) in
German.
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31st July, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to F. T. Sisco (see letter dated 17th July) thanking
him for the plates.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Prof Dr Ing Hanemann thanking him for the ‘prints of
figures’.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to a Mr J. W. Allen from Longmans, Green and Co.
(publishers) of London, enclosing photos for Sisco.
A postcard to Mellor from Dr Ing K. Nugel (Germany) in German.
9th August, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Prof. Dr. P. Oberhoffer requesting use of
‘Fig. 250 p. 295’ from one of Prof. Oberhoffer’s books.
13th August, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the Director of the Bureau of Standards in
Washington asking permission to use parts of a pamphlet put out by the Bureau in 1926 on ‘the
thermal expansion of magnetic properties of the Ni-Fe alloys’ in his Comprehensive Treatise on
Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
15th August, 1928 – Copy of a letter [from Mellor] to the Secretary of the Mond Nickel Co. Ltd.
in London acknowledging receipt of one of the company’s bulletins and requesting others to aid
him in writing his Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.
A letter to Mellor from Professor Albert Sauveur responding to a request from Mellor to
have a copy of Sauveur’s paper The Widmanstattian Structure of Iron Alloys.
21st August, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Professor Oberhoffer (accompanied by a
letter to Julius Springer in Berlin asking him to forward the attached letter to Oberhoffer). The
letter to Oberhoffer talks of the letter sent on the 9th August requesting use of a figure from one
of Oberhoffer’s works and not having heard anything in reply, Mellor requests again and sends
the letter through Oberhoffer’s publisher Julius Springer.
27th August, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to a J. W. Allen at Longmans, Green and Co.
(publishers) of London enclosing a letter from Julius Springer giving permission to use a figure
from Oberhoffer’s work.
Copy of a letter from Mellor to Julius Springer thanking him for permission to use the
figure and saying he was very sorry to learn the Professor Oberhoffer had died.
28th August, 1928 – A letter to Mellor from George K. Burgess, Director at the Bureau of
Standards in Washington replying to Mellor’s letter of 13th August giving permission for use and
acknowledgement of one of the Bureau’s pamphlets. (George Kimball Burgess, 1874-1932, an
American physicist graduated from MIT and the Sorbonne; he became Director at the Bureau of
Standards in 1923.)
4th September, 1928 – A letter to Mellor from Paul D. Merica, Assistant Manager of
Development and Research at the International Nickel Company in New York. The letter is a
reply to Mellor’s postcard requesting lists of publications. (Paul Dyer Merica, American physicist,
worked for some time at the Bureau of Standards, see above letter, and then joined the
International Nickel Company in 1919, of which he became president and director in 1951.)
10th September, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Paul D. Merica (see above) thanking him
for his letter of 4th September and the list of publications Merica had enclosed. Mellor sends back
the lists with the ones he requires marked.
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19th December, 1928 – A letter to Mellor from the office of Illustrated Newspapers Ltd in reply
to a letter from Mellor from the 17th [of December] asking for reproduction of a picture.
21st December, 1928 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the office of the Illustrated Newspapers
Ltd answering questions put to him the letter above.
Folder 5 – Application for patents
January, 1926 – A statement by Joseph William Mellor for a New Zealand Application for
Patent for his ‘invention the title of which is Improvements in the Manufacture of Pottery or the Like’.
Mellor states that as far as he is aware he is the ‘the true and first inventor thereof’ and he wishes
to be granted a patent.
Attached to this is a Complete Specification of ‘Improvements in the Manufacture of Pottery or
the Like’ to support the patent application.
March 5th, 1928 – A letter to Mellor from a Mr W. H. D. Clark regarding Mellor’s Leadless
Glaze Patent no. 227-1927. Attached is an annotated copy of a Complete Specification for
Patent no. 227-1927 titled ‘Improvements in glazes for the Manufacture of Ceramic Ware.
A pamphlet titled ‘The Manufacture of Tiles by the One-Fire Process’.
A cutting title ‘No. 302,519 Ceramic Ware’ outlining the invention of the ability to fire pottery at
lower temperatures (?). One of Mellor’s patents.
A paper titled ‘The Manufacture of Glazed Tiles by the Once-fire Process’.
A paper outlining ‘the object of the inventions covered by these patents…’.
Folder 6 – Charles Griffin & Co. Ltd. Correspondence 1910-1919 [to and] from F. J. Blight
[Chairman and Managing Director]
Undated: Draft of a letter about ‘Ceramic Technology’.
1st July, 1910 – A letter to Mellor from Blight stating that the firm would be pleased to consider a
proposal put forward by Mellor to ‘issue in book-form a reprint of the papers on Clay Pottery
etc from the Transactions of the English Ceramic Society.’
8th July, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Blight] at Charles Griffin and Co. concerning
the papers to be included in the book mentioned above and an upcoming meeting of the
‘Committee’ to discuss them.
23rd July, 1910 – A letter to Mellor from Blight thanking him for his letter 20th inst. Blight is
pleased to hear that the proposal for the reprints ‘is acceptable to the Committee’. Blight sends a
draft of the agreement and suggests a title for the work. He also suggests the fact that librarians
like titles that are easy to catalogue.
6th November, 1910 – Copy of a letter [from Mellor] to addressee unknown (possibly to Blight).
The letter states that he is ‘waiting for an instrument from America before sending the MS
[manuscript] of the first volume’.
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8th November, 1910 – A letter to Mellor from Blight on Royal Hotel, Brighton letterhead in
answer to Mellor’s letter of the 6th inst. Blight says he is staying in Brighton for a few days and
looks forward to receiving Mellor’s manuscript on his return to London. Blight also asks Mellor
for his opinion on a German book ‘Brickmaking Machinery’ (Leitfaden für den Ziegeleimaschinen
Betrieb) that he would like to send him.
9th November, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Blight] at Charles Griffin and Co. stating
he already has a copy of Leitfaden für den Ziegeleimaschinen Betrieb and Mellor gives his opinion on
the book.
18th November, 1910 – A letter from Blight to Mellor sending a cheque and thanking Mellor for
his advice on the German book Leitfaden für den Ziegeleimaschinen Betrieb.
10th October, 1911 – A letter to Mellor from Charles Griffin and Co. (not signed by Blight)
referring to figures needed for ‘copy’ for Silicate Industries Analysis and copyright issues around
images/figures to be used.
26th February, 1912 – A letter to Mellor from Charles Griffin and Co. (not signed by Blight).
The letter asks Mellor when can he furnish the company with ‘Figs 161 & 164’ as they will take a
long time and be costly to print since Mellor probably wants them in colour. Again the issue of
copyright is raised. There is what looks like a manuscript draft of a letter by Mellor in reply on
the free space of this letter.
1st March, 1912 – A letter to Mellor from Blight thanking him for his letter of 28th Feb. Blight
queries the title ‘Silicate Industries’ and wonders if a longer title would do the book more justice.
18th March, 1912 – A letter to Mellor from Blight regarding Mellor’s suggested new title A
Treatise on Chemical Analysis with Special Reference to Clays, Glasses, Minerals and the Silicate Industries,
volume 1. Blight and the company much prefer this to the earlier title.
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21st October, 1912 – A letter to Mellor from Blight thanking him for his letter of 20th inst. Blight
talks of a paper of Mellor’s being published in the ‘Coal Dust Commission Report’. Blight also
mentions the time he spent with Sir Henry Cunningham in ‘his private laboratory’.
15th May, 1913 – A letter to Mellor from Blight stating he would be happy to send unbound
copies of Chemical Analysis… as soon as it is published.
8th August, 1913 – A letter to Mellor from Charles Griffin and Co. stating they are sending by
rail 6 copies of Chemical Analysis.
29th August, 1913 – A letter from Blight to Mellor suggesting a title for a book containing a
collection of papers, possibly the same that was being discussed in letters dating from July, 1910.
On the reverse of this letter is a draft of Mellor’s reply.
17th October, 1913 – A letter from Blight to Mellor in which Blight thanks Mellor for his letter
of 16th inst. The main body of the letter concerns a bad review of Mellor’s book. Blight says ‘The
strange part to us is that an Editor could possibly admit such rubbish to his paper. Surely your
name and ours upon a book should be sufficient guarantee against so self evident a
misrepresentation.’ Mellor had obviously written letters to the Editor as he was unhappy with the
review.
21st November, 1913 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Blight] at Charles Griffin and Co.
talking of some drawings and photos for plates to be made.
29th November, 1913 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Blight] at Charles Griffin and Co.
concerning questions obviously asked by Blight in a previous letter concerning a book to be
published. Mellor says he sends two ‘galleys’ from printer.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis for the period 31st December, 1913 –
31st March, 1914
8th March, 1914 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Charles Griffin and Co.] asking if they would
like to include a lecture he had just given at Manchester University in ‘this volume of collected
papers’.
21st May, 1914 – A letter to Mellor from Charles Griffin and Co. stating they are sending
author’s copies, by rail, of the Clay and Pottery Industries volume which had just been printed.
(Unsigned).
Copy of a letter from Mellor to [Charles Griffin and Co. (?)] outlining Mellor’s concerns
with the proofs of an upcoming volume perhaps (not stated). Mellor says ‘I might say personally
I strongly object to two works mentioned at the end of the last page being coupled with mine,
even in the remotest way’.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis dated 30th September,
1914.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis dated 31st March,
1915.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis dated 30th September,
1915.
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A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis dated 31st March,
1916.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries
dated 30th September, 1916.
5th March, 1917 – A letter from Blight to a Miss Marie C. (Claire) Solon (born 1881, daughter of
Marc-Louis-Emmanuel Solon). The letter thanks Miss Solon for her letter of 3rd inst. and Blight
goes on to say that Charles Griffin and Co. would be pleased to look at ‘a list of the works
published by your father’.
7th March, 1917 – A letter from Mellor to Blight stating that he has been sent Blight’s letter to
Miss Solon by Miss Solon. Mellor talks of having spoken with Solon and having read some
portions of his work but not the whole thing.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 31st
March, 1917.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 30th
September, 1917.
10th January, 1918 – A letter to Mellor from Blight regarding Quantitative Inorganic Analysis,
Volume 1. Blight wants Mellor to put his notes together for the new edition of this volume as
supplies are running low and the book needs to be reprinted.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 31st
March, 1918
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 30th
September, 1918.
1st March, 1919 – A letter to Mellor from Blight informing Mellor that A Treatise on Quantitative
Inorganic Analysis is ‘now quite out of print’ and that he is awaiting Mellor’s corrections for a
reprint. Blight also asks Mellor to hurry along Mr Heath’s manuscript.
6th March, 1919 – A letter to Mellor from Blight in which Blight is pleased to hear that Mr Heath
is getting on with his manuscript.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 31st
March, 1919.
7th March, 1919 – A copy of a letter from Mellor to Blight regarding Mr Heath’s manuscript and
that he ‘had a job to persuade him [Mr Heath] to go on with the work’.
A statement of accounts for Quantitative Inorganic Analysis and Clay and Pottery Industries dated 30th
September, 1919.
A statement of accounts for Clay and Pottery Industries dated 31st March, 1920.
A statement of accounts for Clay and Pottery Industries dated 30th September, 1920.
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Folder 7 – Envelope 1: Letter to Mellor from E. Rutherford dated 18.5.37
Envelope 2: E. Rutherford; Obituary notices of Fellows; Publisher’s statement
for book on E. Rutherford.

Envelope 1:

The letter is typewritten on embossed letterhead paper ‘Newnham Cottage, Queen’s Road,
Cambridge’.
My dear Mellor,
I am very sorry to hear that you have had to go into a nursing home and may have to
undergo an operation in the near future. I sympathize with you in your misfortunes, but I hope
everything will go well with you.
It is very hard luck to be knocked out just at the time when you were going to be free
from much of your routine work. We all hope that for many years we may have the advantage of
your wide chemical knowledge and knowledge of the ceramic industry.
As a New Zealander myself, I appreciate what splendid work you have done for science
under difficult conditions, and I have always marvelled how you managed to find the time and
energy to produce your great sequence of volumes on Chemistry. I had hoped that your work
would have received some more public recognition at this stage.
With best wishes to you in this difficult time,
Yours ever,
Rutherford [signed in ink]
Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937) was born in Nelson and is considered to be the ‘Father of
Nuclear Physics’. In 1894, he won the same scholarship as Mellor went on the win in 1897 and
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studied at Cambridge University. Rutherford won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1908, was
knighted in 1914, and became 1st Baron Rutherford of Nelson in 1931.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Rutherford
http://www.nzedge.com/ernest-rutherford/
http://www.rutherford.org.nz/
Envelope 2
A pamphlet put out by the publisher, Cambridge University Press, about A.S. Eve’s book
Rutherford. (Arthur Stewart Eve, 1862-1948, was a physicist and colleague of Rutherford’s.)
A newspaper cutting stating conditions of Rutherford’s will.
A newspaper cutting entitled ‘Death of Lord Rutherford: Scientists’ Tributes’.
George Hawker, A Biographical Sketch of Francis James Blight, F R S E Publisher: Chairman and
Managing Director from 1899 to 1927 of Charles Griffin and Company, Ltd., Publishers. London: Elliot
Stock, 1931
‘OLD scientific friends of Mr. Francis J. Blight will learn with much regret of his death at the age
of seventy-seven years, on January 27 at his home at Mill Hill. Previously to 1927 he had been
closely associated with Messrs. Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., the well-known publishers of
technical scientific books, and since 1899, when Miss E. E. Griffin died, he had been chairman
and managing director of the firm, only retiring in 1927 in consequence of rearrangements
following on the death of Miss Helen Griffin.’ From Nature 135, 296-296 (23 February 1935)
(Online)

Box 8 – Manuscript notebooks; Uncle Joe’s Nonsense
(printed)
Manuscript note book no. 17 dated 8.3.1888 – 21.11.1890. Accompanying catalogue card reads
‘Foolscap size, closely written, containing materials on chemistry and physics copied from
various books and journals in libraries at a time when he could not afford his own copies. Vols
1-16 of these note books are still in Mrs Mellor’s possession – 1947’

A folder of items ‘Relating to Uncle Joe’s Nonsense’. A range of printed materials and
photographs which feature cartoons drawn by Joseph Mellor.
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Some photographs of letters written, with drawings, from Mellor to a Master Russell Herrold.
An unlined notebook filled with Mellor’s ‘Pottery Notes I’. Manuscript notebook filled with
notes and some drawings.
An unlined notebook filled with Mellor’s ‘Pottery Notes II’. Manuscript notebook half-filled
with notes and some drawings.
A loose-leaf folder. Filled with typed and handwritten quotes and poems; also contains some
cuttings.
A William Clowes and Sons Ltd Printing Estimate Folder.

Box 9 – Correspondence between Longmans, Green and
Co. and Mellor
Folder 1: ‘Longman-Mellor Correspondence, 1902-1914’.
Any notes below referring to ‘Longman’ concern Charles James Longman (1852-1934).
13th August, 1902- A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman states he has been able to secure
Professor Sir William Ramsay (1852-1916) as editor of a ‘series of volumes on Physical
Chemistry’. Longman had sent Ramsay a copy of Mellor’s book so Ramsay can judge Mellor’s
‘capacity for the work’; Ramsay was suitably impressed and wants Mellor to write a volume for
the series. (Ramsay held the Chair of Chemistry at University College London from 1887 and
won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1904.)
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9th September, 1902 – A letter from Thomas Norton Longman (Charles’s cousin). In Charles’s
absence (on holiday) Thomas is writing to say that Sir William Ramsay has written to say Mellor
will be contributing a volume to a series of books on Physical Chemistry. The letter outlines the
terms under which the volumes are to be written with respect to royalties.
26th November, 1904 – Copy of a letter from Mellor addressed to a Mr Allen (J. W. Allen) about
Mellor’s desire to write a couple of guide books for ‘University Colleges’ and High Schools’
regarding Physical Chemistry.
2nd December, 1904 – A letter from Charles Longman to Mellor. Longman states he has been in
contact with Mr Allen and has seen Mellor’s letter to Allen of 26th November. Longman says he
would be happy to publish ‘the guide books’ and he sets out terms for royalties. He also
mentions Mellor’s ‘proposed work on the Crystallisation of Iron & Steel’ which he would also be
happy to publish.
3rd December, 1904 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor says he will write ‘guide
books’ and will happily accept the advance of ₤50. Mellor speaks of sending Crystallisation of Iron
& Steel.
16th December, 1904 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is concerned with copyright
of some of the illustrations to be included in Crystallisation of Iron & Steel and the state of some of
the typed manuscript with annotations in pencil.
17th December, 1904 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor notes that the
illustrations come from ‘memoirs’ and the copyright would be easily obtained; also he is happy to
redo the manuscript.
19th December, 1904 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is returning the manuscript
for retyping.
2nd February, 1905 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Enclosed is a ‘specimen page of your
little book on “Metallic Alloys” [Crystallisation of Iron & Steel].’ Longman wonders how much to
charge for it and he thinks he cannot do it for much less than 4s 6d.
4th February, 1905 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor agrees to terms stated in
letter dated 2nd Feb and adds he thinks 4s 6d is too expensive.
10th February, 1905 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor, signed by E. W.
Hubbard (?). Letter regards illustrations for Crystallisation of Iron & Steel volume.
15th May, 1905 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman has found the cost of the volume
Crystallisation of Iron & Steel has had to be increased to 5s. as it has turned out longer than
originally thought.
15th May, 1905 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor with an unreadable
signature. This letter is handwritten and hard to read but seems to concern a proof of a book
being sent to Mellor for corrections.
15th May, 1905 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor thinks the 5s. price of
Crystallisation of Iron & Steel to be satisfactory. Mellor suggests prospective purchasers of the
book.
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17th July, 1905 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Mr Allen. Mellor talks of diagrams and wants
Allen to secure the services of a draughtsman to render them for publication.
19th July, 1905 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor (signature unreadable). The
letter asks Mellor to return his copy of his new edition of Higher Mathematics to the printer as
soon as possible. Attached is a draft of Mellor’s reply on a postcard.
27th January, 1906 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor writes to ask if Longman
objects to him working with a Dr L. Bradshaw on the second of the ‘guide books’ (see letter 2nd
Dec. 1904).
30th January, 1906 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is happy for Mellor to work
with Bradshaw and wonders whether now the royalties will be divided between the two of them.
28th February, 1906 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman asks Mellor for his opinion
on a German work on Higher Mathematics by a Mr W. G. Martin. Martin wants Longman to
publish his work; Longman isn’t sure if there would be a market for it. Longman would much
rather have ‘an original English book than a translation of a German one’.
1st March, 1906 – A copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor had come across Martin’s
work a couple of years earlier and thinks very highly of it. Mellor had already considered it for
translation but it became problematic when he wanted to change a good deal of the work. Mellor
points Longman in the direction of Byerly’s ‘An Elementary Treatise…’ as ‘a very good book on
the subject in English’. Mellor suggests a Dr Lees of Manchester University, who has just moved
to London to fill the position vacated by Prof. Lehfeldt in London, to write a comprehensive
mathematical title.
2nd March, 1906 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman wonders if Mellor would write
the mathematical volume as he would prefer him to Dr Lees.
3rd March, 1906 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor says he does not have the
time to devote to another mathematical volume. He states it took him five years of spare time to
write Higher Mathematics and he cannot spare the research time. Mellor also doesn’t think that
there would be a large market for the work.
5th March, 1906 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman states if Mellor will not write the
advanced mathematics volume then he is loathe to ask anyone else to write one as there wouldn’t
be much profit in it.
8th March, 1906 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor enquires about a work
published by a J. Springer, Berlin by Mellor, presumably in German. Mellor hasn’t seen or heard
of the book and wonders if it is a pirated edition.
10th March, 1906 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman states the translated edition of
Mellor’s Higher Mathematics, published by J. Springer, was authorised by Longmans, Green and
Co. Springer paid ₤20 for the rights and Longman will arrange for Mellor to receive his portion
of the fee and a copy of the book.
14th March, 1906 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (with an unreadable signature).
Enclosed is ‘a copy of the German edition of your Higher Mathematics’.
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1st May, 1907 – A letter from a J. W. Allen to Mellor. Allen is coming down to Manchester and
requests a visit with Mellor, at his convenience.
8th May, 1907 – A handwritten draft letter from Mellor to Mr Allen. Mellor writes that he will
heed Allen’s advice ‘and write a new elementary inorganic to cover the ground in Newth’.
(English chemist George Samuel Newth, 1851-1936). Mellor goes on to say that it will not be
easy and would probably take him 18 months to two years.
15th May, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman talks of Allen’s meeting with
Mellor and the possibility of writing a ‘new book on Elementary Inorganic Chemistry’. Longman
wants to know how a book of Mellor’s would differ from Newth’s and what others are available.
(The back of this letter has a handwritten draft of a reply, probably to the letter from Longman,
with much scribbling out.)
16th May, 1907 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor writes of the ‘rapid strides’
that inorganic chemistry has made in the last couple of years and believes that Newth’s book no
longer suits young, up-and-coming chemists. Mellor believes Newth’s book could be reworked
to make it more relevant.
16th May, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for his letter of 16th
inst. and the new book mentioned above needs to be well thought over.
27th May, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman would like Mellor to write a ‘new
text-book of Inorganic Chemistry’ as discussed in the last couple of correspondences. Longman
wants Mellor to outline ‘the scope, size and price of the book’.
29th May, 1907 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor says he will send a ‘rough
scheme’ of the new book in the next fortnight. Mellor states he wouldn’t embark on the
endeavour if he didn’t think that the volume would be successful.
15th June, 1907 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor outlines the scope of his new
book with the provisional title of Modern Inorganic Chemistry. He writes about works by Newth,
Bailey, Smith, Holleman and Ostwald. He also outlines how he would like the illustrations and
images to look and he proposes a price for the volume. Mellor says ‘We want the book to be
popular as an advanced textbook in High Schools, Technical Schools and as an intermediate
textbook in University Colleges’.
18th June, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for his letter of 15th
inst. and will get back to him as soon as possible on the matter.
21st June, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman approves of Mellor’s scheme for
Modern Inorganic Chemistry set out in his letter of 15th inst. and he sets out terms for royalties of the
book.
22nd June, 1907 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor agrees to the terms set out
by Longman in the previous letter but questions the numbers of copies sold after which the
royalties would increase.
24th June, 1907 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman has increased the
numbers as he wants to keep the book ‘a very cheap book’. Longman agrees that all ‘illustrations
should be new instead of using [s]election of old ones’. Longman doesn’t think that his proposal
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is unreasonable and he is willing to advance ₤100 of royalties on publication. At the bottom of
the first page is a handwritten draft reply from Mellor.
26th June, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman sends a draft of an agreement for
Modern Inorganic Chemistry.
28th June, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for returning the
signed agreement and sends him one back signed by the company.
16th September, 1907 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor. Mellor had enquired by postcard
about publications by a Mr Watson, which Allen lists in the letter. Allen is happy to send a free
copy of both books on physics.
6th November, 1907 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor encloses a letter from
Ernest Schmatolla regarding his book on ‘Gas producers and Gas Firing’. Mellor got one of his
students to undertake a translation which wasn’t very good. Mellor wonders if the book would
be suitable for translation and publication by Longmans, Green and Co.
8th November, 1907 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for his letter
of 6th inst. and asks Mellor to put Schmatolla in contact with Longmans for consideration of
publication of his book.
13th July, 1908 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor. Allen informs Mellor that numbers of
copies of his book Higher Mathematics are running low and corrections are required for a reprint.
17th July, 1908 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor. Allen sends Mellor a copy of Higher
Mathematics for him to correct for reprint.
17th July, 1908 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor. As per Charles Longman’s
instructions, the writer (unknown) informs Mellor that copies of his Higher Mathematics are
running low and a reprint will be necessary.
18th July, 1908 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longmans, Green and Co. Mellor states that
Higher Mathematics’ third edition will not need much in the way of alteration. Mellor informs them
of Mr Allen’s correspondence on the matter. Mellor goes on to discuss how he would like the
illustrations to look.
20th July, 1908 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor. Mellor is thanked for his
letter of 18th inst. and is asked to send first two corrected chapters of Higher Mathematics.
31st July, 1908 – A handwritten letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to
Mellor regarding Higher Mathematics new edition and whether it would be prudent to make plates
of this edition for future printing.
1st August, 1908 – A copy of a letter from Mellor to Longmans, Green and Co. Mellor thinks
making plates would be a good idea since he cannot see there being any major alterations to the
text in the future.
5th August, 1908 – A handwritten letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to
Mellor. Printers have been instructed to proceed with typesetting the latest edition of Higher
Mathematics and illustrations will be added when Mellor advises his specifications.
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25th August, 1908 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is going on holiday and would
like Mellor to give a progress report on Modern Inorganic Chemistry. Longman hopes Mellor is
‘pushing it forward at every opportunity’.
19th October, 1908 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mellor.
The printer is advancing in the typesetting of Mellor’s Higher Mathematics but Mellor hadn’t
returned any proofs and this needed to be done as soon as possible. Copies of the book are low
and more copies would be needed within a couple of weeks.
9th December, 1908 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mellor
urging Mellor to return proofs of Higher Mathematics.

18th March, 1908 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman informs Mellor that copies of
his Chemical Statics is running low and Longman would like to get another edition out without
revision as soon as possible to avoid competition from rivals. Having said that Longman doesn’t
want anything to disturb Mellor’s work on his Modern Inorganic Chemistry.
20th March, 1909 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longmans, Green and Co. Mellor agrees to a
reprint of Chemical Statics with corrections but doesn’t want it to be called a new edition. Mellor
mentions he hopes to get on with Modern Inorganic Chemistry now the long summer vacation was
near.
23rd March, 1909 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman confirms reprint of Chemical
Statics and that it will be called a ‘new impression’.
14th June, 1909 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman advises Mellor that the number of
his ‘Chemical Statics and Dynamics in Sir William Ramsay’s series is getting low’. Longman wants to
print 1000 copies with minor corrections.
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21st July, 1909 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co to Mellor asking for corrections to his
Chemical Statics and Dynamics as stocks are low.
2nd February, 1910 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman enquires about Mellor’s
progress on his Modern Inorganic Chemistry manuscript. He also enquires whether Mellor is aware
of a work on inorganic chemistry by a Dr Werner and whether he thinks it suitable for
translation and publication by Longmans.
7th February, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor is progressing well with
his Modern Inorganic Chemistry. Mellor says he has an early copy of Werner’s work and advises a
second edition had been published in Germany. He also believes it would be worth translating
and publishing.
25th March, 1910 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co to Mellor. In reply to a letter from
Mellor regarding the royalties from Higher Mathematics.
26th May, 1910 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co to Mellor. In reply to a postcard from
Mellor requesting a copy of Stoddard’s Quantitative Experiments in General Chemistry, Longmans is
having the New York office send one to Mellor as they don’t keep them in stock in London.
30th November, 1910 – A letter from Dr Alex Findlay (1874-1966) at the University of
Birmingham to Mellor. Findlay is asking Mellor for his monograph on ‘Clays’ to be included in a
book on Inorganic and Physical Chemistry. Findlay also sets out terms for royalties. (Findlay was
considered to be ‘one of the leading promoters of physical chemistry in Great Britain.’)
7th December, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. The letter concerns
publications of books on inorganic chemistry and those which Mellor thinks are good. He talks
of a Mr Abegg (Richard Wilhelm Abegg, 1869-1910, a German chemist) who was recently killed
in a balloon accident and a volume he had written.
9th December, 1910 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Dr Findlay asked Longman to forward
a ‘copy of agreement for signature for your volume on Clays’ for inclusion in a volume of
monographs of which Findlay is editor. At the end of the typewritten letter is a handwritten note
in which Longman hopes Mellor is progressing with Modern Inorganic Chemistry and says he has
had a letter from Sir William Ramsay concerning a work on a similar topic to Mellor’s.
12th December, 1910 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for returning
his signed agreement from above letter for monograph on ‘Clays’. Longman also includes ‘an
extract from Sir William Ramsay’s letter relating to the work on Inorganic Chemistry’. Longman
would like to hear Mellor’s comments on the letter.
17th December, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman in which Mellor talks about
the content of Longman’s letter of the 12th inst. and says he will not answer straight away as he
wants to think about it. He suggests if Mr Longman or Mr Allen are ‘coming north’ in the near
future for them to call in to Stoke to meet with him.
19th December, 1910 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking Mellor for his letter of the
17th inst. and informing Mellor that neither he nor Mr Allen will be in Stoke in the near future to
meet. Longman writes of Sir William Ramsay’s letter (see 12th Dec.) and comments that Mellor
shouldn’t change how he is writing Modern Inorganic Chemistry (MIC) and who he is writing it for
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because of Sir William’s comments about writing a more advanced book. Longman would like a
progress report on MIC, ‘probable date of completion’ and a table of contents.
20th December, 1910 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor writes that a book that
was too advanced just wouldn’t work. He notes that his book is different to Newth’s and
Smith’s. Mellor also notes that he would like ‘a couple of clear months some time to give the
stuff a final revision’ and he mentions the summer break between May and September.
21st June, 1911 – A handwritten draft copy from Mellor to Longman (the hand-writing is difficult
to decipher). Mellor writes that he sprained his ankle and he writes that he is doing his best to
finish the ‘elementary work’ (MIC ?). Mellor says he had put it aside but wants to make sure it is
done ‘perfectly’ as he can.
26th June, 1911 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thanks Mellor for his
letter of the 21st inst. and understands Mellor’s hesitation in finishing MIC because of the
competition in the market. Longman reassures Mellor that he will ‘make a success of it’.
Longman talks of Newth’s and Bailey’s works and notes that he is happy for Mellor to write as
much as he likes with regards to content and length of the book. Longman wonders if any
illustrations were ready to be made into blocks and really wants to make sure ‘to turn out a well
got up, well illustrated and cheap text book’.
27th June, 1911 – A handwritten draft from Mellor to Longman. Mellor thanks Longman for his
‘energising letter’. Mellor writes that he intends to spend his whole holiday working on it so he
can ‘get it off his hands’ and that together they can produce something ‘superior to the lot’.
18th July, 1911 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Longman has been reviewing a work
by a Mr Hood (Problems in Practical Chemistry) and makes some suggestions as to improvements.
19th July, 1911 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking him for looking at Hood’s book and
sends two guineas as a fee. Longman sends a note from their American office with reference to
Newth’s work on chemistry and complaints made about it by ‘American Colleges’. Longman
hopes Mellor’s upcoming book will avoid the same mistakes. Longman talks of the success of
‘Smith’s Chemistry’ in the United States and the fact that it ‘contains some 530-540 pages’.
20th July, 1911 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor writes concerning ideas that
Longman’s ‘agent’ has written about Newth and Smith’s works. Mellor talks of having ‘scores of
other recent American, German, French and English books’ about chemistry and he believes he
bought them so as to ‘spare no effort to make the new one the very best’. Mellor also notes that
he will not ‘consent to American spelling even for an American edition’. Mellor also comments
on other things written by the ‘agent’. (There is what appears to be a copy of the ‘agent’s’
comments beside this letter)
25th July, 1911 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is glad that Mellor
agrees with ‘our American agent’; he sends a copy of the agent’s report. Longman is asking the
‘American house’ to send American exam papers for Mellor to use in his book.
5th November, 1911 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor writes that his book is
nearing completion and that it covers ‘the ground by Newth and by Smith from a modern point
of view’. Mellor writes about the content of the ‘syllabus’.
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6th November, 1911 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 5th
inst. Longman is anxious to keep the price of Mellor’s book down but sees that it is necessary to
include the ‘Higher and Lower Examinations….so as to cover the new syllabus’. Longman
believes it will be ‘the first book on the market covering the work for these new Examinations’.
25th February, 1912 – Copy of a letter (which is hard to read) from Mellor to Longman. Mellor
is sending the virtually complete manuscript of his book Modern Inorganic Chemistry (MIC ).
28th February, 1912 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Mr Allen has been reading Mellor’s MS
since it arrived and he believes ‘it will be far and away the best Chemistry on the market’ and ‘is
far more interesting than other Chemistries’. Longman notes it is a long book and advises Mellor
to arrange for someone else to read the proofs; Longman is also glad that Mellor is putting
together a shorter edition. Longman makes reference to Senter’s book and mentions that
Mellor’s book will be ‘a bigger size than Newth and in fact rather longer than Smith’.
28th February, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. This letter is hard to read
because it is a carbon paper copy.
29th February, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. This letter is hard to read
because it is a carbon paper copy.
21st March, 1912 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor enclosing a specimen page.
Longman hopes Mellor approves and although Longman would ‘prefer a more open page’ it
would make the book too long at 820 pages. It is hoped that the book will retail for 7/6.
4th April, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman enclosing an epilogue for the book,
MIC. Mellor says he has Sir Conan Doyle’s ‘permission to use the quotation from his A Study in
Scarlet’. Mellor mentions that he ‘should have got Mr Solon, a famous artist…. to draw it…but
he is almost blind’. Mellor is referring to Marc-Louis-Emmanuel Solon (d. 1913). Mellor
mentions that he is including exam questions at the end of each chapter.
4th April, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman writing that he ‘feels sick after seeing
this mornings (sic) lot of diagrams’ and that they are just not good enough. (On the back of this
is a copy of a letter to Longman from Mellor dated 24th May, regarding images).
9th April, 1912 – Handwritten draft from Mellor on a postcard, presumably to Longmans, Green
and Co. saying that he has written a preface.
10th April, 1912 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 4th inst. in
which Longman hopes Mellor will not insist on including a ‘tail-piece’.
10th April, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman wondering if some of the diagrams
can be initialled to guard against ‘being cribbed without permission’. Mellor sends a copy of the
‘first draft of the preface’.
11th April, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman in which Mellor clarifies parts of
MIC.
15th April, 1912 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman thinks that Mellor’s
preface is ‘longer than necessary’ and wonders if a ‘very short preface would not be better’.
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23rd April, 1912 – A handwritten letter to Mellor (no signature and not Longman’s handwriting)
from Longmans, Green and Co. Art department which says ‘The draughtsman is in trouble over
the amalgamation of these two drawings’ and talks about other images in the book.
24th April, 1912 – A handwritten letter to Mellor (signature unrecognisable; not Longman’s
handwriting) from Longmans, Green and Co. Art department which thanks Mellor for his
telegram and says more artists have had to be employed as necessitated by the increase in the
speed of progress but the results have not been satisfactory.
25th April, 1912 – A handwritten letter to Mellor (signature unrecognisable; not Longman’s
handwriting) from Longmans, Green and Co. Art department saying sorry that Mellor was
distressed with the ‘faulty drawings recently’. It’s noted that it wasn’t a one man job.
25th April, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor (presumably to Longmans, Green and Co.) in
which Mellor says he is ‘very glad to learn from your note….that you have stopped that man
who was spoiling the drawings’. Mellor was impressed with the previous artist but the drawings
by the ‘new man…ought to be condemned’.
1st May, 1912 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor. Allen sends Mellor a ‘batch of drawings
….that I do not feel quite satisfied about’.
3rd May, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen. Mellor writes he is pleased with how the
book is looking and how he almost abandoned the project as it seemed insurmountable and
impossible to write a different book to other ‘mediocre’ volumes available. Mellor writes of the
‘Classics man’ going over the copy and the ‘Classics man’ says ‘this is the only chemistry book
which has interested [me]’. Mellor goes on to write about various images in the book.
4th May, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen regarding type size and a line in the book.
7th May, 1912 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 3rd inst.
Allen talks of various illustrations and figures required for MIC. Allen requests Mellor send him
his copy of Morgan and Lyman’s Chemistry so he can take a look at it and get a feel for the ‘style
of the book’. Allen hopes Mellor can call in when he is next ‘in town’.
29th June, 1912 – A handwritten letter to Mellor (signature unrecognisable; not Longman’s
handwriting) from Longmans, Green and Co. Art department instructing Mellor to ‘instruct the
printer to cut off the lettering and substitute type’ if he so wishes.
6th July, 1912 – A handwritten draft letter from Mellor presumably to Longmans, Green and Co.
Mellor writes that he would agree to putting out a ‘small’ (condensed) version of MIC only if the
original edition proved successful.
8th July, 1912 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor advising Mellor to get onto the ‘smaller’
edition as soon as possible. Allen talks of the reduced price of the smaller edition and says that
there would be a ‘really large market for the smaller’. Allen has been advised by the American
House that the ‘big book will be too big for their market, and they would have a much better
chance with the smaller’. Allen has been canvassing teachers around the country and has had
some favourable feedback concerning Mellor’s forthcoming book. Allen says he has had 250
letters of reply. Allen really would like to meet to discuss a smaller edition.
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9th July, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen in which Mellor writes that he is happy to
start a ‘smaller’ edition and that he has some business in London and will co-ordinate his visit
with Allen’s return from holiday. Mellor writes about works by McPherson and Henderson;
Brownlee and others; Budham; Wilson and Hedley; Basin; and Oppenheimer in reference to the
‘scope’ of the small book.
10th July, 1912 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 9th inst.
Allen states he is away virtually for the whole of August with the exception of a few days and if
Mellor cannot make it on those days then they will have to meet in September.
[1]9th July, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Mr Allen suggesting ‘Introduction to Modern
Inorganic Chemistry’ would be a suitable title the smaller, condensed version. Mellor also talks
about having gained copyright permissions from some universities and a ‘Dr Tutton for Fig.70’.
19th July, 1912 – A letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor sending him a draft agreement for
‘Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry’; Allen suggests the book should have about 420
pages and about 100 figures and should publish at 3/6. Allen thinks that the book will sell well.
Allen also reminds Mellor of the idea he floated of Mellor writing a ‘Course on General
Chemistry’.
20th July, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen returning a signed agreement sent in
Allen’s last letter. Mellor talks of the writing of the ‘Introduction to Modern Inorganic
Chemistry’ and a ‘Course on General Chemistry’ and the meaning the phrase ‘General
Chemistry’ has acquired in recent years.
22nd July, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for the returned signed agreement.
Allen writes that he would like to draft an agreement regarding the proposed ‘Course on General
Chemistry’. Allen writes about the drawings and illustrations for the smaller book ‘Introduction
to Modern Inorganic Chemistry’.
23rd July, 1912 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen saying that he is sending a batch of proofs
by separate post and that he agrees with all suggestions in Allen’s last letter.
23rd July, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor sending him an agreement for ‘Introduction to
Modern Inorganic Chemistry’ to sign. Allen asks Mellor to send proofs of MIC as agreed.
24th July, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for sending the proofs of pages 1144. Allen would like to get the whole book to the printers by 10th August so as to have to book
for sale by the end of September. Allen writes that there have already been ‘300 applications for
copies of the book, and I have no doubt a considerable number of writers will wait till they see
your new book before prescribing a text for the Winter Session’.
30th July, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor sending him an agreement for ‘An Elementary
Course in General Chemistry’ (see 22nd July) for Mellor to sign.
30th July, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor asking Mellor about the ‘Table of Atomic weights’
which are to be the endpapers of the book; proofs of these have not been found anywhere and
they need ‘copy’ as soon as possible. Allen thinks it inadvisable to insert the Board of Education
Syllabus in the book.
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1st August, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for the proofs to page 800 and
asking him to send the next batch of proofs to his address in Blakeney, Norfolk, where Allen is
holidaying.
2nd August, 1912 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mellor
replying to a post-card from Mellor regarding reviews in the Edinburgh Review from 1907.
2nd August, 1912 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mellor
acknowledging, on behalf of a holidaying Mr Allen, the receipt of a signed agreement for ‘An
Elementary Course in General Chemistry’; the Table of Atomic weights; and some proofs from
MIC.
3rd August, 1912 – A letter from Mellor to Allen hoping he is enjoying ‘fine weather in Norfolk’
and sending ‘the last of the proofs’.
2nd September, 1912 – A letter from Longman to Mellor writing that the publication has been
delayed due to ‘printers discovering a few errors in your Chemistry’. Longman’s American House
is ‘pressing us to ship copies’ as soon as possible.
5th September, 1912 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mellor
informing him they are deleting a sentence in the preface of MIC which says ‘An abridged
“Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry” is in preparation’. The company thinks it
unnecessary as the publication date is uncertain.
24th September, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for the corrections. But it
seems Mellor is too late and an errata slip will have to be printed. Time is of the essence since
copies of the book are to go out within the week.
28th September, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for the post-card with more
corrections.
9th October, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor telling him that he is being sent six copies of
his book, in addition to the two previously sent.
18th October, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor forwarding a letter from a Mr Earl of the
Tonbridge School who writes to complement Mellor’s book.
4th November, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor returning a letter from a Professor Wynne
complementing the book.
11th November, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor sending him a correspondent’s proposed
corrections to Mellor’s book.
13th November, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor writing that the errata slip will not be
reprinted and advising Mellor to keep a note of all subsequent errors found to be corrected in
the next edition. Allen is receiving ‘very favourable reports about the prospects of the book’.
18th November, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his postcard of 14th inst.
with regards to authors seeking permission to use illustrations from MIC. Allen writes that some
Colleges in South Africa have promised to introduce the book in the ‘next Session’.
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27th November, 1912 – A letter from Longman to Mellor informing him that copies of his
Crystallisation of Iron and Steel are running low and enquiring whether it needs a re-edit. Allen
informs Mellor that the volume has enjoyed steady sales in the UK and America.
5th December, 1912 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking him for his postcard regarding
Crystallisation of Iron and Steel; also Longmans ‘wants to go to press with….Higher Mathematics’.
17th December, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 13th inst.
Allen talks of having corresponded with Dr Findlay regarding the book of monographs (see
letter dated 30th Nov. 1910) and Mellor’s part in it but Allen would prefer Mellor to finish his
‘Elementary Inorganic Chemistry book first’. Allen sends notes from the American House which
shows that Mellor’s MIC ‘is rather too advanced for the average American University’ and this is
the reason why Mellor should finish the ‘Elementary’ book first and not the monograph for
Findlay.
23rd December, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor in which Allen refers to more notes from
the New York house stating ‘it appears from what the Professors say that your new book
contains too much for even Harvard, Yale and Cornell’. Allen hopes that the ‘Elementary’ book
will be more suitable for them.
30th December, 1912 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his postcards on the 24th
inst. Allen sends Mellor the ‘American criticisms’ for use with regards to future editions of MIC.
Allen is pleased with Mellor’s progress with ‘Elementary Chemistry’.
24th January, 1913 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen. Mellor sends the ‘first 122 pages of
the MSS of the book covering the lower Board of Education Syllabus’ of the whole volume of
222 pages. Mellor is waiting for photographs from ‘Voigt of Cöttingen; one of coal from Lomax
of Bolton; and two or three from Jermyn St. Museum’.
24th January, 1913 – Copy of a letter (on the back of the previous letter) from Mellor to Allen in
which he requests a meeting with Allen about the ‘General Chemistry’. Mellor suggests Tuesday,
11th February.
27th January, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor acknowledging receipt of letters from the 24th
inst. and first 122 pages of MSS. Allen is happy to meet Mellor. Part of this letter is missing.
17th February, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor sending him ‘an excellent review’ for MIC
which appeared in ‘The Irish Journal of Education’.
24th February, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor regarding his ‘Introduction to Modern
Inorganic Chemistry’ and the kind of type to be used in printing of it. At the bottom of the typed
letter is a handwritten note reading ‘P.S. Have you seen the review in Nature’.

(Taken from the online edition of Nature,
Feb. 20, 1913 p. 669; review by T. M. Lowry)
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25th February, 1913 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen thanking him for his letter and
saying that he likes the type in the mock-up of ‘Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry’.
Mellor says, regarding the Nature review, that he had previously had a letter from a Mr C. Martin
praising the book and saying that he would be using 50 copies per term at Birkbeck College.
26th February, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of 25th inst. The
printers estimate that the book ‘Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry’ will be about 292
pages ‘without any allowance for illustrations’.
17th March, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor forwarding a letter from a Rev. Father A Haas
of St. Joseph’s College, Trichonopoly, India, via the Bombay House, with corrections suggested
by Father Haas for Mellor’s MIC. Allen wonders if Mellor would like to write back to Father
Haas.
8th April, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor writing about Mellor’s ‘Chemistry’ book and the
illustrations to be included.
15th May, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking for his card of the 13th inst. Allen writes
that he will see if he can locate ‘Papers that have been set by Colonial Universities’ as requested
by Mellor.
21st May, 1913 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature). The letter
encloses ‘Examination Papers in Chemistry’ from various colonial universities – Madras,
Calcutta, Sydney etc.
27th May, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 21st inst. Allen
writes that he will see what is available from Melbourne or Canada. Allen invites Mellor to call in
if he is in London in the next week.
31st July, 1913 – A handwritten letter from Longmans, Green and Co. Art Department
(unsigned). The letter acknowledges receipt of Mellor’s postcard and talks of completed proofs
for an upcoming book.
9th October, 1913 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen. Mellor writes of a chapter on organic
chemistry to be included in a book on inorganic chemistry, ‘as I said I do not like it in an
inorganic book, but if you do, the chapter I wrote would have to be used’. He uses Shenstone’s
book as a comparison.
7th October, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen is worried that the ‘book is running out
to such a great length…..[that] it would be better to cut out the Organic’.
7th October, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen sends a quote from a letter from a Mr J.
A. Pickard from Bexleyheath, London in which Mr Pickard writes that Mellor’s MIC is ‘excellent’
but that he has found a ‘very unfortunate misprint’.
10th October, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen wants to avoid making the book too
long but thinks maybe that the ‘Chapter on Organic’ should be included.
17th November, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor in which he talks of Thorpe’s Dictionary of
Applied Chemistry.
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18th November, 1913 – A letter from Allen to Mellor urging Mellor to get the proofs to the
printers as soon as possible. Allen would like the book to be ‘out before the end of the year, as I
am off to Africa early in January’.
8th January, 1914 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen says Longmans wishes to reprint MIC
and they require any corrections that need to be made to the new edition. Allen sends six copies
of the ‘introductory book’ which he hopes Mellor will like. Allen writes that he leaves on
‘Saturday for South Africa, and shall be away for several months’. He advises Mellor to contact
his son J. C. Allen or Mr Bartram during this time.
12th January, 1914 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. to Mellor asking him to hold back
his request for an errata slip in the introduction to MIC.
12th January, 1914 – A letter from J. W. Bartram (at Longmans) to Mellor. Bartram writes that he
would like to put together an ‘Eight-Page Prospectus of the Introduction to Inorganic Chemistry’ and
asks Mellor for input.
13th January, 1914 – A handwritten letter from C. J. Longman to Mellor saying that ‘it is not
practicable to carry out such a revision of MIC as you suggest’. Longman says that teacher would
be ‘disgusted’ with a new edition brought out so soon and render the first edition virtually
useless; it would be too costly to do a new edition and make all new plates; it would mean the
book was out of print for some time and other books would fill the gap. Longman wants to
reprint and call it a ‘new impression’.
15th January, 1914 – A typewritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman is glad Mellor
agrees about printing the ‘new impression’ rather than a new edition.
18th March, 1914 – A letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman has read Mellor’s ‘review of
Rosdoe and Schorlemmer (?) in Nature, and also of Thorpe’. Longman is considering a new
edition of Watt’s Dictionary of Chemistry and asks for Mellor’s opinion on the matter.
19th March, 1914 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longman. Mellor says he thinks that ‘the
future of the Dictionary is doomed. Chemistry is advancing at such a velocity that a dictionary is
out of date before it can be completed’. The carbon copy of this letter is hard to read but Mellor
advocates the publishing of monographs on inorganic chemistry.
21st March, 1914 – A letter from Longman to Mellor thanking him for his letter of 19th inst.
saying that a decision about monographs and dictionaries will be delayed until a partner from the
American office comes to visit in May.
8th April, 1914 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman notes that Griffins has
announced ‘a series of text books on Inorganic Chemistry’. Longman intends to find out as
much information about them as possible. Longman wants Mellor’s opinion on the topics
covered in the series and the contributors’ competence.
23rd April, 1914 – A letter from Longman to Mellor in which Longman tells Mellor that he has
heard from Allen in South Africa and a Professor Wilkinson at the Transvaal School of Mines in
Johannesburg would like Mellor to write a ‘Quantitative Analysis’ book. Longman wonders
whether Mellor would be interested.
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30th May, 1914 – A handwritten letter from Longman to Mellor. Longman writes that he is
running out of time before ‘Whitsuntide holidays’ and will write at a later date regarding the
publication of an advanced text book by Mellor and a book on Quantitative Analysis.
Folder 2: Longmans Bicentenary Function, 1924; Head of Longmans retires; Other
Longmans-Mellor Correspondence, 1924-1929; Drivers- Longmans 1931.
An invitation for Mellor to attend a luncheon at the Stationers’ Hall in Ludgate Hill to celebrate
Longmans, Green and Co.’s Bicentenary on November 5th 1924.
A newspaper clipping announcing the retirement of C. J. Longman after 54 years. Longmans is
said to be ‘the oldest publishing firm in the City’ and ‘claims 204 years of continuous publishing
success’.
20th November, 1924 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 19th inst.
Allen writes that ‘I am sure you will treasure the letter from the fair Quakeresses as much as they
will treasure your reply to them’.
12th October, 1927 – A letter from Allen to Mrs Mellor sending ten copies of ‘that prospectus
that contains reviews of the great work’. Allen congratulates Mrs Mellor and her husband on the
honours received by them from the town of Stoke-on-Trent.
4th June, 1929 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen writes he is sorry to have missed Mellor at
the ‘Club on Saturday’. Allen would like to find out about Mellor’s ‘trip’ and also to find out
‘good news of the memsahib’. Attached is a ‘memorandum’ from a New York firm advertising
materials.
31st October, 1931 – A letter from Driver’s Bookshop,
32 George Street in Dunedin signed by an H. H. Driver
to Longmans, Green and Co. The letter states that the
two copies of ‘Mellor’s Inorganic Chemistry, Volume II’
were for the Otago University and the Dominion
Laboratory, Wellington. The letter goes on to say
‘The writer is greatly interested in this great piece of
work as Dr Mellor in his early student-day (sic) used
to prowl about his shop in search of books on
Chemistry…N.Z. takes a just pride in the
accomplishments of such men as Sir Ernest
Rutherford and Dr Mellor & other notable students’.
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Folder 3: Longmans-Mellor Correspondence, 1930-1947
16th December, 1930 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen would like Mellor to hurry up the
‘return of the galleys’ so the publication of volume 11 can go ahead on the scheduled date of
March 31st. Allen is anxious to get the volume out.
17th December, 1930 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen. Mellor is doing his best to meet
the deadline. He has ‘the readers …well in to molybdenum’. Mellor writes that he had been
suffering an illness and had been ‘examined by two different medicals’ who said he was in perfect
health but he still felt unwell and so sought a third and fourth opinion. Mellor was consequently
diagnosed with ‘a very advanced stage of anaemia’. During this time he wrote two poems, ‘Ode
to my Red Corpuscles’ and ‘My Stomach’s Lament’. Mellor writes ‘I thought they were pretty
good but a friend wrote to say that if I was as bad as my poetry I must be in a queer state’.
Mellor writes ‘The Boss (his wife) is taking me to Torquay…for three weeks’. Mellor blames the
illness on the placement of his desk ‘in a badly ventilated corner over a place where fumes from
the boilers came up from below’. Mellor says he is feeling much better and would prefer not to
go to Torquay.
27th October, 1931 – An unsigned memo from Longmans, Green and Co. regarding changes
made to the ‘accounting for the sales of our Royalty books’.
5th November, 1931 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mrs
Mellor thanking her for her letter of 30th Oct. regarding accounts for Comprehensive Inorganic
Chemistry. There had been some mistakes made by the American House and monies owing
(₤1151.0.5) would be paid ‘November 16th next’.
17th November, 1931 – A letter from Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 6th inst.
which included ‘the MS. of the new book’. Allen says ‘I am never surprised at anything that you
do, and that you should break out into writing a book of this kind is perhaps only what I might
have expected’. (This was possibly an Uncle Joe’s Nonsense.)
1st December, 1931 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen says ‘You reminded me recently that
years ago I said we would publish anything that you wrote, and I am afraid that I shall have to
break my promise’. Allen lets Mellor down gently and suggests he has it printed at his own
expense ‘for circulation among…friends’. Allen returns the MS.
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8th December, 1931 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen is glad there are no hard feelings
regarding his rejection of Mellor’s ‘fun book’. Allen looks forward to seeing Mellor at ‘the Club’.
11th February, 1932 – A memo to Allen from a Mr W.A. Kelk (also at Longmans) regarding the
reprint of Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise vol. IX and if there are any corrections. At the bottom of
the memo there is a handwritten note which reads ‘Dr Mellor; what about corrections please?
C.S.S. Higham’. (Higham was the educational advisor at Longmans).
11th February, 1932 – A letter from Higham (in Allen’s absence) to Mellor regarding the length
of Mellor’s Volume 12 of his Comprehensive Treatise.
16th February, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen consoling him on his ‘chill’ and
asking if he makes a good patient or a bad one. Mellor writes that ‘My boss [his wife] calls me a
bad one. If it were not so cold these mornings, I should go and stand in the queue at the Divorce
Court Office.’ Mellor talks of Allen’s rejection of his ‘nonsense’ book; and also of the
completion of his ‘Comprehensive’.
16th February, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Higham with condolences for Allen’s
illness and with notes regarding corrections for the upcoming volume.
1st April, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen which starts ‘Hip! Hip! Hurrah!’ Mellor
has finished writing the 15th volume of his Comprehensive Treatise.
7th April, 1932 – A letter from Allen to Mellor. Allen writes that he has received complaints
regarding MIC, that it is now out-of-date and ‘that Partington’s book seems to be rather
knocking it out’. Allen wants to know if the book can be brought up to date.
8th April, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen regarding bringing MIC up to date and
discussions that they have had in the past concerning this. Mellor talks of the ‘red book’. Mellor
writes he is happy to revise MIC.
8th April, 1932 – A letter from Allen to Mellor congratulating him for finishing the 15th volume
of his Comprehensive Treatise. Allen writes ‘What a Hurculean (sic) task it has been, and there is
only one man in the world who could have done it, and his name is Mellor’.
2nd May, 1932 – A memo from Longmans, Green and Co. regarding changes in the ‘form of
accounting for the sales of our Royalty books’.
4th August, 1932 – A letter from Higham to Mellor thanking him for his report on Clark’s
Comprehensive Review of Molecular Structure. He sends a fee of five guineas.
31st August, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Higham. Mellor is sending Higham the
revised MIC. Mellor believes MIC ‘is competing with Partington, Taylor, and Lowry’. Mellor says
he has replaced some of the diagrams as ‘the man who did the original diagrams in Modern
Inorganic must have used a poker for the job’.
3rd November, 1932 – A letter from Kenneth B. Potter (one of the directors at Longmans) to
Mellor. Potter writes that he has been talking with Higham and obviously there has been some
dispute regarding putting out a new edition of MIC. Potter says ‘We are looking carefully into the
whole question but in these times it is very difficult to make financial estimates far ahead’.
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5th November, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes ‘if the book has to
be held up, I shall not grumble’.
A receipt to Mellor from Longmans, Green and Co. for sale of Comprehensive Treatise Vol. 12.
Dated 16th November, 1932.
2nd December, 1932 – A letter from Potter to Mellor in which he writes that a decision
regarding MIC will be made in the next week or two.
3rd December, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor wonders if he should call
in to see Potter on Dec. 14th when he will be in London to discuss MIC.
6th December, 1932 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter is unavailable on the 14th Dec. but
Higham will be and has been briefed by Potter for the meeting. Potter suggests publishing a new
edition of MIC ‘next autumn but hold over Volume XIII of the COMPREHENSIVE until the
next year’. Potter also proposes printing a ‘small stop gap edition’.
7th December, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes that he will think it
over and discuss his opinion with Higham the following week.
14th December, 1932 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter writes that he has spoken to
Higham about Mellor and his interview the previous day and is glad they have come to an
agreement. Potter hopes ‘to publish the next volume of the Comprehensive in the Spring of
1934’.
17th December, 1932 – A handwritten draft note from Mellor to Potter. It is difficult to make
out. He talks of his staff and coming to live in London in the next couple of years. At the end
Mellor requests the return of the MS of MIC so he can take to it with a blue pencil.
19th December, 1932 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter understands Mellor’s staffing
issues and personal plans and hopes to ‘fit in publication arrangements to suit them’.
11th January, 1933 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. signed by W.A. Kelk. The note
enquires whether there are any corrections to be made to Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise, volume
12.
25th January, 1933 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (possibly from Higham) stating
that MIC is at the ‘printer for cast-off’. The letter states that ‘Partington… has lifted a good
many ideas from your book’; Partington is Mellor’s main rival and the letter outlines the
appealing layout of Partington’s book.
9th February, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Higham. Mellor writes he is ‘just returned
from Madeira’ quite refreshed and he refers to Higham’s letter of January 25th regarding
Partington’s work which he will take a look at.
29th March, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor making a ‘nuisance’ of himself and asking
after the MS.
30th March, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor is sorry for the delay and had
already had a letter typed up before receiving Potter’s.
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In the accompanying letter, Mellor says he sends the MS of MIC and sets outs some answers to
questions put to him by Potter regarding Partington’s work.
31st March, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor thanking him for his letter and MS. Potter is
unhappy that ‘a book [Partington’s] which is based so largely on yours should have stolen a large
part of your market simply because some Teachers prefer the way in which he has dished up
your stuff’.
6th April, [1933] – A handwritten letter from Allen to Mellor supporting Potter’s subsequent
letter to Mellor. Allen says ‘We all want to make the book what it has always been, the preeminent book for intelligent study of Chemistry’. Allen talks of having bronchitis which he
‘caught’ in Port Said and which ‘kept me in my bunk all the way to London and then threw me
out on the dock-side’.
7th April, 1933 – A five page letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter starts by discussing Allen’s
illness and recovery in Norfolk. Potter and Allen have been discussing Mellor’s MIC. Potter
believes Mellor has lost the high school market to Partington as his appealed more to ‘the
average schoolmaster’. Potter lists the reasons, given to him by school masters, why Partington
rates higher in schools than Mellor. Potter suggests giving the MS to a competent school teacher
for his input into its revision to make it more suitable for schools. Potter writes that they hope to
‘smite our rivals hip and thigh’. Potter writes the collaborative editions of a teacher and an expert
are becoming more popular for text-books.
8th April, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes that he will think over
Potter’s last letter and get back to him.
11th April, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor is replying to Potter’s letter of
the 7th inst. Mellor addresses all of Potter’s points from the letter of the 7th Apr. Mellor notes he
will have to work on the ‘new’ book in his summer break. Mellor also encloses a copy of the
letter for Allen who is recuperating from an illness in Norfolk.
12th April, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor thanking him for his letter of 11th inst. and
thanking him for the copy for Allen. Potter reports that Allen is doing well.
20th April, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding MIC. Potter writes that he has been in
communication with Allen, who is still unwell in Norfolk, and they have decided that a new
edition of MIC ‘cannot be published this year’. A ‘stop-gap’ edition will have to be arranged.
Potter writes that they will ‘go ahead with the next volume of the Big Work for publication this
Autumn’.
22nd April, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor lays out in point form the
situation with MIC after all the negotiations with Potter and Allen. For example; in its present
state MIC is essentially a book for university students; although ‘dollars and cents’ is not an issue
for Mellor, it certainly is for Potter and Longmans, Green and Co.; also Mellor talks of changing
the book so it would be more accessible to sixth form and scholarship students.
25th April, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter is happy that they have come to an
agreement and Mellor has acquiesced on some points. Potter wants to meet in May when Mellor
is next in town.
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25th April, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor outlines the days he is available
to meet and the subjects to be discussed – namely ‘Intermediate and Modern Inorganic
Chemistry’ and the fact that the Ceramic Society has offered to publish Mellor’s ‘book of
nonsense’
26th April, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter thanks Mellor for his letter of the 25th
inst. and also refers back to Mellor’s letter of the 22nd inst. regarding ‘altering the book so as to
make it suitable ‘for Sixth Form and Scholarship’ work’. Potter would prefer it to target ‘Second
Year (Scholarship)’ and ‘University Pass Degree’ students.
28th April, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter says ‘we are instructing Clowes to press
on with the new volume of the COMPREHENSIVE. ….to get this out in October’. Potter
wonders whether Mellor is able to do this.
1st May, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding the Comprehensive. Mellor says
he’s not sure if he will be able to get the volume ready for October as ‘it is the worst volume of
the pack for references’. Mellor writes that it has taken him three times as long as the others and
the ‘trained girl’ checking the references says it is taking her a long time. Mellor admits he is a
‘very bad proof-reader’.
2nd May, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter writes concerning the Comprehensive and
says that he thinks Mellor is usually modest about his efforts and has every hope that Mellor will
finish before October.
10th May, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. The letter concerns the printing of the
Comprehensive.
10th October, 1933 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. The letter concerns Comprehensive Volume
XIII and its printing. Also Potter mentions they would like to reprint volume IX asking if Mellor
knows of any corrections required.
11th October, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor says he has ‘two girls’
working on checking the galleys but will add a third to hurry things along. Mellor wants to meet
at the ‘Club’ to discuss the ‘book of nonsense’.
20th December, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding a letter Mellor received,
via Potter, from a man in Chile (the transcribed version of the letter accompanies Mellor’s copy).
Mellor says it is a bit odd, which it is, and will not reply.
30th December, 1933 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding the ‘book of nonsense’
and what Mellor wants on the title page; and the printing of the Comprehensive. Mellor informs
Potter that he and Mrs Mellor are heading away at the end of January to Palma for three weeks.
1st January, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding the title page of the ‘Nonsense
Book’. Potter wonders when they will be seeing a new version of MIC.
2nd February, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor with an enclosed letter from the New York
office of Longmans, Green and Co. regarding Mellor’s book Uncle Joe’s Nonsense and trying to
contact members of the American Ceramic Society in Columbus, Ohio.
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8th March, 1934 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. signed by W.A. Kelk regarding
Mellor’s MIC and the Nonsense Book and their printing.
13th March, 1934 – A letter from W.A. Kelk (in Potter’s absence) to Mellor. Kelk writes that the
New York House has been in contact with the American Ceramic Society and they have asked
for 3000 circulars regarding Uncle Joe’s Nonsense. The secretary of the society, Mr Purdy, is not
confident that there will be high sales.
3rd April, 1934 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (signed by an E. W. Parker) to Mellor.
The letter thanks Mellor for his of the 29th March and thanks him for his suggestions for
improvements to Kingzett’s Encyclopaedia.
Undated – A handwritten letter from Allen in Norfolk to Mellor. Allen thanks Mellor for his
letter enquiring after his health and mentions that he hasn’t been well at all for the last couple of
months. Allen cites ‘old age’, which he describes as ‘incurable’, and ‘blood pressure’ as two things
which are counting against him. Allen congratulates Mellor on his Nonsense Book getting
published by the Ceramic Society. Allen tells Mellor to offer to let Punch borrow one of his
blocks. Allen asks if Mellor’s ‘Boss’ (wife) would bring him over to Norfolk sometime in the
summer.
20th April, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor sends condolences for Potter’s
recent illness; it seems Potter had paratyphoid. Mellor notes that he had typhoid when he was
about 18. Mellor writes that he has virtually finished MIC and is now going through it with a blue
pencil. Mellor says he had a ‘nice holiday in Palma’ and that ‘the Boss (Mrs Mellor) and I are
going to spend a week-end with Mr Allen early in July.’
13th May, 1934 – A handwritten draft letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor queries a ten guinea
charge in his statement of royalties; he thinks it is incorrect.
15th May, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter confirms that the sum was indeed a
mistake. He encloses a cheque as a refund and enquires after the progress of MIC.
25th June, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter asks for corrections to Volume 10 of the
Comprehensive as Longmans hopes to reprint it soon.
1st October, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding ‘the discussion [Potter] had with
[Mellor] at the National Liberal Club when I suggested that we should get two schoolmasters
who had read your manuscript to undertake to revise it.’ Potter attaches the schoolmasters’
reports and answers to questions posed by Potter about whether MIC could be made more
accessible to high school children with some rearrangement and rewriting. The letter also
includes a report by a Dr G. D. Parkes – a College tutor at Oxford. Parkes outlines how he
thinks that MIC could be improved and outlining when he would be available to revise it. And so
Parkes did end up revising Mellor’s MIC. Potter finishes his letter by saying he will be away from
the office for the next three weeks.
2nd October, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes concerning the reports
sent to him by Potter and talks of the ‘red Intermediate’ and ‘Modern Inorganic’. Mellor offers to
meet Potter at the National Liberal Club or at his office on the 5th October.
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4th October, 1934 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (signature looks to be that of R.G.
Longman). Longman informs Mellor that Potter is away and won’t therefore be able to meet on
Oct. 5th.
8th October, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor is trying to organise a meeting
with Potter not knowing whether he has returned or not.
9th October, 1934 – A letter from R.G. Longman to Mellor saying Potter is still absent and won’t
be back until the following week.
17th October, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter agrees to a meeting with Mellor on
the 5th November. Potter hopes to clear up the confusion regarding the revision of MIC (see
letter of Oct. 2nd). Potter ends the letter by saying ‘I know and like Professor Partington but I am
determined to oust his book if I can’.
31st October, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding Comprehensive Volume XIV and
slips for paging to be returned to the printers. Potter confirms meeting of Nov. 5th.
1st November, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding Comprehensive Volume
XIV and its’ proofreading.
26th November, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen in Norfolk. Mellor thanks Allen
for his ‘nice letter’ and answers some questions obviously posed by Allen in his last. Essentially
the letter is a short autobiography. In the letter Mellor states the following: Passed BSc in 1896
with New Zealand University Scholarship in Chemistry; in 1897 he received first class honours in
Chemistry and won the 1851 Scholarship to UK; in 1899 he left NZ to study at Owen’s College,
Manchester; he was made a Fellow of the College and had originally intended to return to NZ
after 3 years; he partially wrote his first book ‘Higher Mathematics’ in NZ; he wrote Chemical
Statics and Dynamics for Sir William Ramsay’s Series; Mellor wrote about 100 original papers; was
made a Fellow of the Royal Society; a representative of the NZ Government on the Board of
Governors of the Imperial College of Science and Technology London.
27th November, 1934 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter returns the MS of MIC and says
that Dr Parkes has accepted to revise MIC for ₤100.
7th January, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding MIC and the Comprehensive
Volume 15 and 16. Mellor asks Potter to have lunch at the National Liberal Club on Jan. 15th.
25th January, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding Dr Parkes revision of
MIC. Mellor has met Parkes and discussed how he should go about it. Mellor talks of writing an
Advanced MIC beginning on his return from Biskra (in Algeria) in the middle of March. He has
already written an account of his travels to Algeria for his nephews and nieces ‘in the style of
Uncle Joe’s Nonsense’, a bit premature since he hadn’t even been yet.
28th January, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding Parkes reworking of the MIC
manuscript. Potter will await Mellor’s return to discuss an Advanced MIC.
29th January, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter regarding the Comprehensive Treatise
Vol. XVI and its contents. Mellor informs Potter that he leaves for North Africa on the 22nd
February and returns on the 18th March.
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31st January, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter writes of Clowes the publisher and
getting the page proofs (presumably of a Comprehensive volume) by the 18th February or sooner
with overtime.
1st February, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter thanking him for his last letter and
saying that ‘There is no need for overtime’.
12th February, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter would like to see Mellor when he is
next in town to discuss ‘the clearing up of the Comprehensive and the proposed Advanced Inorganic
Chemistry’.
13th February, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor outlining the position of the make-up of
volume XVI. It looks as though it could run to 800 pages. Potter closes the letter by saying ‘I am
sorry, but my business is largely to be a slave-driver’.
14th February, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter confirming the agenda of the
upcoming meeting and closing the letter with ‘At present, with my task done I can imagine the
feelings of an innocent prisoner released from jail’.
21st March, 1935 – A letter from C.S.S. Higham to Mellor sending him the revised MS of MIC
so ‘that you may use it to work on ….the new book on Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (AIC)’.
2nd April, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter has been talking to Higham regarding
Mellor starting to write Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Potter writes to formally accept future
publication of the book. Potter also writes of the ‘editing of two Supplementary volumes’ of the
Comprehensive to be written with the help of ‘collaborators’.
4th April, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter in which he outlines his progress with
AIC; his inquiries for finding ‘a suitable man’ for the Comprehensive; and Dr Parkes work on MIC.
5th April, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding a contract for AIC and Potter’s idea to
postpone actually setting anything down in writing at the present time.
9th April, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter thanking him for his letter of April 5th
and saying ‘what you says (sic) goes’.
9th April, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor saying he is anxious to reprint the Comprehensive
vol. XIV by May 25th.
24th April, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter asking for another copy of ‘the latest
reprint’ of MIC as he has given his to the ‘two proof-readers’.
25th April, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor in which he says he is sending a copy of the
latest MIC.
26th April, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor regarding Comprehensive Volume XV and its
figures and drawings which Potter hopes to have done differently by a different firm.
27th April, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter acknowledging change of firm for
figures.
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14th May, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter sending him the MS of Comprehensive
‘where the figures occur’ and asking for figures for Comprehensive vol. 16.
15th May, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor confirming he will have the figures drawn and
sent to Mellor. Potter discusses the supplementary volumes to the Comprehensive to be written
‘either by [Mellor] or under [his] supervision’.
17th May, 1935 – Copy of letter from Mellor to Potter regarding the agreement for the
supplementary volumes.
20th May, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor in which he sends back the signed amended
agreement.
4th June, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor discussing Dr Parkes revision of MIC and his
seeking advice from a ‘schoolmaster adviser’. Potter says there now remains the question of
arrangement of the book which Mellor and Parkes have not discussed. The letter is addressed to
Mellor at the National Liberal Club.
5th June, 1935 – A letter from C.S.S. Higham to Mellor asking his opinion on a Professor R.W.
Whytlaw-Gray’s suggestion that a ‘Mr Briscoe of the Imperial College of Science’ write a book
on ‘microscopic chemistry’. Higham finishes the letter by saying he hopes Mellor is ‘feeling fit
for [his] trip to Sweden’.
6th June, 1935 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. signed by E.W. Parker in which Mellor
is asked for any corrections for Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry which is about to be reprinted.
6th June, 1935 – A handwritten draft copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter on Grosvenor Hotel
letterhead. Mellor writes about Dr Parkes revision of MIC. The handwriting is difficult to
decipher.
7th June, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 6th inst. and
saying that he is sure that any ‘points of difference’ between Mellor and Parkes will be able to be
resolved.
14th June, 1935 – A letter from E.W. Parker to Mellor regarding Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry
asking again for any corrections for the reprint. Mellor hasn’t replied to Parker’s letter of the 6th
inst.
19th June, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Higham replying to his letter of the 5th inst.
Mellor says he would find it ‘difficult to give an opinion …without a ‘prospectus’ of the book’.
9th July, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter in which Mellor asks Potter to get him a
‘copy of the Chinese translation’ of MIC.
11th September, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Theobald (Leslie Stuart Theobald 1898-1979) wondering if Theobald had found a ‘possible man for the 2 supplementary vols. of
Comprehensive’. Mellor is going to town with the ‘Boss’ and would like to meet to talk about it.
19th September, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Mellor. Theobald writes to
confirm a lunch date at the National Liberal Club.
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5th October, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Mellor. Theobald writes to decline
the opportunity to write the supplementary volumes for the Comprehensive. Theobald writes that it
was ‘a great compliment that you thought me worthy of the job’.
14th October, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter is sad to hear that ‘Mr Theobald
won’t play’ and awaits Mellor’s response from a Mr Hedges.
16th October, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Mellor. Theobald thinks Mellor is
on the ‘war-path’ and tries to explain to Mellor his reasons for refusing to write the
supplementary volumes. ‘It was based on a desire to preserve what little leisure I get and to avoid
that ‘solitary confinement feeling’ to which you confessed’. Theobald goes on to say that he
cannot ‘imagine Longman’s making an offer which could in any way make the sacrifices
demanded appear attractive’.
24th October, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter saying that ‘There are no corrections
to …Vol. XIV’ of the Comprehensive. Mellor hopes to meet Potter when he is in town in
November.
24th November, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Mellor which opens with ‘I
have… received Longman’s new offer – a carefully worded one which didn’t greatly impress me
I’m afraid’. Theobald again reiterates his refusal to write the supplementary volumes but
regretfully so. Theobald thanks Mellor for the ‘banquet’.
24th November, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Potter at Longmans. The letter
has a ‘Please return to Longmans…’ sticker on the top of the letter. Clearly Mellor didn’t return
it. In the letter Theobald outlines his reasons for refusal to Potter.
25th November, 1935 – A letter from Potter to Mellor in which he had enclosed Theobald’s last
letter of the 24th inst. and asks for Mellor to return it. Potter also asks Mellor what they should
do now that Theobald has steadfastly refused.
7th December, 1935 – A handwritten letter from Theobald to Mellor thanking him for his letter
and again outlining his reasons for refusal. Theobald writes ‘We only live this life once and there
are other things in it besides chemistry’. Theobald hopes that Mellor is feeling better.
15th January, 1936 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (initialled by P.C.B.W) to Mellor.
The letter says that Longmans has been in touch with a printing firm in Shanghai regarding the
Chinese language version of Mellor’s MIC which he was keen to procure (see letter from 9th
July). Unfortunately the book is out of print and won’t be reissued.
7th February, 1936 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter saying that he has been in contact
with Dr Parkes that if he requires anything from Mellor he will need to let him know as soon as
possible as Mellor and his wife, with two friends, are off to Spain in two weeks’ time. Mellor says
‘I have not been so well lately’. Mellor suggests lunch at the National Liberal Club on Feb. 28th
and says that he still hasn’t found anyone to write the supplementary volumes. Mellor says he
may write the first one himself.
12th October, 1936 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (initialled by W.A. Kelk) to Mellor
asking for the return of some of the slips for printing.
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13th October, 1936 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes that his proof-readers
are ‘frightened’ by the printers sending the proofs too fast. Mellor is returning ‘a big batch of
proofs’ to the printers shortly.
30th December, 1936 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter is sorry to hear that Mellor has
been unwell but he is pleased that Mellor will be meeting with Dr Parkes soon. Potter discusses
the index to Comprehensive Vol. XVI.
29th January, 1937 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unreadable signature) to Mellor
enclosing a letter from a ‘lady…librarian’. The lady in question writes to say that she is
‘constantly being asked this question’, obviously outlined in her letter (not here). The letter asks
if Mellor wants to send information via Longmans or write to the ‘lady’ himself.
30th January, 1937 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Potter. Mellor writes about the
Comprehensive and ‘the vagueness of the line of demarcation between organic and inorganic’. He
closes the letter by saying that he will be meeting Dr Parkes in London on the 9th Feb. and then
sailing for Buenos Aires on the 13th and will be away for two months.
6th February, 1937 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unreadable signature) to Mellor
regarding the reprint of Vol. II of the Comprehensive and asking if there are any corrections.
8th February, 1937 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Longmans, Green and Co. Mellor sends
corrections for Comprehensive Vol. XI.
27th April, 1937 – A letter from W.A. Kelk at Longmans (in Potter’s absence) to Mellor. Kelk
enquires on behalf of Clowes the printers, when parts of the Comprehensive vol. 16 were going to
be sent back. Kelk also informs Mellor that they are reprinting vol. 1 and wonders if Mellor has
any corrections to be made.
17th June, 1937 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter is ‘delighted to hear of your extremely
rapid recovery’. Potter writes concerning the preface to the final volume.
A ‘Marked Proof’ of A Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, Volume XVI; the
title page, contents and abbreviations.
A typewritten draft of the preface to Volume XVI of the Comprehensive with J.W.M signed at
bottom.
A typewritten draft (which looks like it came from Longmans, Green and Co.) of the preface to
Volume XVI of the Comprehensive.
29th June, 1937 – A typewritten memo from Potter to the Manufacturing Dept. asking them to
add something at the end of the preface of Volume XVI of the Comprehensive.
19th August, 1937 – A letter from Kelk to Mellor saying that there is to be a reprint of the
Comprehensive Vol. III and asking for corrections.
21st September, 1937 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. signed by E.W. Parker to
Mellor regarding Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry (IIC). Enclosed is a letter from a Mr Douglas
Henshall via Clowes the printer in Beccles. The letter from Henshall obviously included some
sort of corrections to IIC.
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22nd October, 1937 – A letter from R.G. Longman to
Mellor saying he is pleased to send Mellor ₤150
‘due on the publication of the final volume of your
great work’. Longman writes ‘No-one else in the world
could, I believe, have accomplished what you have done
and it is a source of great pride and satisfaction to us
all here to have had the honour of producing this
unique contribution to science’.

28th March, 1938 – A letter from William Clowes and Sons Limited to Mellor asking for
clarification for printing to Transactions No. 3.
11th April, 1938 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter writes of the new edition of MIC by Dr
Parkes.
14th April, 1938 – A letter from Potter to Mellor. Potter writes of Parkes and the galleys of MIC
and the supplementary volumes of the Comprehensive.
10th May, 1938 – A letter from Dr Parkes to Mrs Mellor. Mrs Mellor obviously put Parkes off
the arranged meeting and Parkes writes he is sad to hear that Mellor is weaker. Parkes asks Mrs
Mellor to tell her husband that he hopes to start on the ‘Comprehensive’ soon. He hopes to be
back in town in three weeks.
Mellor died on the 24th May, 1938
1st June, 1938 – A letter from Potter to Mrs Mellor enclosing a letter from Colonel G.C.K.
Clowes (printer).
Colonel Clowes letter (dated 31st May, 1938) is addressed to Potter and reads:
Dear Potter,
I feel I cannot let Dr Mellor’s death pass unnoticed by me and my Firm, as through you we have
been very closely connected with him at Beccles for a great number of years. His loss to you
must be a great one and will add another distinguished name to a list of well-known people
whose works your Firm has published.
To us he has really been a most generous friend and has spared no trouble to put printing our
way in connection with his various activities. I know Thompson and everyone at Beccles had a
real affection for him owing to his unfailing courtesy and fair mindedness in all his dealings with
us, and his death will mean the loss of one of our most genuine friends.
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If it would be possible for you to convey my regrets and sympathy to his widow, I should be
most grateful, as being a perfect stranger I hesitate to write. I think Thompson has.
Yours sincerely
G.C.K. Clowes
5th March, 1941 – A letter from R.G. Longman to Mrs Mellor at the Seacroft Hotel in Marazion,
Cornwall. Longman thanks Mrs Mellor for her letter to Potter who, he says, had rejoined the
Army. Longman tells Mrs Mellor that the ‘a large proportion of our stock of books and the
whole of our Office at Paternoster Row were destroyed’.
30th June, 1941 – A letter from R.G. Longman to Mrs Mellor enclosing ‘introduction to a
catalogue we have just distributed’. Longman says after a fire in 1940 at the Office a ‘brown
paper parcel which contained a number of old legal documents one dealing with the great Fire of
1666’.
The reprint of the introduction accompanies this letter.
13th October, 1947 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (signed by J.W. Holme ‘who looks
after the translations’; see following letter) to Mrs Mellor enclosing a copy of the Spanish
translation of MIC.
24th October, 1947 – A letter from Longmans, Green and Co. (unknown signature) to Mrs
Mellor, thanking her for her letter of the 20th inst. and referring to two copies of MIC that had
been sent to her from New York and a Spanish language version of the same.

Box 10 – Personal Correspondence
Folder 1: Journals containing tributes to J.W. Mellor; Obituaries.
Obituary; possibly from the Times; with the headline ‘16,000,000-Word Book on Chemistry’.
Within the text it says ‘As a writer he was tireless…he often worked through the night with a wet
towel round his head to keep him awake’.
Newspaper article; possibly also from the Times as the article cites the Obituary later in the paper;
headline reads ‘Death of Dr J.W. Mellor: Renowned Work as Potter Scientist’; has an image of
Mellor. The article says that Mellor was friends with ‘the eminent potter’ Bernard Moore (18501935).
The Bulletin of the American Ceramic Society, volume 17, number 6. June 1938.
Page 278 features in the Necrology section. At the end of the paragraph it reads ‘We of the
American Ceramic Society who honoured ourselves in 1932 by electing Dr Mellor as Honorary
Member of our Society mourn the loss of a friendly co-worker. We met him and Mrs Mellor in
1927 and again in 1929, learning to love them as they are loved by their own countrymen.’
The Bulletin of the American Ceramic Society, volume 17, number 8. August, 1938.
This doesn’t appear to have anything about Mellor in it.
Nature, volume 142, number 3589. Saturday, August 13, 1938.
Page 281 contains the obituary notice for Mellor. It begins ‘On May 24, science suffered a great
loss by the death of Joseph William Mellor, a man of remarkable attainments and outstanding
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achievement’; the obituary also talks of the 16-volume Comprehensive work and says ‘To his few
intimate associates, the completion of these volumes is almost beyond comprehension. They
know that he wrote every word and reference’.
Berichte der Deutschen Keramischen Gesellschaft, volume 19, July 1938.
Page 286 contains an obituary for Mellor in German. Includes a photo.
The Refractories Journal, June 1938.
Pages 348-358 with an obituary and tributes to Mellor, with photos and some of Uncle Joe’s
Nonsense.
The Refractories Journal, July 1938.
Pages 403-404 and 407-408. Further tributes to Mellor.
Journal of Chemical Education, January 1954.
Page 17 includes some of Mellor’s cartoons and says ‘Dr Mellor was to this intimates friends as
‘that white-haired Peter Pan’, the boy who never grew up.’
The Fuel Economist, May 1938.
Accompanied by a note to Mellor ‘With the compliments of the Editor of the Fuel Economist’.
On the front cover is handwritten a note which reads ‘Wishing him renewed health and strength
for his splendid work’.
Page 177 contains a review of Mellor’s Volume 14 of the Comprehensive.
Stavivo, June 1938.
A Czech publication with what appears to be an obituary for Mellor. Includes a photo.
Folder 2: The Refractories Journal 1927; Mellor laboratory 1934; and miscellaneous
extracts concerning Mellor
A newspaper cutting with the heading ‘Bone Ash’. A letter to the editor of the Staffordshire Sentinel
from E.V. Greatbatch, Jasper House, Hanley, August 31st, 1905.
A newspaper cutting from what looks to be the Evening Sentinel dated 5th November, 1937 with
the headline ‘Presentation to Dr J.W. Mellor: Retirement from Refractories Association’. The
article goes on to describe Mellor’s retirement and the Association’s gift of a cheque for ₤1500
and ‘a gift of books’, described later as ‘five volumes of Jellinek’s Lehrbuch der physickalischen
Chemie’. Mrs Mellor was gifted ‘two small handbags’. It mentions that Mellor had not been well
enough to attend any public occasions.
A newspaper cutting with ‘1946’ handwritten at the top, with the headline ‘Coloured Bodies in
Ceramics’. No mention of Mellor.
A newspaper cutting from the Evening Sentinel dated November 24th, 1933 with the headline
‘Value of Research in Ceramics: Tributes by the Other Basic Industries’. At the end of the article
it says ‘The position today was the terms ‘Mellor’ and ‘Ceramics’ were synonymous throughout
the world’.
A newspaper cutting from the Staffordshire Sentinel dated October 19th, 1927 with the headline ‘Dr
Mellor’s Treatise: Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry: Tributes to a Great Work’. The article
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talks about the first seven volumes of the Comprehensive that have been published with the first of
the volumes published in 1922. It lists ‘Some of the Press Opinions’.

A newspaper cutting from the Evening Sentinel
dated May 19th 1932 with the headline
‘America Honours Dr Mellor: Honorary
Member of U.S. Ceramic Society: Research
Work’. At the end of the article it reads
‘While in London he suffered a short but
somewhat serious attack of ptomaine
poisoning, but is now completely recovered’.

Mellor’s ptomaine poisoning
cartoon.

A newspaper cutting from unknown source (undated) with the headline ‘Presentation by
Students: Tributes to Dr J.W. Mellor’. The article describes the upcoming retirement of Mellor
from ‘his position of Principal of the Department’ at the North Staffordshire Technical College
and the presentation to him of three Doulton vases.
Nature, December 3, 1914.
One page from the journal with an article entitled ‘Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society’. It
does not seem to mention Mellor but does talk about Sir Ernest Rutherford.
The Refractories Journal, November 1927.
Pages 588-599. The article outlines the ‘complimentary banquet’ given by the Ceramic Society to
celebrate Mellor’s election to the Royal Society.
Nature, February 1, 1930.
Pages 155-158. Does not seem to be any mention of Mellor.
The Refractories Journal, June 1931.
Pages 231-232; the article concerns Mellor’s stepping aside as ‘active Honorary Secretary of the
Ceramic Society’ and his upcoming retirement ‘from his position as Principal of the North
Staffordshire Technical College’. The article chronicles his life so far and also mentions Uncle Joe’s
Nonsense.
Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata, volume XIV, number 1, 1932.
One page from this journal with what looks to be a review of Mellor’s Comprehensive volume XI.
The Refractories Journal, October 1934.
Pages 427-430. An article entitled ‘Important Refractorers’, number 57 of a series with Alderman
P.J.M. Turner featured. Page 428 there is mention of Mellor and page 429 mentions the Mellor
Laboratories.
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The Refractories Journal, December 1934.
Pages 523-524, 529-540, 543-550. A long article called ‘The Mellor Laboratories – Headquarters
of the British Refractories Research Association’ starts on page 530. There are photos of the
Laboratories.
A single sheet with the heading ‘Proceedings, 1935’. Recorded at a meeting of the Ceramic
Society in London. At the end of the article it says the company toasted the health of Dr Mellor,
‘the Peter Pan of Ceramics’.
Foundry Trade Journal, 8th October 1936.
An extract from the Vitreous Enamelling Section with an image of Mellor and a description of him
as the President of the Institute of Vitreous Enamellers; the article includes Mellor’s presidential
address.
Folder 3: Correspondence to Mellor 1917-1939 chiefly concerning errors in books;
includes some replies by Mellor.
23rd July, 1917 – A handwritten letter from a Mr Albert R. Merz, 1867 Monroe St., Washington
DC. Albert writes that he recently bought a copy of Mellor’s Higher Mathematics (4th edition 1913).
Albert says he ‘finds the substance of the book
good but the number of misprints, errors and
wrong references are so numerous that the book is
a serious disappointment’. Albert sends ‘four pages
of errors which [are] noted in a few paragraphs’.
Albert also complains of errors in Mellor’s
Chemical Statics and Dynamics (1914) and the
price of $4.50 being too high for all the errors.

2nd October, 1917 – Another handwritten letter from Mr Merz in which he tells Mellor that he is
going through the book, Higher Mathematics, chapter by chapter and will send the corrections as
he finishes them. Alerz closes the letter with ‘With best wishes for a perfect edition’.
6th September, 1917 – A handwritten letter from a Mr Sidney Melmore, 41 Lee Terrace,
Blackheath, London. Melmore writes to Mellor regarding his Higher Mathematics, 4th edition
(1913), and an equation on p. 503. Melmore asks for clarification/explanation of an error.
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9th September, 1917 – A typewritten letter from a Corporal McGleary R.E, Croft’s Office,
Richborough, Sandwich, Kent. McGleary writes to Mellor regarding errors in his Higher
Mathematics (1909 edition). McGleary was obviously stationed in Richborough during the war and
says in his letter that ‘one of [his] duties is to observe the time of high tide night and day’. He
was using Mellor’s Higher Mathematics to try and find an explanation on errors and probabilities
when he came across the misprints. McGleary says the misprints are ‘numerous’ and he is
looking for an explanation from Mellor.
13th April, 1927 – A handwritten letter from W. Frank Short (Department of Chemistry) on
Auckland University College (University of New Zealand) letterhead. Short congratulates Mellor
on his election to the Royal Society and lists the misprints he spoke of in his last letter in Treatise
of Ceramic Industries, Volume 1 (1913) and Comprehensive Treatise, Volume 1. Short closes the letter
by saying ‘Sometimes I long for the Christie and Schunk Libraries at Manchester’.
26th January, 1928 – A handwritten letter from a gentleman with the last name King. The letter
is written on Northern Polytechnic, Holloway, London letterhead from the department of
Chemistry and Rubber Technology. The letter outlines some corrections/errors in Treatise of
Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, Volume III (1923).
18th May, 1928 – A handwritten letter from an E. J. B Willey (?) on letterhead from Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, Brunner, Mond and Co. Ltd, Alkali Manufacturers, in Northwich,
Cheshire. Willey points out an error on p.85 of Mellor’s ‘Chemistry Vol. VIII’. It seems Mellor
has misquoted Willey in the book.
27th November, 1928 – A handwritten letter from an A. Isbell, Deptford, London. Isbell writes
regarding the Comprehensive, volume VII, page 481. Isbell queries the chemical ingredients of an
experiment included in the book.
13th March, 1929 – A handwritten letter from an R. Riding, Ditton New Rd, Widnes to Mellor at
the Central School of Science and Technology. The letter regards Mellor’s Inorganic and Theoretical
Chemistry, Volume II, p. 523 and concerns salt beds under Halsall in Lancashire and if they are in
fact there.
19th June, 1929 – A typewritten letter from a Mr R. T. Pemberton on United Water Softeners
Ltd, Aldwych House, London to Longmans, Green and Co. Pemberton writes concerning the
word ‘permutite’ in Mellor’s Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, Volume 6,
p. 576. United Water Softeners Ltd hold a trademark over the word ‘Permutit’ and feels their
‘Trade Mark rights’ have been damaged by its inclusion in the book.
5th March, 1930 – A handwritten note from a W. W. Reed at the Technical College, Norwich.
Reed writes that he is disappointed with Mellor’s Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry as ‘it has
not been brought up to date’.
1st May, 1930 – A handwritten letterhead postcard (Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted
Experimental Station, Harpenden) from a Hugh Nicol (Assistant Bacteriologist) to Mellor. Nicol
is informing Mellor of a specimen bottle at his institution filled with a ‘greyish-pink, alum-like
crystals alleged to have belonged to an extensive series of copper salts owned by S. U. Pickering’.
Nicol thinks Mellor would be interested to know this.
27th October, 1930 – A handwritten letter, on Longmans letterhead, from a S. E. Root (?) to J.
W. Allen at Longmans, Green and Co. Root (?) encloses some corrections to various of Mellor’s
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volumes from T. T. Barnes ‘Lecturer in Chemistry, Technical College, Tavistock Road,
Plymouth’.
6th January, 1932 – A letter from Allen at Longmans to Mellor enclosing a letter from a
Professor Enrique V. Zappi from the Facultad de Quimica y Farmacia in Buenos Aires.
The letter from Professor Zappi is dated 15th December, 1931 and is addressed to Longmans.
Zappi’s letter concerns Mellor’s Treatise on Inorganic Chemistry, volume 2, p. 117, line 11 and a
reference to ‘A. Töhl’.
7th January, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Allen at Longmans thanking for his letter of
the 6th inst. and says he ‘will attend to the enclosure as soon as possible’.
8th January, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Zappi explaining and correcting the
reference.
30th April, 1932 – A letter from Professor Zappi to Mellor thanking him for his letter of the 8th
Jan. Zappi now points out another error.
10th August, 1932 – A typewritten letter from an H. E. T. Haultain on University of Toronto,
Department of Mining Engineering letterhead paper to Mellor. Haultain sends ‘reprints which
will probably interest you or your sub-editor responsible for the section on Tellurium’. It
concerns the tellurides and gold extraction.
12th September, 1932 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Haultain thanking him for his letter of
the 10th Aug. Mellor informs Haultain of the answer to his query and closes the letter with ‘The
first chemical research I did when a student in New Zealand was on the Cyanide process for
ores. I am naturally therefore, a bit interested in the subject’.
20th October, 1932 – A typewritten letter from Haultain (University of Toronto) to Mellor
thanking him for his letter of the 12th Sept and giving Mellor an update on their research into
‘gold bearing tellurides’.
28th April, 1933 – A typewritten letter from Samuel Judd Lewis (Analytical and Consulting
Chemist) at The Laboratories in London to Mellor. Lewis refers to Mellor’s Treatise on Inorganic
and Theoretical Chemistry, Volume VII, p. 110-111 and Mellor’s seemingly erroneous attribution of
the discovery of the density of Zirconium to Weiss and Neumann, when in fact Lewis says the
discovery was made by ‘Wedekind and myself’. Lewis goes on to cite other errors.
12th February, 1934 – A typewritten letter from a Stephen Miall on Journal of the Society of Chemical
Industry, London letterhead paper to Mellor. The letter concerns Mellor’s Treatise, Volume I, p.
214 and a reference to Gmelin’s Chemistry.
24th May, 1934 – A typewritten letter from Mellor to the Librarian at the Patent Office, London
asking for clarification of a patent. The letter has been returned to Mellor with green ink
corrections.
27th June, 1934 – A typewritten letter from an A. E. Marshall, Consulting Chemical Engineer,
New York to Mellor. The letter refers to Mellor’s Comprehensive, Volume II, p. 871 and errors on
the page.
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23rd January, 1936 – A handwritten letter from an H. Harris, Wolverhampton to Mellor which
begins ‘You will forgive the mouse correcting the mountain, but I think you have made a mistake
in your book’. The letter refers to an error in Mellor’s Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry, p. 312.
21st July, 1939 – A handwritten letter from G.D. Parkes on Keble College, Oxford letterhead to
Mrs Mellor. Parkes thanks Mrs Mellor for her ‘kind letter’ and for the privilege of collaborating
with Dr Mellor; Parkes writes he will ‘regard it as one of my most happy and valuable
experiences’.
29th June, 1939 – A letter from Potter at Longmans to Mrs Mellor. Potter is glad that Mrs Mellor
is pleased with the new Modern Inorganic. Potter asks Mrs Mellor to send him ‘a copy of the
Mellor Memorial number’.
Folder 4: Melloriana; Slips found in old books; Trip to Canada and USA
Melloriana: Various loose-leaf hand-written notes in both long-hand and shorthand by Mellor.
Slips found in old books: A typewritten Latin tract (less than one page) with a translation written
in pencil underneath.
A cutting from a newspaper entitled ‘The Brownian Movement’.
Four small pages of Mellor’s handwritten notes.
Trips to Canada and USA: Seven typewritten pages of what looks to be the notes to a talk that
Mellor gave about his trip to Canada and the US.
Miscellaneous:
1st March, 1895: A Certificate issued by the Everett Shorthand Society stating that Mellor is
qualified as a ‘Teacher’. Signed by J. D. Everett.
31st May, 1934: A request slip from The Science Library, Science Museum. Mellor is asked to
sign and return.
4th June, 1934: A receipt issued by the Science Museum, South Kensington, London for postage
charges on a book that was borrowed by Mellor.
23rd October, 1934: A receipt from the Royal Society, Burlington House, London for Mellor. 11s
6d for ‘payment for postage of books’.
A prospectus for A Dictionary of Assyrian Chemistry and Geology by R. Campbell Thompson.
A cut-out cartoon by Ridgewell stuck on a piece of paper with a handwritten note on the back
reading ‘This was amongst Mellor’s note books in private papers presented to the Otago
University Library by Mrs Mellor in 1946’.
A fold-out sheet with a table. The heading of the table reads ‘A general comparative table for the
analysis of [Taty?] matters. C. Mailliau’.
Folder 5: Notes found inside books; Comprehensive Treatise – chiefly slips and cards by
manuscript reader?; Higher Mathematics – author’s slips etc.
(In this folder there are ten envelopes). A lot of the notes appear to have been written by
an H. V. Thompson associated with the North Staffordshire Field Club.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 1 – various handwritten notes and cards of corrections to this volume.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 2 – one handwritten note and two handwritten postcards with
corrections; one typewritten note dated 17.2.37 with corrections to Mellor’s Comprehensive,
volume II.
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Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 3 – Two handwritten notes with corrections.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 5-6 – Several handwritten notes and postcards with corrections. A
prospectus for Das Kohlenoxyd (in German) by Dr Jürgen Schmidt.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 7 – three handwritten notes with corrections.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 8 – numerous handwritten notes and cards with corrections.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 9-10 – numerous handwritten notes and cards with corrections.
Comprehensive Treatise, vol. 14 – one handwritten note with a correction.
Author’s slips and cards and miscellaneous material on Higher Mathematics.
This envelope contains small handwritten notes with what appear to be corrections and names
of books on maths.
A cutting from a paper with an attached slip which reads ‘From the General Press Cutting
Association Ltd’. The article is titled ‘The Engineer’ and is dated 9th November, 1923.
One page of The Faraday House Journal (1933) concerning mathematics.
An article from the Transactions of the A.S.S.T (July, 1926) by H. A. Schwartz titled ‘Graphitization
at Constant Temperature’.
One page from Nature, vol. 111, February 10, 1923 with a mark beside the letter from G. H.
Bryan, University College of North Wales, Bangor, titled ‘The Definition of Limited Equality’.
One page from Nature, vol. 113, May 17, 1924; letters to the editor.
Chemistry Statics and Dynamics
Several handwritten notes and a couple of cuttings possibly from a journal.
Folder 6: Obituary Dr A.T. Green
11th October, 1974 – Photocopy of a letter from Mrs Miriam A. Green to J. W. Hayward,
Registrar of the University of Otago. Attached to this letter is a photocopy of an obituary from
‘the house magazine of the British Ceramic Research Association’ for Dr A. T. Green ‘one of the
great figures of the ceramic industry, continuing the tradition established by Dr J. W. Mellor in
the early part of the century’.
Mrs Green thanks Hayward for his letter of the 26th August and his extended sympathies on the
death of her husband. Mrs Green says ‘Yes I was the first to start work on the manuscript of the
Comprehensive Treatise’. It seems she was the junior to Dr Mellor’s secretary and was 17 years
old in 1916. Mellor asked her to work at his house, seemingly to type up his manuscript since she
was one of the only people able to read his writing. Mrs Green writes ‘I worked on the books
until 1922 when I married’.
Mrs Green notes that she remembers ‘the Ellis boys’ who ‘came over with the New Zealand
Forces and used to spend some of their leave with Dr and Mrs Mellor’.
Mrs Green outlines her husband’s early life and his association with Mellor.
Mrs Green ends the letter by saying ‘I am pleased that we both played a part and that the
University of Otago has gained so much from the royalties of Dr Mellor’s books and that his
name is now perpetuated by the ‘Mellor Professorship’.
20th October, 1974 – Copy of a letter from Hayward to Mrs Green. Hayward thanks Mrs Green
for her letter of the 11th inst. and says he is ‘especially interested in your own early work on his
manuscripts’.
Hayward also writes that ‘I am very grateful indeed for the opportunity you have given me to
preserve your letter among the valuable papers we have about Dr Mellor’s work’.
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Folder 7: Letters regarding Fellowship to the Royal Society 1926-1927; and letters of
congratulation; and American Ceramic Society; and later honours.
4th December, 1926 – A typewritten letter from (Sir) W. J. Pope (1870-1939), Chemist, at
Cambridge to Mellor. Pope writes that he is surprised that Mellor has not yet been nominated to
the Royal Society and would be happy to ‘draw up the nomination, collect the necessary
signatures, and lodge it before the end of the present year’. Pope asks Mellor to send him a list of
all his publications and a brief biography; and also the Fellows that he knows who are members
of the society.
6th December, 1926 – A typewritten letter
from Mellor to Pope. Mellor writes that his
name had already been put forward some
years earlier but he had Sir Richard Threlfall
‘to withdraw it after it had stood for some
time’. Mellor states ‘As you know I am not
one to advertise’. Mellor gives an outline
of his academic life and the papers he has
written. Mellor lists Members of the Royal
Society that he knows: Professor H.B.
Dixon; Sir Ernest Rutherford; Sir William
Bragg; Professor F. G. Donnan; Sir Richard
Threlfall; Professor W. A. Bone; Sir Arthur
Schuster.
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11th December, 1926 – A typewritten letter from Pope to Mellor thanking him for his letter and
telling him that, helped by a Professor Armstrong, he has drawn the nomination up and has
gathered some signatures already. At the bottom of this letter is the draft of the reply (dated 15th
December), possibly written by Mrs Mellor, in Mellor’s absence.
18th February, 1927 – A typewritten letter from an (Sir) H. C. H. Carpenter (1875-1940),
metallurgist) from the Imperial College of Science and Technology, London to Mellor
congratulating him on his recommendation for election into the Royal Society.
19th February, 1927 – A typewritten letter from Pope to Mellor congratulating him on his ‘welldeserved selection for the Royal Society. Happily, we just hit the psychological moment for
putting you up again’.
19th February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Dr R. S. Hutton (1876-1970), (metallurgist and
Goldsmith’s Professor in Metallurgy at Cambridge) to Mellor congratulating him on his selection
to the Royal Society.
21st February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from an A. Abbott, on Board of Education embossed
paper to Mellor congratulating him on his election to the Royal Society.
22nd February, 1927 – A typewritten letter from Gordon M. Forsyth (1879-1952), (Scottish
ceramic designer) of the City of Stoke-on-Trent Schools of Art to Mellor. Forsyth congratulates
Mellor and his wife for his election to the Royal Society.
23rd February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from W. J. Rees, Department of Applied Science,
The University, Sheffield to Mellor congratulating him on his election.
28th February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from James A. Bowie (1888-1949), (economist and
educationist) from the College of Technology, Manchester to Mellor congratulating him on his
election.
28th February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from A. S. E. Ackerman, Consulting Engineer to
Mellor congratulating him and referring to the ‘current issue of Nature’ where it was ‘duly
recorded’.
28th February, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Sir (E.) John Russell (1872-1965), (British
agricultural scientist) of the Lawes Agricultural Trust, Harpenden to Mellor congratulating him
on his election.
2nd March, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Dr William Ernest Stephen Turner (1881-1963),
chemist and glass technologist). Turner congratulates Mellor on his election and closes the letter
by saying ‘I count myself amongst your friends who are very glad because of it’.
3rd March, [1927] – A handwritten letter from an A. L. (?) Hetherington to Mellor
congratulating him on his election.
7th March, 1927 – A typewritten letter from H. P. Turner, Secretary to the Senate, The Victoria,
University of Manchester to Mellor. The letter reads ‘The Senate feel a special gratification that
the valuable and distinguished scientific work done by an old student of the University should
receive this honourable recognition’.
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7th March, 1927 – A typewritten letter from Professor John W. Cobb, Livesey Professor, The
University, Leeds, to Mellor congratulating him on his election.
10th March, 1927 – A typewritten letter from R. P. G. Williamson, Clerk to the Governors,
North Staffordshire Technical College, Stoke-on-Trent, to Mellor congratulating Mellor on his
election to the Royal Society. The letter is addressed to Mellor at the North Staffordshire
Technical College.
14th March, 1927 – A typewritten letter from W. J. Gardner, Managing Director of the Meltham
Silica Fire Brick Company Ltd, in Meltham near Huddersfield, to Mellor congratulating him on
his election.
16th March, 1927 – A handwritten letter from W. L. Jackson to Mellor congratulating him on
election to the Royal Society.
18th March, 1927 – A handwritten letter from W. J. Jones to Mellor. Jones says he ‘is more
delighted than I can tell you. How much your wife must think of you now, if there be any more
room for further admiration – which is very doubtful’.
6th April, 1927 – A typewritten letter from the Glenboig Union Fire Clay Co. Ltd., Glenboig in
Scotland, signed by a Mr Dunnachie (?), to Mellor congratulating him on his ‘well merited
honour’.
9th April, 1927 – A typewritten letter with an unreadable signature to Mellor congratulating him
on his election to the Royal Society.
20th April, 1927 – A typewritten letter from W. G. Aldridge, Principal and Secretary of the King
Edward Technical College, Dunedin to Mellor congratulating him on his election. The letter
reads ‘Workers in this institution have always been proud to remember that you were once a
student and afterwards lecturer here’. Aldridge asks Mellor to send them a photograph ‘to
remind us of one who has brought great honour to the College and to keep before us the truth
that success worth having comes only after long and earnest endeavour’.
27th April, 1927 – A handwritten letter from the Otago Chess Club signed by its members to
Mellor congratulating him on his election to the Royal Society.
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27th April, 1927 – A typewritten letter from William Goodlet ‘Wullie’, janitor, University
Museum, University of Otago, to Mellor congratulating him on his election. ‘Wullie’ reminds
Mellor of his friends and co-workers from Mornington, ‘the Sodwater (sic) factory’ and
Sargoods.
27th April, 1927 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to W. G. Aldridge. Mellor thanks
Aldridge for his letter and writes ‘My greenest recollections are the good old times I had as a boy
in Dunedin, where the atmosphere….was all in favour of those who would work their best and
play their best’. Mellor says that Mrs Mellor will send a photograph soon.
10th June, 1927 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to ‘My dear Wullie’. Mellor thanks
Wullie for his letter and recalls ‘some good times together in the old laboratory’. Mellor then
recalls one ‘bad memory, namely, the white cat, which alas, I, thoughtlessly and with the
impetuosity of youth, dyed with all the colours of the rainbow. You will remember we had a visit
from the policeman’.
10th June, 1927 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to the Registrar of the University of
Otago thanking him for his letter or the 28th April. Mellor writes ‘I take the liberty of thanking
you for the encouragement I received from the old Professors in my undergraduate days’.
10th June, 1927 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to the Otago Chess Club thanking
him for their letter of congratulations. Mellor says of the game of chess ‘I have still got the germs
of the old disease in my blood. Unfortunately, I have not the time to spare to play’. Mellor shares
reminiscences of his time on the Continent finding Chess clubs and his first arrival in London
and going along to ‘Simpsons – the then meeting ground of the professionals’.
18th June, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Sir Philip Joseph Hartog (1864-1947), British
chemist and educationalist, of the Public Service Commission, India to Mellor congratulating
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him on his election. Hartog’s writing is difficult to decipher but it seems he is familiar with the
‘Manchester department’.
13th July, 1927 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Hartog but addressed to Sir Philip
Haitoe, which is what it must have looked like to Mellor’s secretary because of his almost
unreadable signature. Mellor thanks Hartog for this letter and says it was ‘specially welcome
because it recalls the old and pleasant days we spent at Manchester’.
23rd July, 1927 – A typewritten letter from Dr Eberhard Zschimmer to Mellor in German. The
letter appears to be congratulating Mellor on his election to the Royal Society.
3rd August, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Albert Granger, Docteur Es-Sciences, Paris to
Mellor in which Granger says he is sorry they couldn’t meet when he was last in England and
congratulating him on his election.
26th August, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Charles Longman of Longmans, Green and Co.
to Mellor saying that he had seen an announcement in the Times of Mellor’s recommendation for
election to the Royal Society.
11th October, 1927 – A typewritten letter from J. W. Allen to Mellor thanking him for his letter.
Allen is getting a photograph of Mellor framed ‘and hung up…amongst other celebrities in the
world of letters, dating back over a hundred years’.
20th October, 1927 – A handwritten letter with an unknown sender as the second page of the
letter is missing. The letter is written to Mrs Mellor and congratulates her on keeping such a
wonderful house and environment in which Dr Mellor can work unhindered.
23rd October, 1927 – A handwritten letter from someone with the last name Billington. The
handwriting is difficult to decipher but appears to be addressing Mrs Mellor and talking of Dr
Mellor’s recent election to the Royal Society.
26th December, 1927 – A handwritten letter from Charles Heathcote to Mrs Mellor
congratulating her and Dr Mellor on his recent election. Heathcote hopes to see the Mellors in
Bournemouth in July, 1928.
25th January, 1928 – A typewritten letter from W. G. Aldridge (see letter dated 20th April, 1927),
Principal and Secretary of King Edward Technical College Dunedin, to Mrs Mellor thanking her
for the photograph she sent of Dr Mellor.
24th January, 1933 – A handwritten letter from G. H. Smith from Argyle street, Mornington,
Dunedin to Mellor ‘conveying congratulations [for the]…great success in the scientific world’.
Smith believes Mellor ranks with ‘Faraday of the past’.
14th March, 1933 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to G. H. Smith thanking him for his
letter. Mellor talks of visiting New Zealand with ‘The Boss’ in the future.
24th July, 1934 – A typewritten letter from P. Ginori Conti, from Senato del Regno, Florence,
Italy to Mellor. Conti thanks Mellor for his change of address card. Mellor, it seems, is moving
from the North Staffordshire Technical College to the Mellor Laboratories.
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Folder 8: Uncle Joe’s Nonsense; Presentation 1934; Reviews; Letters of congratulation
1934-35; Pre-publication letters 1931; Letters 1929-30 re Menu Cards.

Envelope 1: A pamphlet with the Proceedings of the Ceramic Society, 1934. It includes the
heading ‘Presentation to Dr J.W. Mellor, F.R.S.’ It recounts the events of the AGM of the
Ceramic Society held at the North Staffordshire Technical College.
An article from The Refractories Journal, August, 1934 titled ‘Presentation to Dr J.W. Mellor, F.R.S.
and Mrs Mellor. It has a photograph of Mellor and Mrs Mellor standing outside their house in
May 1930.
A page from Claycraft, June 1934 titled ‘Ceramic Society Luncheon, May 8th’.
Two photocopies of a page of a letter from Mellor to his niece Doris Ellis. The page is headed
‘Lincoln 3/5/99’ and has a picture of a pig playing a flute with the heading ‘Dear Doris, This is
Uncle Joe’.
Envelope 2: Reviews of Mellor’s Uncle Joe’s Nonsense
From Longmans, Green and Co. with attached review from the Yorkshire Post dated 30/5/34
From Longmans, Green and Co. with attached review from the Pharmaceutical Journal dated
23/6/34
From Longmans, Green and Co. with attached review from the Chemical Trade Journal dated
6/7/34
From Longmans, Green and Co. with attached review from Nature dated 22/9/34
From Longmans, Green and Co. with attached review from Chemistry Industry 5/10/34
A newspaper clipping reviewing Mellor’s Nonsense, dated 28th May, 1934.
A newspaper clipping from The Otago Daily Times dated Saturday, August 18th 1934. Titled
‘Diversions of a Scientist’; a review of Nonsense.
A clipping of a review of Mellor’s Nonsense; unknown source.
From the General Press Cutting Association with an attached review from the Manchester
Guardian dated 3/7/34
From the General Press Cutting Association with an attached review from the Times dated
5/7/34
From Durant’s Press Cuttings with an attached review from the Lancet dated 1/9/34
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From Durant’s Press Cuttings with an attached review from Gas Journal dated 1/8/34
From Durant’s Press Cuttings with an attached review from Medical Press dated 8/8/34
A clipping of a review of Mellor’s Nonsense; unknown source.
A clipping of a review stuck on letterhead paper from The Chemical Age: The Weekly Journal of
Chemical Engineering and Industrial Chemistry, dated 14th July, 1934
10th February, 1927/9 (?) – A postcard from an A. Haiden (?) congratulating Mellor. The
postcard is headed ‘The Lister Institute, Chelsea Bridge Road, London.
17th June, 1929 – A handwritten letter from Mr Ruskin B. Cranwell (Surgeon Dentist), Railway
Buildings, Hamilton, New Zealand. Cranwell is thanking Mellor for sending him some Nonsense
which Cranwell describes as ‘better than Punch’.
5th September, 1929 – A (hardly readable) handwritten letter from a J. D. Carnegie to Mrs
Mellor. It’s very difficult to read but the subject is possibly Mellor’s Nonsense.
17th May, 1930 – A handwritten letter from John Stokes to Mellor. Stokes says there are many
men who can advise regarding ceramics but ‘really able caricaturists are very rare’ (with another
comparison to Punch). Stokes thanks Mellor ‘for his delightful booklet’.
7th November, 1931 – A typewritten letter from R. P. Herrold of the Mosaic Tile Company in
Zanesville, Ohio to Mellor. Herrold is giving Mellor permission to use the letters he wrote to
‘Russell Jr’ (presumably Herrold’s son) ‘in any way you wish’.
11th November, 1931 – A typewritten letter from W. J. Gardner at the Meltham Silica Fire Brick
Company in Meltham, near Huddersfield to Mellor. Gardner thanks Mellor for his letter of the
9th inst. and gives permission for Mellor to use his name in Nonsense along with the names of
Mellor’s nieces and nephews. Gardner asks Mellor to provide him with a signed booklet which
he can pass on to his son and make a ‘family heirloom’. Gardner calls Mellor ‘a very dear friend
and valued companion’.
12th November, 1931 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Gardner. Mellor thanks
Gardner for his letter of ‘yesterday’ and talks of preparing the book for presentation to the
publishers Longmans, Green and Co.
23rd November, 1931 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to R. P. Herrold. Mellor thanks
Herrold for his letter of the 7th inst. and for giving permission to use the letters he wrote to
Herrold’s son in his Nonsense. Mellor talks of getting the manuscript ready for the publisher.
4th June, 1934 – A typewritten letter from Felix Singer, Consulting Ceramist, Keramos House,
South Croydon in Surrey to Mellor. Singer thanks Mellor for the signed copy of Nonsense and
informs Mellor that he and his wife enjoyed it very much.
5th June, 1934 – A typewritten letter from Algernon Curtis of Algernon Lewin Curtis: Sands,
Clays and Refractory Materials in Chatteris, Cambridgeshire, England to Mellor. Curtis thanks
Mellor for his autographed copy of Uncle Joe’s Nonsense and describes it as mixture of Alice in
Wonderland with drawings by Cruikshank and an ‘antidote for a tired brain’.
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8th June, 1934 – A handwritten letter from J. W. Allen (in Blakeney, Norfolk) from Longmans,
Green and Co. to ‘Uncle Joe’. Allen thanks Mellor for his copy of Nonsense and looks forward to
seeing Mellor in July.
17th October, 1934 – A typewritten letter from R. Barta, Secretary of the Czechoslovakia
Ceramic Society, Prague to Mellor. Barta thanks Mellor for sending his Nonsense.
20th October, 1934 – A handwritten letter from W.E. Montgomery, Library Secretary, Imperial
College Union, South Kensington, to Mellor. Montgomery thanks Mellor for sending Nonsense as
a presentation copy to the Union Library.
21st March, 1935 – A typewritten letter from Dorothy Mellor (no relation) in Sydney, Australia
to Mellor. Dorothy speaks of finding Mellor’s book in a book shop and finding it ‘clever and
delightful’ and ‘gigglesome’.
Folder 9: Correspondence 1898-1901 (Lincoln Agricultural College); from R.J. Alexander,
Kaiapoi, 1898-1902
A Christchurch newspaper cutting (undated but probably around 1899) with a letter to the editor
from Mellor. The letter concerns ‘The Immorality of Marriage’.
A Christchurch newspaper cutting (dated April 5th, 1899) with a letter to the editor from Mellor
at Canterbury Agricultural College.
Undated letter – A handwritten letter headed ‘Waitaki High School, Oamaru’ from the Rector,
J. R. Don to Mellor congratulating him on his ‘well deserved success’ (probably Mellor receiving
the 1851 Science Exhibition Scholarship in 1898). Don talks of Mellor going ‘home’ (England)
on a German liner so he could learn German on the way.
23rd February, 1898 – A handwritten letter from R. J. Alexander, headmaster of Kaiapoi
Borough School to Mellor congratulating him on his ‘appointment to Lincoln College’.
Alexander talks of his knowledge of Lincoln and how it ‘appears to have been something wrong
lately’ with the management of the college. Mellor had obviously asked Alexander for advice,
regarding teaching at the college, in a previous letter. Alexander says, among other things, ‘the
teacher must secure the attention of his class or no progress can be made’ and to ‘preserve your
dignity without standoffishness’.
6th March, 1898 – A handwritten letter from Mellor, signed as ‘your Joe’ to his wife, whom he
addresses as ‘Emmie’. The letter is addressed from Canterbury Agricultural College, Lincoln.
Mellor writes in the first paragraph ‘your Sundays are so occupied that you have scarcely the time
to miss your husband’. (The Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, in the entry on Mellor, states that
Mellor and his wife were married on June 25th, 1899, but Mellor, it seems is already referring to
himself as Emma’s husband.) Mellor talks in the letter of his time at Lincoln and how the
students flout the rules; he also talks of going to church; tells jokes; complains of people
smoking; wishes Emma was near to him.
13th June, 1898 – A handwritten letter from Mellor at Lincoln to his wife ‘Emmie’. Mellor writes
that he played chess with ‘an old man’ and beat him four times and the man was not too pleased.
The letter does not appear to be signed off so part of it may be missing.
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13th November, 1898 – A handwritten letter from Alexander to Mellor. Alexander thanks Mellor
for his letter and gives him more advice on teaching. Alexander comments that Mellor doesn’t
‘like the place much’ and assures him that it ‘may lead to something better’. Alexander says that
he saw in the Press that Mellor’s thesis had ‘been accepted by the Commissioners for the 1852
Science Exhibition’.
5th March, 1899 – A handwritten letter from Mellor’s father, Job Mellor in King street, Mosgiel,
to Mellor. Job writes that he is proud of his son and what he has achieved. Job talks of seeing
mutual acquaintances.

14th June, 1899 – A handwritten letter from Professor F. W. Hilgendorf to Mellor. The author
thanks Mellor for his efforts in helping with his election, to what is not stated.
11th October, 1899 – A handwritten letter from Hilgendorf, at Lincoln, to Mellor. Hilgendorf
notes that Mellor is ‘newly married’ and talks of his time at Lincoln and the antics of some of the
students.
10th April, 1901 – A handwritten letter from George M. Thomson on Otago Girls’ High School,
Dunedin letterhead to Mr Mellor (senior) in Mosgiel. Thomson thanks Mellor for the paper he
sent him, obviously one of his son’s. Thomson congratulates Mellor on his son’s achievements.
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16th September, 1901 – A handwritten letter from Alexander at Kaiapoi Borough School, to
Mellor. Alexander thanks Mellor for his letter, the first ‘since his return to the Old Land’.
Alexander says that he read in the Press that Mellor’s scholarship had been extended to a third
year and he congratulates him on that and on writing Higher Mathematics.
17th November, 1902 – A handwritten letter from Alexander to Mellor in which he congratulates
him on attaining his doctorate and the success of his book.
An undated letter from Mellor, addressed from the Christchurch Post Office, to his wife.
Mellor tells her that she may ‘consider England certain’ and that he wishes for her to accompany
him but to keep it quiet until June and even then to tell as few people as possible.
A receipt from the Everett Shorthand Society for Mellor’s annual subscription to 31st December,
1895.
A newspaper cutting of a letter to the editor from a C. O. Lillie regarding Lincoln College and
the troubles they were having at the time.
A newspaper cutting regarding a ‘new’ wheat crop disease and Mellor is mentioned as having
drawn the Government Biologist’s attention to it.
A telegraph from J. R. Don, Oamaru, to Mellor congratulating him. The telegraph is undated and
it is unclear what Mellor has achieved to require congratulations. Possibly his scholarship to
England.
A printed image of Lincoln College with Mellor’s writing in red ink pointing out various rooms
in the building. Mellor has entitled the image ‘MY PRISON’.
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A copy of a telegram sent from Mellor to Kaiapoi, possibly on the occasion of the Kaiapoi
School Diamond Jubilee 1875-1935.
Folder 10: Concerning M. L. E. Solon and Bernard Moore
A German language publication heralding the news of Solon’s death on the 23rd June, 1913.
A printed letter from Solon (Head Librarian, English Ceramic Society) and F. J. Austin (Assistant
Librarian) regarding the Ceramic Society’s Library.
A printed letter (undated) from the English Ceramic Society’s Honorary Secretary, Dr Mellor to
the County Pottery Laboratory at Stoke-on-Trent regarding a ‘circular’ generated by Solon which
was ‘printed a few days before he passed away’.
1st August, 1922 – Copy of a letter from Bernard Moore to Solon advising on ceramic clay and
glazes.
A cutting from the Evening Sentinel, dated April 9th, 1935 entitled ‘Bernard Moore: Tribute to a
Rare Genius’. The small article outlines Moore’s skills as a potter and laments his death.
Folder 11: Letters from Mrs Mellor concerning OU Collection and library lists
14th May, 1940 – A letter from C. S. S. Higham at Longmans, Green and Co. to Mrs Emma
Mellor in Putney, London. The letter concerns the donation of a set of Dr Mellor’s works to the
New Zealand Government on the occasion of the Centenary of the Dominion. The books were
to be displayed at the Public Library in Wellington. Higham wants to get Mrs Mellor’s
permission to send a copy of Uncle Joe’s Nonsense along with the ‘learned works’.
24th July, 1945 – A typewritten letter from Mrs Mellor to Dr Skinner (H.D. Skinner (1886-1978),
Director of the Otago Museum). Mrs Mellor writes she is sorry for not replying sooner but she
returned to her house in London from Cornwall to find it bombed out and looted but the
pottery she had packed away had not been damaged. Mrs Mellor writes that she is not sending
the Otago Museum her finest pieces or her most treasured but there are some ‘Wedgwood,
Cauldon and Plant’. Mrs Mellor writes of all the items she is sending – pictures, some of
Nonsense.
She also writes of Dr Mellor’s early life, leaving school at 13 and working as an errand boy and
then with Sargood’s the boot manufacturers. Mrs Mellor writes that as her husband couldn’t
afford books as a young man, he would borrow them and copy them out ‘filling at least 17 huge
volumes’.
Mrs Mellor includes boxes of items to be forwarded to the Otago Chess Club.
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3rd August, 1946 – A typewritten letter from Emma Mellor to Skinner thanking him for his letter
of 18th December, 1945. Mrs Mellor writes briefly about the repairs being done to her bombed
out home. She writes of sending the pottery to the Museum soon and encloses some
correspondence her husband received during his career.
A fragment cut out from a photo possibly showing Mr and Mrs Hetherington ‘at a Ceramic
Dinner’ (see letter dated 26th March, 1951).
26th March, 1951 – A typewritten letter from Mrs Mellor to Skinner in which she lists some
items of pottery still to be sent to Skinner at the Museum.
A five-page list of pottery items headed Bernard Moore, Potter and Consultant with a
handwritten note beneath ‘These examples of his work were given by Mrs Mellor to the Otago
Museum in 1945’.
A list headed Mellor Collection (probably that which was sent to Skinner) including ‘Biographical
Items’, ‘Photographs, Sketches etc’; ‘Letters’ etc.
A list headed Mellor Collection: List 2 with a list of publications.

A box containing at least one hundred of Mellor’s bookplates with a Latin inscription ‘Sapientia
naturaeque institute tunc solum vera quum rebus externis conveniunt’; a smaller box containing
three test tubes; a photograph album including loose photographs, one of Mellor on his trip to
South America with some local children.
The photograph album includes images of seemingly high profile scientist; a picture of the ship
Hurunui and possibly a picture of his family when Mellor was a youngster; images of Mellor as a
teacher and of him and Mrs Mellor outside their house, dated May 24th, 1930; a photograph of
two dogs; another photograph of Mr and Mrs Mellor outside their house; and a photograph of
(possibly Mellor) playing bowls; a photo of Mrs Mellor in the garden; a photo of Mellor with his
arm around the ceramic bust of a woman; postcards with some of Mellor’s Nonsense printed on
the front; a photograph of a games of bowls, including the Mellors dated May 24th, 1930; a
photograph of Mellor sitting under a palm tree in Madeira; a photograph of Mellor and his wife
with others; a postcard with a game of bowls with three participants underway on the front.
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Folder 1 – Joseph Mellor: an article by Mike Rose, 1984
A photocopy of Rose’s article (Rose was then a DSIR ceramic technologist) entitled ‘Joseph
Mellor: Otago’s Brilliant Chemist who took the British Ceramics Industry into the Twentieth
Century’; includes a letter to Elizabeth Tinker (ex. Special Collections, University of Otago)
enclosing above article.
Folder 2 – Letters from Col. Thomas (Governing Director of E.J. and J. Pearson Ltd,
Firebrick Works, Stourbridge, to Mellor and copies of Mellor’s letters, 1935-1938
12th April, 1935 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Thomas in which Mellor writes
that he is sorry he missed Thomas at a meeting; Mellor goes on to talk about firing of firebricks.
2nd December, 1935 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Thomas in which he writes of
an article he wrote making waves in Germany.
15th December, 1936 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Thomas in which Mellor
writes of volumes of books that he has and some that a certain gentleman thinks are for sale.
30th December, 1936 – A typewritten letter from Thomas to Mellor in which he writes of the
‘Refractories Research’ the two had undertaken.
31st December, 1936 – A typewritten letter from H. Halliday, Secretary of the British
Refractories Research Association at the Mellor Laboratories in Stoke-on-Trent, to Mellor.
Halliday writes thanking Mellor for his letter of the 30th inst. Halliday says he is sorry that Mellor
is resigning as ‘our official Head’ and that he has heard of Mellor’s intention to retire.
23rd September, 1937 – A handwritten letter from Thomas, on Welbeck Hotel, London
stationery, to Mrs Mellor. Thomas writes that he hopes Mellor wasn’t too tired by the official
visit made by him and two others ‘from the Association’. Thomas sends his best wishes.
17th December, 1937 – A handwritten letter from Thomas to Mellor. Thomas says he tried to
make it out to Putney to see Mellor but could not. Thomas is glad to hear the Mellor’s
‘haemorrhages have abated’; Mellor had been ill. Thomas wonders what Mellor thinks of the
‘annual report of the B.R.R.A’ (Refractories Association). Thomas talks of a recent ‘joint
meeting’ with the Pottery Research Association and their future co-operation.
11th February, 1938 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Thomas. Mellor asks
Thomas’s advice concerning a letter he hopes to send to the Ceramic Society resigning as the
Secretary. In the draft letter to the Society he notes that he has been ill in bed for eleven months.
23rd April, 1938 – A handwritten letter from Thomas to Mellor informing him of his recent
election as an honorary member of the American Ceramic Society. Thomas says he owes the
election in no small part to Mellor’s recommendation.
25th April, 1938 – A typewritten letter from Thomas to Mellor. Thomas sends a copy of his
career biography, which has been asked for by a Mr Purdy (from the American Ceramic Society),
for Mellor to look over.
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An undated handwritten draft letter from Mellor to Thomas in which Mellor congratulates
Thomas on his election as honorary member of the American Ceramic Society. Mellor talks of
his time visiting Dr Sosman and the Carnegie Institute in Washington one morning.
12th May, 1938 – A handwritten letter from Thomas to Mellor in which Thomas reveals he had
hoped to visit with Mellor previously but had been called away to a meeting. Thomas hopes
Mellor gets ‘over the setback’ that had struck Mellor on his last visit.
13th May, 1938 – A handwritten letter from Thomas to Mellor in which Thomas is lamenting
Mellor’s illness and looking back with fondness and pride on their past associations with the
Ceramic Society and the Refractories Research Association. Thomas also talks of how highly
regarded Mellor is within the industry. Mellor had obviously asked Thomas not to tell anyone
about his illness apart from Frank West and Thomas writes that he hopes the Doctor’s diagnosis
is proved wrong.
Mellor passed away on 24th May, 1938.
5th June, 1938 – A handwritten letter from
Thomas to Mrs Mellor on Atholl Palace Hotel,
Perthshire stationery. Thomas sends his
condolences to Mrs Mellor on her husband’s
passing and encloses a telegram from Purdy in
America. Thomas writes that the Potter
Federation have commissioned a portrait of
Mellor.
Folder 3: Miscellaneous letters, 1901-1937
Fragment of an undated letter, signature possibly Cats (?); the author writes of an old Chinese
‘jar’.
3rd January, 1901 – A handwritten letter from J. J. Thomson (Sir Joseph John Thomson 18561940) on Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge letterhead, to Mellor. The letter concerns a
‘combination of chlorine and hydrogen’ paper to be published.
An undated letter from Atsushi Hino to Mellor with an accompanying ‘quatrain’ of Hino’s time
in Europe in Japanese script.
15th April, 1905 – A handwritten letter from Allan E. Bone (?) (probably from Sargood’s) in
Dunedin to Mellor thanking him for his letter of 27th February. It seems that Mellor dedicated a
book to Bone and he writes how proud he is of Mellor’s achievements and his small part in
them. Bone writes of working with Mellor and Mellor’s ‘old shopmates’ are pleased to hear of
Mellor’s ‘doings’.
16th June, 1905 – A handwritten letter from Professor Ernst Cohen (1869-1944), Dutch Jewish
Chemist, to Mellor. Written in German.
24th September, 1907 – A handwritten letter from L. Solon (Marc-Louis Emmanuelle Solon) to
Mellor in which Solon sends Mellor the title of a book he had requested.
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25th September, 1907 – A handwritten letter from Solon to Mellor. Solon talks more about the
book referred to in his letter of the day before.
21st November, 1907 – A typewritten letter from R. Jamieson, Secretary of the General
Committee of the English Manufacturers Association to Mellor in which Jamieson says Mellor is
to be put forward as an Honorary member of the Association at its next meeting. Jamieson seeks
Mellor’s approval.
17th August, 1910 – A handwritten letter from George Campbell of the Campbell Tile Company,
Stoke-upon-Trent to Mellor. Campbell thanks Mellor for the ‘testimonial’ he sent and Campbell
hopes to ‘live up to it’. Campbell had applied for a job overseas at his father’s suggestion.
Campbell recalls with fondness his time as a student of Mellor’s.
17th November, 1911 – A handwritten letter from L. Bradshaw (possibly Lawrence; see letter
dated 19th June, 1922) of Southport to Mellor. Bradshaw advises Mellor that he is sending ‘two
pieces of Peruvian pottery’. One from Chiclayo dating from c. 1500; the other from Nazca from
the Tiahuanaco period ‘pre-Inca and approximately 2000 years old’.
Included with this letter is a postcard, dated 18.11.10, from Bradshaw, obviously sent when he
was in Peru. There is also another postcard, not written on, which displays some pre-Incaic
pottery.
13th July, 1913 – A handwritten letter from Frank Wedgwood, 1867-1930, (Major Francis
Hamilton Wedgwood) to Mellor. Wedgwood congratulates Mellor for an honour bestowed upon
him and Mrs Mellor. It is uncertain who bestowed the honour as Wedgwood’s writing is difficult
to read but he is certainly pleased and tells Mellor he will call on him later in the week.
Enclosed in the letter, but not at the time of writing, is a newspaper clipping describing a speech
given by Mellor at the time of Wedgwood’s death in 1930.
18th August, 1913 – A handwritten letter from Joseph Burton, a pottery technician associated
with Pilkington’s Tile and Pottery Company, to Mellor thanking him for sending a copy of his
latest book. Burton says ‘it will always be one of my precious possessions’ and that Mellor is
‘doing more for the scientific side of Pottery work than any other living man’.
24th February, 1915 – A handwritten letter from J. S. Haldane, 1860-1936, (John Scott Haldane,
physiologist and inventor of the first gas mask), to Mellor. Haldane writes of some research
regarding ‘dust particles’ found in the lungs that he and Mellor are obviously working on
together. Haldane hopes to meet Mellor in Stoke the following week. Mellor has written a draft
of his reply on the bottom of the letter.
16th March, 1922 – A typewritten letter from Arthur Smithells, 1860-1939, Professor of
Chemistry at the University of Leeds, to Mellor. Smithells writes of one of Mellor’s books and
how beneficial it will be for him to read.
An undated letter from ‘The Girls VIth Form’ at Ackworth School, near Pontefract, to Mellor.
‘The Girls’ sing high praise of Mellor’s Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry but enquire
regarding a possible error.
19th June, 1922 – A letter from Lawrence Bradshaw addressed from the Chemist’s Club in New
York, to Mellor. Bradshaw thanks Mellor for his letter of 1st March and says that the Club
Library has copies of Mellor’s two new volumes.
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23rd November, 1923 – A typewritten letter from Horace G. Byers, Professor in Charge of the
Department of Chemistry at the Cooper Union, to Mellor. Byers passes on his compliments for
Mellor’s MIC and those of one of his students.
26th July, 1924 – Copy of a testimonial letter from Mellor regarding Lawrence Bradshaw. (See
previous letters from Bradshaw, 17th November, 1911 and 19th June, 1922.)
16th September, 1924 – A handwritten letter from Lawrence Bradshaw, addressed from the
Chemist’s Club, to Mrs Mellor. Bradshaw tells Mrs Mellor that Mellor left on Saturday for his
journey back to England with Sir William Jones. Bradshaw tells an amusing anecdote of Mellor
purchasing and subsequently almost losing two pairs of silk stockings for Mrs Mellor.
11th November, 1924 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to ‘My dear Heroines of Form VI’. Mellor
thanks the girls for their wonderfully written letter.
21st March, 1926 – A handwritten letter from a Dr L. A. Lind (?) remembering himself to Mellor
and saying he knew him from Dunedin and tried to visit him at Owen’s College in Manchester in
1900 when he had been passing that way.
27th December, 1926 – A handwritten letter from Charles Henry Heathcote (1850-1938),
architect in Bournemouth, to Mrs Mellor. Heathcote thanks Mrs Mellor for her letter and writes
of ‘woman’s’ ability to ‘smooth the way’ for the genius (Mellor) to work on his oeuvre. Mrs
Mellor had obviously written to Heathcote of her time in Prague and the subsequent visit both
she and Mellor were to make to the area. Heathcote asks them to call in when they visit the
South coast in the future.
27th February, 1928 – A typewritten letter from Sir Oliver Lodge, physicist and inventor of the
spark plug, to Mellor complimenting him on a paper he had written.
15th November, 1929 – A typewritten letter from L. B. Pfeil from the University of Swansea
Metallurgical Department to Mellor enclosing requested photographs of ‘iron scale crystals’.
23rd April, 1930 – A typewritten letter from the German Ceramic Society to Mellor. In German.
28th April, 1930 – A copy of a letter from Mellor in reply to the previous letter from the German
Ceramic Society. In German.
15th May, 1930 – A letter from the German Ceramic Society to Mellor. In German.
16th May, 1930 – A handwritten letter from W. J. Gardner of the Ceramic Society to Mrs Mellor
thanking her for her letter of the 14th inst. Gardner writes of Mrs Mellor’s ‘wayward husband’
and that he ‘cannot control Dr Mellor’ and his antics.
28th June, 1930 – A handwritten letter from Joseph Burton to Mellor. Burton writes that he is
sending Mellor a piece of their new ‘lapis’ ware. The piece is signed by ‘Radford E. T. R’, an
artist who worked at Pilkington’s.
31st March, 1931 – A typewritten letter from William Douglas of the Douglas Firebrick
Company Limited, Ayrshire, to Mellor. Douglas is sorry to hear that Mellor is suffering from
‘pernicious anaemia’ but glad that the ‘liver treatment’ is working. Douglas writes of a poem that
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Mellor obviously referred to in a previous letter. Douglas looks forward to seeing Mellor at the
August meeting of the Ceramic Society.
24th November, 1931 – A typewritten letter from William Douglas to Mellor. Douglas again
talks of a Robert Burns poem they have been discussing and is glad that Mellor is quite
recovered.
13th March, 1933 – A typewritten letter from Mellor to J. H. R. Barton at the High School,
Newcastle regarding a translation from Antoine Lavoisier (French chemist, 1743-94). Barton has
written in pencil on Mellor’s letter and wonders if a quote from Euclid would be helpful.
15th March, 1933 – Copy of a typewritten letter from Mellor to Barton thanking him for his
letter of the 14th inst. and says he thinks that ‘Lavoisier had a hazy inkling of the reciprocal
proportion law…’
26th April, 1933 – A typewritten letter from Ross Coffin Purdy of the American Ceramic Society
to Mellor. Purdy compliments Mellor on his ‘cartoon’ of ‘Jack and Jill’ and wonders how he
keeps up his pace and accomplishes so much.
10th May, 1933 – A typewritten letter from the administrator of the Fabrica de Porcelana da
Vista Alegre in Lisbon, Portugal to Mellor sending a cheque for £70 to pay for Mellor’s
upcoming visit.
17th July, 1933 – A typewritten letter from Mellor to J. Barton asking him to translate into Latin
some quotations he wants to include in Uncle Joe’s Nonsense.
7th November, 1933 – A handwritten letter to Mellor from a Reverend M. Isaacs, Staffordshire,
enclosing some ‘Hebrew as requested’.
7th November, 1933 – A typewritten letter to Mellor from a [Shiozahi?], Secretary to the
Ambassador providing a translation that Mellor had requested.
8th November, 1933 – A handwritten letter from a [F.S.M?] to ‘Hugh’ regarding a Hebrew
translation.
9th November, 1933 – A typewritten letter from L. & E. Rosenfeld Ltd, Importers and
Exporters of Japanese and Chinese Goods, to Mellor providing him with a requested translation
of a Japanese ‘note’.
27th November, 1933 – A typewritten letter from Howard S. Gable in Kansas City, Missouri to
Mellor. Gable compliments Mellor on his works and asks for an autographed photo to display in
his library.
17th May, 1934 – A typewritten letter from A. L. Hetherington from the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research to Mellor. Hetherington thanks Mellor for sending him a
cartoon and encloses a newspaper cutting of a cartoon.
24th May, 1934 – A copy of a letter from Mellor to an unknown recipient as it is torn. Mellor
pleads for ‘one more trial’ or chance for someone.
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13th July, 1934 – A typewritten letter from R. P. G. Williamson, Clerk to the Governors of the
North Staffordshire Technical College, to Mellor in which Williamson extends the Governors
acknowledgement of Mellor’s recent retirement as Head of the Pottery Department at the
College. They wish him a ‘long and happy retirement’.
25th September, 1934 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to William Todd, Conference Secretary,
asking Todd to make sure that there is room for Mrs Mellor on the ‘top table’ as he would feel
like a ‘stalk without a flower if she is not there’.
22nd March, 1935 – A typewritten letter from Dr Ing. Hermann Harkort to Mellor. Harkort
compliments Mellor on his paper ‘on the problems of crazing and peeling of glazes’ in
Transactions and he also compliments Mellor on its ‘humour and philosophy’. Harkort asks if
Mellor would consider bringing out a German translation.
3rd April, 1935 – A typewritten letter from J. Holland of the Pickford, Holland and Co. Ltd
(Eclipse Ganister Works) to Mellor. Holland writes trying to convince Mellor that he should be
President of the Ceramic Society ‘representing Refractory Section’. Holland lists the reasons why
he cannot refuse.
10th May, 1935 – A typewritten letter in German (with translation) from Geheimrat Fellinger of
Berlin to Mrs Mellor. Fellinger is sad to have heard that Mellor has been sick for a long time and
that ‘he is now on a recuperating voyage to Africa’. Fellinger has been discussing with a
Professor Reike that they would like to make Mellor an honorary member of the German
Ceramic Society. Fellinger describes Mellor as ‘the head of international ceramic science and
research’.
22nd July, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to the Staff at the North Staffordshire Technical
College. Mellor thanks them for the vase they sent to him on his retirement.
16th September, 1935 – Copy of letters from Fellinger to Mellor and vice versa, in German and
translation. Fellinger writes that the German Ceramic Society has voted to make Mellor an
honorary member. Mellor writes in return on the 17th September that he is happy to receive the
honour.
19th September, 1935 – A typewritten letter from Fellinger in German (with translation) to
Mellor. Fellinger thanks both Mellor and his wife for their correspondence and writes that he
would like to give the honorary membership to the German Ceramic Society to Mellor
personally but it may not be possible and he will have to send it.
24th September, 1935 – A typewritten letter from Dr R. Pulkrábek, President, and R. Barta,
Secretary of the Czechoslovakian Ceramic Society, Prague (in Czech with translation) to Mellor.
The Czechoslovakian Ceramic Society would like to elect Mellor as an honorary member and
they send a piece of pottery made by the Ceramic School Branch in Prague.
21st November, 1935 – A typewritten letter from the Czech Ministry for Foreign Affairs on
behalf of the Czech Ceramic Society to Mellor stating that they are sending him a case of
ceramics.
26th November, 1935 – A typewritten letter in German, accompanied by an English translation,
from Dr Koerner at Sprechsaal, a magazine for ceramics, to Mellor asking his permission to
translate two of his papers.
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16th December, 1935 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to R. Barta, the Secretary of the Czech
Ceramic Society. Mellor thanks him for his honorary membership and wishes him and the
Society well.
14th January, 1936 – A typewritten letter from F. Salt, assistant secretary at the Ceramic Society,
UK, to Mrs Mellor. There has been an issue at the border with the acceptance of the pottery sent
by the Czech Ceramic Society (see letters 24th September and 21st November, 1935 in this
folder). Salt is asking Mrs Mellor to send proof that the ceramics were a gift.
4th July, 1936 – A handwritten letter from Julius Gnerzda, from Zagreb in then Yugoslavia to
Mellor in which Gnerzda explains some of his chemical findings and talks of papers that he has
written. At the end of the letter Gnerzda asks for financial assistance from Mellor to carry out
his work.
18th December, 1936 – A handwritten letter from J. H. Rigby to Mellor. Rigby thanks Mellor for
his past help as a tutor and mentor and sends him some plates as a gift.
An undated draft copy of a letter, on Plaza Hotel Buenos Aires letterhead, from Mellor to the
English Club in Buenos Aires. Mellor thanks the English Club for extending an invitation to him
while he was in Buenos Aires but had subsequently been unable to attend the Club as he was
having so much fun in the city. Dr and Mrs Mellor went to Buenos Aires in February of 1937
and returned in April; they went in the hope of improving Mellor’s health.
6th February, 1937 – A typewritten translation of a letter from Monsieur P. Bremond to Mr Salt,
secretary of the Ceramic Society, UK. Bremond writes of an upcoming visit to France’s ceramics
regions around Limoges presumably by the English Ceramic Society.
12th February, (1937?) – A handwritten letter from A. L. Hetherington of the DSIR to Mrs
Mellor. Hetherington wishes the Mellors bon voyage and writes that he didn’t get a chance to see
them before they left as he wanted to thank Mellor for all his past professional help.
15th February, 1937 – A typewritten letter from Charles L. Parsons, Secretary of the American
Chemical Society to Mellor acknowledges Mellor’s resignation from the Society as of 1st January,
1937. Mellor had been a member for 26 years.
5th March, 1937 – A typewritten letter from F. Whitworth Wright to Mellor asking him for
advice on which bricks are suitable for ‘coke ovens’. Wright wishes to call on Mellor to talk.
24th March, 1937 – A handwritten letter from A. L. Hetherington to Mellor in which he thanks
Mellor for his help with a book he has written.
27th April (?), (1937?) – A handwritten letter from A. L. Hetherington to Mrs Mellor.
Hetherington is sad to hear that Mellor has had a relapse and hints at his own illness.
15th May, 1937 – A typewritten letter from Gordon C. Keith, Secretary of the Canadian Ceramic
Society to Mellor. Keith advises Mellor that the Canadian Society wants to bestow honorary
membership for life on him and suggests a visit to Canada by the Ceramic Society UK.
27th May, 1937 – A typewritten letter from W. Hamilton of W. Hamilton and Sons, Iron and
Steel Merchants in Glasgow, to Mellor. Hamilton thanks Mellor for his amusing letter in which
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he obviously spoke of an ‘operation’ that he had had. Hamilton talks of Mellor having anaemia.
The letter is addressed to Mellor at Miss Carlin’s Nursing Home, Beaumont Street, London.
29th May, 1937 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Hamilton. Mellor tells Hamilton of his
recovery, that his niece is here from New Zealand and that he received a Coronation Medal from
King George VI. The letter is addressed from Miss Carlin’s Nursing Home, Beaumont Street,
London.
2nd June, 1937 – A typewritten letter from Hamilton to Mellor. Hamilton is pleased that Mellor
is recovering and says that Mrs Mellor probably deserves the Coronation Medal more than
Mellor himself.
5th June, 1937 – Copy of a letter from Mellor to Gordon Keith. Mellor tells Keith of his trip to
Buenos Aires and his time spent in Miss Carlin’s Nursing Home. Mellor talks of a possible visit
by the Ceramic Society UK to Canada in 1939.
30th June, 1937 – A handwritten letter from Walter Bakewell from Arthur Winkle and Co,
Makers of Argent Sanitary Earthenware in Staffordshire, to Mellor. Bakewell thanks Mellor for
his note enclosing the key to ‘Sandon House’ and talks of Mellor’s recovery.
30th June, (1937?) – A handwritten letter from A. L. Hetherington to Mellor. Hetherington
informs Mellor of the date and time of a paper he is to deliver. He suggests that Mrs Mellor
attends as well and they can dine at the Club prior to the talk.
30th July, 1937 – A typewritten letter signed by Wragg (first name unreadable) onetime President
of the Ceramic Society, to Mellor, addressed to him at the Carlin Nursing Home. Wragg hopes
Mellor is on the mend and hopes to visit him in his new home.
5th August, (1937?) – A handwritten letter from Hetherington to Mellor in which he
congratulates Mellor on his release from the ‘Convent’. Hetherington looks forward to seeing the
Mellors in October.
1st October, (1937?) – A handwritten letter from Hetherington to Mellor in which he hopes
Mellor is recovering but he is ‘grieved’ that Mellor will be unable to attend the talk he is to give
(see letter dated 30th June).
An undated letter from Hetherington to Mellor talking of pottery.
17th November, 1937 – A typewritten letter from Lionel J. Truss of L. J. Truss Ltd, Pottery
Glaze Manufacturers, to Mellor. Truss writes that he has just learned of Mellor’s retirement and
as a past pupil of Mellor’s he would like to extend his gratitude and affection that he has for
Mellor. Someone has drafted a reply in pencil at the bottom of the letter.
29th December, 1937 – A typewritten letter from Paul E. Cox, HOD of Ceramic Engineering at
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, to Mellor. Cox writes to Mellor about
‘crazing and shivering of glazes’.
19th January, 1938 – A typewritten letter from N. Mutch, Physician to Guy’s Hospital and
Lecturer in Pharmacology to London University, to Mellor. Mutch encloses a recent paper he
wrote on magnesium trisilicate.
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[January, 1938] – A small handwritten card from Pierre Bremond, Chemist and Director of the
French Ceramic Laboratories to Mellor hoping that 1938 will be a good year for him and the
Ceramic Society.
Undated – An undated handwritten passage from J. H. R. Barton to presumably Mellor with an
imperfect translation of a Latin passage from ‘Raymond Lully’s Experimenta, 14th Century, 1st
definite mention of ammonia’.

Box 12 – Reviews of Mellor’s works
Folder 1: Reviews of Modern Inorganic Chemistry; Elementary Inorganic Chemistry;
Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry; Modern Inorganic Chemistry (Parkes revised
edition).

Modern Inorganic Chemistry (new edition) Reviews
September, 1918 – Pages from the American Journal of Science.
April, 1920 – Pages from Scientia (in French).
May, 1925 – Cutting from the Times Educational Supplement; cutting (x2) from the Glasgow Herald;
cutting (x2) from the Newcastle Chronicle and North Mail; cutting (x2) from the Chemical Trade
Journal.
June, 1925 – Cutting (x2) from the Discovery, ‘Few books on chemistry possess the scope and
vision of Doctor Mellor’s work’; cutting from the Phoenix; cutting from Forum of Education, ‘the
work is a veritable mine of information’; typed review from University College Magazine; cutting
from the Educational Record; cutting from the Liverpool Post and Mercury.
July, 1925 – Cutting from the Chemical News.
August, 1925 – Cutting from the Chemical Age Journal, ‘Possibly it is the best text-book on
this subject at the price’; cutting from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph; cutting from the Yorkshire
Post, ‘an epitome showing all the author’s aptitude for clear and scholarly exposition’;
cutting (x2) from the Journal of Education, ‘Dr Mellor knows how to combine a philosophic
breadth of mind with a simple style and a scientific accuracy…’
October, 1925 – Cutting from the Technical Journal; cutting (x2) from Conquest; cutting from
Science Progress, ‘any student who succeeds in absorbing the contents of this book need fear
no examination in inorganic chemistry…’; cutting from the Irish Journal of Medical Science, ‘At
times the author’s passion for quotation becomes rather irritating…’; cutting from the
Chemistry and Industry Review.
November, 1925 – Cutting from the Pottery and Glass Record; typewritten review from the
Edinburgh Medical Journal, ‘the price of the enlarged edition remains [the same]…for this
sum no better book on inorganic chemistry can be bought and many expensive books
are worth less’.
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December, 1925 – Cutting from the School Science Review, ‘…the great mass of the work is, as
it always has been, sound, scholarly, and productive of thought’; cutting from the
Transactions of the Faraday Society.
[1925] – Cutting from the American Journal of Science.
January, 1926 – Cutting from the Lancet, ‘written in a style likely to catch the reader’s
interest.’
March, 1926 – Cutting from the Aberdeen University Review, ‘Mellor’s book is a distinctive and
distinguished work which can be strongly recommended to all advanced students of
chemistry.’
April, 1926 – Cutting (x2) from The Medical Officer.
August, 1926 – Cutting from the Journal of State Medicine, ‘This book is one of the best
introductory text-books we have had brought to our notice…’; cutting from the Yorkshire
Post.
March, 1927 – Cutting from the Medical Press, ‘the more pages read the more interesting
does chemistry become.’
June, 1928 – Cutting from El Monitor de la Farmacia.
December, 1928 – Cutting from Chemistry and Industry Review.

Modern Inorganic Chemistry (Parkes’s edition) Reviews
July, 1939 – Cutting from London Head Teacher; cutting from American Medical Association; cutting
from London Schoolmaster, ‘highly recommended to all who seek a sound basis of knowledge
for a study of higher chemistry’; cutting from Schoolmaster, ‘the book should be in every
school reference library and indeed in the hands of every sixth form boy, as the price is
so low and the arrangement so convenient’.
10th August, 1939 – Cutting from Chemical Engineering and Mining Review (Melbourne, Australia);
cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad (Amsterdam).
September, 1939 – Cutting from Nature, ‘some readers who know the original work may regret
the omission of the digressions which stamped the book with an original character.’
October, 1939 – Cutting from Chemical Products.
December, 1939 – Cutting from School Science Review.
February, 1940 – Cutting from the Journal of the International Society of Leather Trades’ Chemists, ‘one
which no chemist can do without’.
May, 1940 – Cutting from St Bartholomew’s Hospital Journal, ‘It is a good book and amply
repays for the space it occupies on the bookshelf’.
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July, 1940 – Cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.

Elementary Inorganic Chemistry and Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry Reviews
(These two books came out of Mellor’s original work Introduction
to Modern Inorganic Chemistry).
January, 1930 – Cutting from the Times Educational
Supplement.
February, 1930 – Cutting from Education Outlook; cutting
from Chemical News, ‘Both these volumes can be strongly
recommended to science masters and the teaching
profession generally’.
March, 1930 – Cutting from Times Educational Supplement;
cutting from Irish School Weekly; cutting (x2) from the
Times Educational Supplement; cutting from the American Medical
Association; cutting from Western Australia Teacher’s Journal
(Perth); cutting (x2) from Die Skoolblad; cutting (for Elementary)
from the Technical Journal; cutting from Chemistry and Industry,
‘he knows how to present his material in an attractive way.’
April, 1930 – Cutting (for Intermediate) from the Technical Journal, ‘it is difficult for the reviewer
to do anything but praise this book’; cutting from the Education Outlook, ‘the name of the
author should be sufficient recommendation for these books which are written in his
characteristically lucid and interesting style…’
May, 1930 – Cutting from Journal of Education.
June, 1930 – Cutting (for Intermediate) from Forum of Education; cutting from The Analyst; cutting
(x2) from The Medical Officer; cutting from Education Gazette and Teachers’ Aid (Melbourne).
July, 1930 – Cutting from Education Handwork (?); cutting from Journal of the Institute of Hygiene,
‘the book should provide a splendid one for leading up to the authors (sic) more
advanced text books’; cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.
August, 1930 – Cutting from the Scottish Educational Journal.
September, 1930 – Cutting (x2) from Nature.
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Folder 2: Reviews of Comprehensive Treatise Volumes 1-3, 1922-23

A booklet published by Longmans, Green and Co entitled Some Opinions of the Press on ‘A
Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry’, volumes 1-6.
1922 – Cutting (x2) from the Journal of the Institute of Metals.
February, 1922 – Cutting from the Institute of Chemistry Journal; cutting from Pottery and Glass
Record; cutting (x2) from the Scotsman, ‘As a compendium and a work of reference it is
certainly the most remarkable contribution that has been ever made to the English
literature of science’; cutting (x2) from Electrical Times; cutting from the Times Literary
Supplement; cutting (x2) from the South Wales News (Cardiff), ‘the references alone form a guide
of inestimable value.’
March, 1922 – Cutting from Chemical Engineering; cutting from the Publishing Circular, ‘two first
volumes of a work of the greatest national importance’; cutting from the Irish Independent;
cutting (x3) from the Glasgow Herald, ‘These two volumes are the first instalment of what
promises to be a monumental work’; cutting from the Yorkshire Post, ‘Comprehensive
indeed, and even colossal…’; cutting from the Yorkshire Post; cutting from The Nation and the
Athenaeum; cutting (x2) from the Western Daily Press, ‘the complete series….an almost
indispensable source of reference for those occupied in work as consulting,
manufacturing, and technical chemists.’; cutting (x2) from the Spectator; cutting (x2) from the
Sheffield Daily Telegraph, ‘The most important work on inorganic chemistry ever
compiled…’; cutting from Coal and Iron and By-Products Journal.
April, 1922 – Cutting from Chemical Engineering; cutting (x2) from the Newcastle Daily Journal;
cutting from Chemical News; cutting from The Locomotive: Railway Carriage and Wagon Review,
‘…quite a compendium of knowledge on the subject…’; cutting (x3) from the Birmingham
Post, ‘essentially based on the labours of one compiler, to whose courage and industry an
unstinted tribute of admiration is undoubtedly due’; cutting (x2) from the Northern Whig;
cutting (x3) from the The Publishers’ Circular and Booksellers’ Record.
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May, 1922 – Cutting from the Journal of the Canadian Institute of Chemistry; cutting from Canadian
Chemistry and Metallurgy; cutting from Chemisch Weekblad; cutting from the Journal of the Society of
Chemical Industry
June, 1922 – Cutting (x2) from the Colliery Guardian, ‘…a peculiar and characteristic charm
not often found in such highly abstruse works’; typewritten extract from Chemical News;
cutting from Chemical News.
July, 1922 – Cutting from The Analyst; cutting from Science Progress; cutting from Svensk Kemisk
Tidskrift; cutting from Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata; cutting (x2) from Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering.
September, 1922 – Cutting (x2) from the Chemical Age, ‘sequential flow which is the charm of
Mellor’s work’; cutting (x2) from the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.
October, 1922 – Cutting from the Journal of Physical Chemistry; cutting from The Journal of State
Medicine; cutting (x3) from the British Medical Journal, ‘an almost indispensable companion to
the teacher of chemistry.’
November, 1922 – Typewritten extract from the Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science;
cutting from the Journal of American Chemical Society; cutting from the Oxford Magazine, ‘The bulk
and price might well be reduced by the omission of matter of purely antiquarian interest’;
cutting from Philosophical Magazine.
December, 1922 – Cutting from the Transactions of the Faraday Society, ‘it is eminently readable
and the author has left on every page the impress of a highly-original, individual mind’;
cutting (x2) from Nature
January, 1923 – Cutting from Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association, ‘no
single individual without the extraordinary energy and the life-long bibliophile
tendencies of the author could have ventured to attempt it’; cutting (x2) from The Medical
Press.
March, 1923 – Cutting from The Northern Whig for volume 3; cutting (x2) from The South Wales
News; cutting from the Scotsman; cutting from the Times Literary Supplement.
April (?), 1923 – Cutting from the Journal de Chimie Physique; cutting from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift;
cutting (x2) from the Birmingham Post; cutting from the Coal and Iron and By-Products Journal; cutting
(x2) from the Glasgow Herald, ‘We are indeed led to query whether the name on the titlepage can in reality be that of a single individual and not of a syndicate masquerading
under the palladium of a distinguished and indefatigable chemist’; cutting (x2) from the
Irish Independent; cutting from the Revue Générale des Sciences; cutting (x2) from the Manchester
Guardian; cutting from the Western Daily Press; cutting from Chemical News.
May, 1923 – Cutting from Chemical and Metallurgical Engineer; cutting from the Cambridge Review;
cutting from the Oxford Magazine.
June, 1923 – Cutting from Canadian Chemistry and Metallurgy; cutting from the Journal of Physical
Chemistry, ‘The third of these remarkable volumes has now appeared with astonishing,
apparently autocatalytic, speed’; cutting from Chemistry and Industry; cutting from the Spectator,
‘Dr Mellor’s work is not only a complete and lucid exposition, but an index to practically
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all the original research on which it is based’; cutting (x2) from the Staffordshire Sentinel;
cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph; cutting (x2) from the Yorkshire Post; cutting from the
Newcastle Daily Journal; c utting (x2) from the Electrical Times.
July, 1923 – Cutting (x2) from the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry; cutting from the
Bulletin of the Bristol Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association; cutting from the Aberdeen University
Review; cutting from the Times Trade Supplement; cutting from Engineering; cutting from Medical
Press.
August, 1923 – Cutting from the Engineering Societies Library; cutting from the Analyst, ‘Dr Mellor
must be heartily congratulated for the exceptional service he is doing to students of
chemistry’.
September, 1923 – Cutting from the Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata; cutting from
Chemical Engineering.
October, 1923 – Cutting from The Journal of State Medicine.
November, 1923 – Cutting from Nature; cutting from the South Wales News.
[Undated] – Advance proof from the May Mixer.
Folder 3: Reviews of Comprehensive Treatise Volumes 4-6; December, 1923 - 1926
1923 – Cutting from Engineering Societies Library.
November, 1923 – Cutting from the Times Literary Supplement; cutting (x3) from the South Wales
News.
December, 1923 – Cutting from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting from the Journal of the Institute of
Chemistry; cutting from Chemical Engineering, ‘it is masterly, and by far the most attractive and
readable work on chemistry…’; cutting (x2) from the Irish Independent; cutting from the Glasgow
Herald, ‘With praiseworthy promptitude the fourth volume of this great work has been
placed in the hands of chemists’; cutting from The Scotsman, ‘…volumes…are appearing
with the most commendable regularity in spite of the vast mass of material included in
each volume.’
January, 1924 – Cutting from the Journal of American Chemical Society; cutting from the New York
Public Library; cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association; cutting
from Chemistry and Industry, ‘amazing industry and patience of the author’; cutting (x3) from
the Northern Whig, ‘…exhaustive and masterly work…’; cutting from the Coal & Iron and ByProducts Journal; cutting (x2) from the Birmingham Post; cutting (x2) from the Colliery Guardian;
cutting (x2) from the Chemical Age; cutting (x2) from the Western Daily Press, ‘it is quite unusual
to find such a mass of accurate and useful information in a work compiled by just one
man.’; cutting (x2) from Engineering; cutting (x2) from the Yorkshire Post.
February, 1924 – Cutting from Philosophical Magazine; cutting from the Cambridge Review; cutting
(x2) from the Spectator.
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March, 1924 – Cutting from the Transactions of the Faraday Society, ‘We cannot refrain from
ending …on a note of wonder, how one man could have collected together and
presented….such a vast quantity of material and of admiration for his learning, skill and
industry.’; cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph.
April, 1924 – Cutting from Science Progress; cutting from the Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering ;
cutting from the Birmingham Post; cutting (x2) from Nature; cutting from Science; cutting from the
British Medical Journal.
May, 1924 – Cutting from the Journal of Physical Chemistry; cutting from the Analyst; cutting from
the Journal of State Medicine; cutting from the Chemical News; cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences;
cutting (x2) from The Medical Press, ‘The book certainly ranks as one of those most worthy of
fame even in a century that promises great things in scientific literature.’
June, 1924 – Cutting from the Journal of American Chemical Society; cutting (x2) from the Scotsman.
November, 1924 – Cutting from the Glasgow Herald, ‘we have here 1000 pages and every one
as full of erudition as an egg is full of meat’; cutting from the Pharmaceutisch Weekblad; cutting
(x2) from the Irish Independent; cutting (x2) from The Aberdeen Press and Journal; cutting (x2) from
the Times of India; cutting from the Times Literary Supplement; cutting (x2) from Chemistry and
Industry.
December, 1924 – Cutting from the Philosophical Magazine; cutting (x2) from the South Wales
News; cutting from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting (x2) from the Western Daily Press; cutting (x2)
from the Birmingham Post.
January, 1925 – Cutting (x2) from Engineering; cutting (x2) from the Belfast Northern Whig; cutting
from Chemical News; cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences; cutting from Nature.
February, 1925 – Cutting from The Cambridge Review; cutting (x2) from the Journal of Physical
Chemistry.
March, 1925 – Cutting (x2) from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry; cutting from Giornale di
Chimica Industriale; cutting from the Yorkshire Post, ‘it is a masterly performance’; cutting from
the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association; cutting from the Morning Post.
April, 1925 – Cutting from Science Progress, ‘the author is slowly and methodically codifying
the whole of inorganic chemistry with a patience and pertinacity worthy of emulation’;
cutting from Chemical Age.
May, 1925 – Cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences; cutting (x2) from the British Medical Journal;
cutting from Chemical News.
June, 1925 – Cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Telegraph.
July, 1925 – Cutting from the Aberdeen University Review.
October, 1925 – Cutting from the Engineer.
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December, 1925 – Cutting from Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering; cutting from the Journal of
State Medicine; cutting from Chemical News; cutting (x2) from the South Wales News; cutting from
the Scotsman.
January, 1926 – Cutting from Transactions of the Faraday Society; cutting from Svensk Kemisk
Tidskrift; cutting (x2) from the Glasgow Herald; cutting (x3) from the Newcastle Daily Journal and
North Star; cutting (x2) from the Northern Whig; cutting from the Irish Independent, ‘more
complete and more reliable than any existing reference treatise in inorganic chemistry’.
February, 1926 – Cutting from Glass; cutting from the Analyst.
March, 1926 – Cutting from The Journal of Physical Chemistry; cutting from Giornale di Chimica
Industriale ed Applicata.
April, 1926 – Cutting from The Pottery and Glass Record; cutting from the Western Press, ‘We have
no hesitation in saying that the series will become a classic, and essential for reference
by all workers in the field of inorganic chemistry’.
May, 1926 – Cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Telegraph; cutting from Nature; cutting (x2) from
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry; cutting from Chemistry and Industry.
June, 1926 – Cutting from the Journal of State Medicine.
July, 1926 – Cutting from Science Progress, ‘will prove a mine of information to mineralogists
and others interested in the vagaries of silica and silicates’; cutting from the Bulletin of the
British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association; cutting from the Aberdeen University Review.
October, 1926 – Cutting (x2) from the Engineer, ‘it has not the dull character of most
scientific reference books’.
November, 1926 – Cutting (x2) from the British Medical Journal.
May, 1927 – Cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences.
July, 1927 – Cutting from Engineering.
August, 1927 – Cutting from the Medical Press.
September, 1928 – Cutting from Tropical Agriculture.
Undated – cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals; cutting from Nature.
Folder 4: Reviews of Comprehensive Treatise Volumes 7-11; 1927 – 1932
1927 – Cutting(x2) from the Journal of the Institute of Metals.
February, 1927 – Cutting from the Times Literary Supplement; cutting from the Scotsman, ‘it would
require a most determined effort to read it through, and the effort would not be
particularly profitable’; cutting from Giornale di Chemica Industriale ed Applicata; cutting from the
Nation and Athenaeum.
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March, 1927 – Cutting (x2) from the Northern Whig; cutting (x2) from the Western Daily Press;
cutting (x2) from Svensk Kermisk Tidskrift; cutting from the Irish Independent; cutting from Chemical
News.
April, 1927 – Cutting from the Spectator, ‘The work is progressing at an astonishing rate, for
the first volume appeared as recently as 1922, and we now welcome the seventh’; cutting
from the Western Daily Press; cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research
Association; cutting from the Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
May, 1927 – Cutting from The Journal of Physical Chemistry; cutting (x2) from the Yorkshire Post;
cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph.
June, 1927 – Cutting from the Oxford Magazine; cutting from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry;
cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad.
July, 1927 – Cutting from Engineering.
September, 1927 – Cutting from the Glasgow Herald.
October, 1927 – Cutting from the British Medical Journal; cutting (x2) from Nature; cutting from
Science Progress, ‘one feels that his election to the royal Society was well deserved’; cutting
from Chemistry and Industry.
November, 1927 – Cutting from the Cambridge Review.
[1928] – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals, ‘That the labour involved in the
compilation of such a treatise can be performed by a single author at the speed with
which this treatise is being presented, simply amazes one’; cutting from Revue Générale des
Sciences .
March, 1928 – Cutting (x3) from the New Statesman, ‘There is not even a German who has
tried to do what Dr Mellor is gradually doing’; cutting from the British Medical Journal; cutting
from the Nation.
April, 1928 – Cutting from the Western Daily Press; cutting from the Northern Whig; cutting from
Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting from the Medical Press.
May, 1928 – Cutting from the Irish Independent; cutting from Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed
Applicata.
June, 1928 – Cutting (x2) from Chemisch Weekblad; cutting from the Journal of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers; cutting from the Aberdeen University Review; cutting from Industrial Chemistry.
August, 1928 – Cutting from the Electrical Times.
September, 1928 – Cutting from the Analyst; cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences.
October, 1928 – Cutting from Science Progress; cutting from the Daily Record and Daily Mail,
headline reads ‘Doctor’s Epic Feat: 12-volume saga of Chemistry’; cutting (x2) from the
Daily Dispatch; cutting (x2) from the Daily News; cutting (x2) from Nature; cutting (x2) from The
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Star, ‘Perhaps the most stupendous feat of book-making ever accomplished by one man’;
cutting from Chemistry and Industry; cutting from the Leicester Mercury.
November, 1928 – Cutting from the Journal of State Medicine; cutting from Chemistry and Industry.
December, 1928 – Cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association.
1929 – Cutting from Chemisch Weekblad; cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals; cutting
from Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata.
January, 1929 – Cutting from the Medical Press; cutting (x2) from the Staffordshire Sentinel.
February, 1929 – Cutting (x3) from the Yorkshire Herald; cutting from Chemical News; cutting
from the Scotsman; cutting (x2) from the Northern Whig; cutting from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift;
cutting (x2) from Engineer; cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.
March, 1929 – Cutting (x2) from the New Statesman; cutting (x2) from the Times Educational
Supplement; cutting from the Yorkshire Herald; cutting from the British Medical Journal.
April, 1929 – Cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association; cutting
from the Irish Independent; cutting from the Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
May, 1929 – Cutting (x2) from Journal des Debates Politiques et Litteraires; cutting from Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering.
June, 1929 – Cutting from Analyst; cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad.
July, 1929 – Cutting from Engineering; cutting from Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata;
cutting from the Aberdeen University Review.
August, 1929 – Cutting from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph; cutting from the Transactions of the
Faraday Society.
November, 1929 – Cutting (x2) from Nature.
1930 – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals.
January, 1930 – Cutting from Science Progress; cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad.
July, 1930 – Cutting (x2) from Giornale di Chimica Industriale ed Applicata; cutting from Electrical
Times; cutting (x3) from the Western Daily Press; cutting from the Journal of State Medicine; cutting
from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting from the Irish Independent.
August, 1930 – Cutting from the Northern Whig.
September, 1930 – Cutting from the Yorkshire Post.
October, 1930 – Cutting (x2) from the Times Literary Supplement, ‘it is safe to say that the work
has no rival’; cutting from Chemistry and Industry.
November, 1930 – Cutting from the Oxford Magazine.
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December, 1930 – Cutting from the Medical Press; cutting from the Sheffield Daily Press.
1931 – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals, ‘it seems that the treatises improve…
with each succeeding volume’.
January, 1931 – Cutting (x2) from the British Medical Journal; cutting from Science Progress.
February, 1931 – Cutting from the Revue Générale des Sciences.
March, 1931 – Cutting (x2) from Nature.
July, 1931 – Cutting from the Bulletin of the Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association, ‘unparalleled
in the English language’; cutting from the Chemical News.
August, 1931 – Cutting (x3) from the Western Daily Press, ‘Dr Mellor’s name will go down to
posterity as one who had laboured in the field of chemistry on a scale which has hitherto
been unsurpassed by any other worker’; cutting (x2) from the Northern Whig; cutting from
Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting (x2) from the Electrical Times.
September, 1931 – Cutting (x2) from the Irish Independent; cutting from the Western Morning News;
cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.
October, 1931 – Cutting from the Journal of State Medicine.
November, 1931 – Cutting from the Oxford Magazine; cutting (x2) from the British Medical Journal.
December, 1931 – Cutting from the Analyst; cutting (x2) from Nature; cutting from the
Transactions of the Faraday Society.
January, 1932 – Cutting from Engineering; cutting from the Sheffield Telegraph.
March, 1932 – Cutting from Chemistry and Industry; cutting from the Aberdeen University Review;
cutting from the Medical Press.
(2x undated reviews)
Folder 5: Reviews of Comprehensive Treatise Volumes 12-16; November/December,
1932-1937
1932 – Cutting from the Journal of the Proceedings of the Institute of Chemistry.
November, 1932 – Cutting from the Electrical Times.
December, 1932 – Cutting from Engineering; cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, ‘The publication of each volume of this treatise increases one’s
admiration of greatness of Dr Mellor’s work’; cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad; cutting
from Svensk Kemisk Tidskrift; cutting from the Times Literary Supplement.
1933 – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals; cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.
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January, 1933 – Cutting from the Publishers’ Circular.
June, 1933 – Cutting from the British Medical Journal, ‘Every new volume of Mellor’s
Chemistry is a fresh cause of delight’.
July, 1933 – Cutting from Science Progress.
August, 1933 – Cutting from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph.
1934 – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals.
January, 1934 – Cutting from Engineering.
May, 1934 – Cutting from the Medical Press.
June, 1934 – Cutting from the Electrical Times, ‘In comprehensiveness, and the authoritative
nature of its contents, the work leaves nothing to be desired’; cutting from Giornale di
Chimica Industriale ed Applicata.
August, 1934 – Cutting from the Journal of State Medicine; cutting from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph;
cutting from Nature; cutting from the British Medical Journal, ‘The work is remarkable for the
manner in which the newest results of research are brought into juxtaposition with the
observations of Faraday and others of his day’.
November, 1934 – Cutting from Aberdeen University Review; cutting from Giornale di Chimica
Industriale ed Applicata; cutting from Engineering, ‘Dr Mellor has vigour and charm of pleasant
narrative when dealing with highly abstruse scientific problems’.
December, 1934 – Cutting from the Medical Press; cutting from the Analyst, ‘The new volume is
probably Dr Mellor’s masterpiece’; cutting from Giornale di Bibliografia Technica Internationale.
1935 – Cutting from Chemisch Weekblad; cutting from La Chimica & l’Industria.
January, 1935 – Cutting from Science Progress, ‘this volume contains 198 pages of references
and a rough computation indicates that these pages contain between twenty-five and
thirty thousand individual references’.
February, 1935 – Cutting from Transactions of the Faraday Society.
March, 1935 – Cutting from Chemisch Weekblad.
April, 1935 – Cutting from Chemistry and Industry, ‘the bibliographies accompanying each
section are remarkable for their range and accuracy’.
August, 1935 – Cutting from the Electrical Times, ‘probably the most extensive and
authoritative work on inorganic and theoretical chemistry yet published’; cutting from
Revue Générale des Sciences; cutting from Engineering.
October, 1935 – Cutting from the British Medical Journal; cutting from Ceramic Abstracts; cutting
(x2) from the Medical Press.
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November, 1935 – Cutting from the Aberdeen University Review.
December, 1935 – Cutting from Engineering, ‘This publication holds a unique position in
chemical literature, and will remain a standard work of reference for many years’; cutting
from Chemistry and Industry.
1936 – Cutting from the Journal of the Institute of Metals.
January, 1936 – Cutting from Science Progress; cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences.
February, 1936 – Cutting from the Analyst, ‘It is undoubtedly the most exhaustive account,
particularly of the complex cobalt compounds, available in the English language’.
March, 1936 – Cutting from La Chimica & l’Industria; cutting from Nature.
May, 1936 – Cutting (x2) from the Sheffield Telegraph, ‘The completion of Mellor’s work will
undoubtedly be a landmark in the history of chemistry’.
June, 1936 – Cutting from Revue Générale des Sciences.
July, 1936 – Cutting from the Medical Press; cutting from the Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, ‘the end of Dr Mellor’s herculean task is in sight’; cutting from
Science Progress; cutting (x2) from the Electrical Times; cutting from New Technical Books.
August, 1936 – Cutting from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry; cutting from the Institute of
Chemistry.
September, 1936 – Cutting from Journal of State Medicine.
October, 1936 – Cutting from Chemistry and Industry.
November, 1936 – Cutting from the Analyst, ‘Our time is very fortunate in having a Mellor’.
December, 1936 – Cutting from the British Medical Journal.
January, 1937 – Cutting from La Chimica & l’Industria.
April, 1937 – Cutting from Engineering.
July, 1937 – Cutting from Science Progress.
October, 1937 – Cutting from the New York Herald Tribune, ‘Longmans Green announce that
they are about to bring to conclusion one of the most stupendous feats of bookmaking
ever accomplished in one lifetime’; cutting from the Rockford Illinois Star; cutting from the
Pasadena Star News.
November, 1937 – Cutting (x2) from Chemistry and Industry, ‘the most perfect and absolute
work that ever was written in any humane science’; cutting (x2) from the New York Times,
‘Nobody can accuse Dr Mellor of being lazy’; cutting from the New Orleans Times Picayune;
cutting from Pharmaceutisch Weekblad.
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December, 1937 – Cutting from the Register, Des Moines, Iowa; cutting from the Union, San
Diego; cutting from the Times Literary Supplement; cutting from Electrical Times; cutting from the
Bulletin of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association.
January, 1938 – Cutting from the Industrial Arts Index.
February, 1938 – Cutting from the British Medical Journal, ‘The work will long remain
monumental in the world’s chemical literature’; cutting (x2) from La Chimica & l’Industria.
March, 1938 – Cutting from the Medical Press Circular; London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical
Magazine; cutting from the Analyst; cutting from Nature, ‘Such an achievement ought to be a
matter of national congratulation and every Britisher should be proud that there exists
such a treatise in his own language’.
April, 1938 – Cutting from
The Refractories Journal, ‘a
committee or team of fifty
learned chemists could not
have done the work better
or so well’.
February, 1939 – Cutting from
Revue Générale des Sciences.
Undated reviews x3

Box 13 – Book proofs (MIC); Collection information;
Panchromatic plates of Hyde Park
A package containing proofs of Modern Inorganic Chemistry with annotations by Mellor
Plates from Uncle Joe’s Nonsense

Box 14 – Framed Photographs
Framed photograph of Robert Wilhelm Bunsen
Framed photographic portrait of Mellor
Framed photograph of Mellor (seated)
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Box 15 – Framed Photographs
Framed photograph of Graduates Otago University 1889; listed as Begg, Whitter, Palmer,
Beattie, Riddell; Dr Barclay, Miss McLandress, Miss Fraser, Miss Duncan, Dr Copland; Gill, R.
M. Ryburn, Joseph Moss
Framed picture of ‘Le Chimiste’
Framed picture of C. L Berthollet
‘Claude Louis Berthollet (9 December, 1748 –
6 November, 1822) was a Savoyard-French
chemist who became vice president of the
French Senate in 1804. He is known for his
scientific contributions to theory of chemical
equilibria via the mechanism of reverse
chemical reactions, and for his contribution
to modern chemical nomenclature. On a
practical basis, Berthollet was the first to
demonstrate the bleaching action of chlorine
gas, and was first to develop a solution of
sodium hypochlorite as a modern bleaching
agent.’ (Wikipedia)

Box 16 – Framed Photographs
Folder One: Booklet publications on hypnotism, mesmerism etc; Visits to Clay Mines
and Pottery Firms; Wedgwood Bicentenary; postcards
Booklets:
Staatliche Porzellanmanufaktur Meissen, Die Blauen Schwerter, NR. 2. [Meissen: Staatliche
Porzellanmanufaktur, 1930]
John Barter, How to Hypnotise including the Whole Art of Mesmerism. London: Simpkin,
Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co., [1890]
[George Sandford Holmes], Lenox China: The Story of Walter Scott Lenox. Trenton, New Jersey:
Lenox Inc., 1924
Clowes Beccles: Notes on Printing and Binding and on Materials in General Use. [London: William Clowes
and Sons, 1930]
Paul Weller, Personal Magnetism and How to Develop It: A Scientific Treatise on Personal Magnetism and its
Possibilities. Rochester, New York: New York State Publishing, 1900
(Rev.) J. S. Wharton, Course in Hypnotism. Rochester, New York: New York State Publishing,
1900
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Three Addresses: Longmans 1939-1947. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1947. (A card inside
with good wishes from C. S. S. Highley)
Rörstrands Fabriks Aktiebolag[Description of Rorstrands factory, Stockholm]. Stockholm, 1914
Staatliche Porzellanmanufaktur Meissen (Formerly Royal Saxon China Manufactory Meissen, Saxony.
Meissen, 1925
Great Western Railway Company, New Jetty and China-Clay Loading Appliances at Fowey, [Cornwall].
Westminster: The Railway Gazette, [c. 1923]
Gustavesberg [Pottery]. London: Balding and Hansell.
J. W. Mellor, Note on Study of Pan-Grinding. London: William Clowes and Sons, 1938
H. D. Pochin and Co., Pochin’s China Clay. [Manchester: H. D. Pochin and Co., 19--?]
Souvenir Programme: Visit by the Members of the Ceramic Society to the China Clay Mines of Cornwall and the
Ball Clay Mines of Devon, 4th May, 1928
Postcards: Four postcards, not written on, showing scenes from Sèvres Porcelain Factory near
Paris; two postcards showing scenes in Dieppe; one postcard from Stockholm; two postcards
addressed to Mellor from the Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institute of Washington, 1937;
one postcard, with a scene of Dieppe, addressed to B. Moore (Bernard Moore, potter) with love
from ‘Doss’ (?)
Menu: from the Ceramic Society Luncheon, London, May 22nd, 1930. Held to celebrate the bicentenary of the Josiah Wedgwood and Sons.
10th May, 1930 – Cutting from The Sphere on the Staffordshire Pottery Celebrations, featuring
colour images of Wedgwood, Minton and Copeland pottery
21st May, 1930 – Cutting from The Listener about the bi-centenary of Josiah Wedgwood
1st April, 1915 – Cutting from the Canadian Mining Journal regarding the ‘Great China Clay
Deposits of Cornwall, England’
1st July, 1931 – Cutting from The Pottery Gazette and Glass Trade Review regarding a visit by the
Ceramic Society to Germany with a photograph of Mellor ‘being received by the Governing
Director’
Photograph of Mellor; signed ‘For Ada, with much love, Dr Mellor’
Photograph (large) of Mellor smoking a pipe
Photograph of M. L. E. Solon
Photograph of Frank H. Wedgwood; signed ‘Yours sincerely, Frank H. Wedgwood’
Photograph of Mellor and two negatives; as in the National Portrait Gallery; written on the
back ‘presented by Mrs Mellor 1946’
Photograph of Mellor, signed by him; as in the National Portrait Gallery
Photograph of the Chemistry Department, Owens College, Manchester 1899; Mellor in middle
row second from right
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Drawing of Ernest Rutherford
Photograph of Otago University Graduates 1897 (BSc); Mellor is in back row second from the
left

Photograph of Bernard Moore, signed by him
Photographs (5) of the interior of Mellor’s house in Stoke-on-Trent; two copies of each showing
his extensive bookshelves, his office, his index drawers
Large format booklets:
M. L. Solon, A Brief Account of Pâte sur Pâte. Stoke-upon-Trent, UK: Mintons China Works Ltd,
[19--?]; Mellor’s bookplate is pasted in the front
M. L. Solon, The Ancient Art Stoneware of the Low Countries and Germany. Volume II. London:
Printed for the Author at the Chiswick Press, 1892. Mellor’s bookplate is pasted in the front
Miscellaneous:
J. W. Mellor, ‘Wedgwood as an Industrial Chemist’. A handwritten note at the bottom of the first
page of the cutting reads ‘Reprinted from “The Personal Life of Josiah Wedgwood” by kind
permission of Lady Farrer and Mrs Godfrey Wedgwood’
The Story of Wedgwood, 1730-1930. (UK, 1930?)
Notebook of Mellor’s in shorthand containing extracts copied from scientific publications, 18951898
British Ceramic Society Transactions Papers written by Mellor:
Works Blindness from vol. 19, 1919-20 (printed)
Works’ Logic: The Whiskey and Soda Fallacy for vol. 25, 1925-26 (typewritten)
The Zenith Temperature for vol. 23, 1923-24 (typewritten)
Sherlock Holmes, the typewritten paper is about ‘the late’ Bernard Moore, who Mellor purports
was something of a ‘Sherlock Holmes’; Mellor notes that he is writing the paper while laid up in
a nursing home
The Chemical Constitution of the Clay Molecule: Review of Later Theories for vol. 37, March, 1938; there
are two annotated proofs and a typewritten manuscript of this title
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Folder Two: Grant of CBE; Letter of election to the Royal Society; American Ceramic
Society Certificate
13th July, 1938 – A typewritten letter addressed to Mrs Mellor from the Central Chancery of the
Orders of Knighthood, St James’s Palace. The letter states that Mellor will posthumously receive
the ‘Insignia of a Commander of the Civil Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire’
Another envelope contains a large certificate awarding the CBE; dated 1st January, 1938
February, 1932 – A large certificate awarded to Mellor from the American Ceramic Society ‘In
recognition of achievements of exceptional value to ceramics’ and electing him an Honorary
Member
12th May, 1927 – A large letter from the Royal Society, Burlington House, London informing
Mellor of his election to the Royal Society and requiring him to attend a meeting to confirm his
election
A photo album dated 25th May – 6th June, 1907
A trip to Germany
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